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CHAPTER I

Indoctrin ation

Chapt e r I es t.ablishes m inimum r equir ements

at
Groun d Traini ll!.! n (';q uircm e.nl. s . Gr ou nd
'T rainl n!; and othe r r e lat e d r equ ir eme nt:;; fo r all
p il ots pI'iu r to familiari:Galioll flight s ill th e

r Ot" trainin g , initial qualificati on, amI cUI'n'lIcy

.1\ - 4

lill!

[JjTII OP UCTIO N
T his Ma nu al is applicabl e 10 A-4 aircraJL

ill spec ifIed areas .

vid e

UU~

op enlti o nal information considf.:.'r e ct

ll eC ~ 5 i3~!I'y to elliciure saf p alld ef fici ent

ar p.
1.
2.

Suhsequ en t chapters p r o 

op e ra
:3.

th e Fl ig h t MaJ'lUai and th e l\,: aval Warfar e Publi
Unit Co m mander!:i ar e author

4.

O.F'T/WST tr ai nw g r cqu ire nl(: nt s where rec e nt
s imil~U'

models warra nts.

pilot f o r the initial

fl ~g ht

and

How

guidan(;(~

UVtH' , ade quat e pr ep aral iOll and

HUb .sE~ qu~Jll

of t'he

fligllt s

so that he saiely attains :a nd m a intains a reas on
de~r e e or pr ofici e ncy in the ope rati on of

abl e

th (-: A-4 is Of prim e imp ort::lllCt.'.

T ou o f Le n,

under pl' llss ur e of operati.onaJ co mmitm ents ,
tlli t1 groundw o rk i s

al>l>r e viat(~ d

Comm~lnding

Eme r ge ncy pl'o c;.eclur e l;i .

F o r this n ;:ason,

Pa s t aircraft acc:idenls as a n ai d

Off ic:e r.s musL cUlltinuously e ns ur e

in prev e nt ing futur e a cc ide nts of
like natur e.

requestin g- waiv e rs ar e co nta.ill (~ d ill OP NA V
Ins tructi o n 3510.9 (current revis ion).

5.
G.

GIlOUNIl TR AI NJ t\ G
Ground T r aining shulIld be continu ou S"

throu g hout the care e r of th e .1\-4 pilot.

Th e

l)v e rall syllal)Us will var y accordin g to

IOC H I

I'C'quil'(~nwnt s

mu s t 11(; subst.ituted.

7.

brief ~ cl

Pl'aclic e dry - run eJecl ion actom
plit:iheci i.n appropriat e t ype A-4
,i;;I j(~ cti on

wI d ell must h f~

H.

m e t to ens.ur e t hat the pilot is pr operly illcloc 
trin ::lt e d and

Local Cuul"~ e Rule s , n yi n~ ar e a,
instru m e llt procedul· e s . ancl SAR
fa cil Hies.
Blindfold c ockpit check.
Minimum of 2 hours of flight a nd
e m e r l,;:e ncy pr o c e dure s s imulati o n ill
t he OFT/WST' wi t-hin th e t wo we ek
periud p rior t o th H find. Fam. flight.
If OFT/WST is 110 t available, a cum 
pr e hC'nsiv {~ oral allel/Ot" writt e n exam 
ination on emergellCY p r ()(; ~ dul' e ~

conditi on s , faciliti es, dire ctives fn) m hig he r
~luthority. ami th e Unit Comma nder't:i estimatioll
nf .squadron r(~ adill(\SS . H O Wl~ V(~ r. the r e aI' e
certain sp0 c ific

p r o~

ce dun~ s .

adh e.r e nc e to th ese basic criteria wh ene v ~ r ll os 
:-;ibl('. PrClc G du r ~fj f()l' ::;ubmittiJlI:l" ci1a nrre :-; and

ill

L e ctur e s frolll neve. up ~ ratiJl ~ A-4
s quadron, or ocher qualifi e d pe r 
so nn e l Oil the foll owin g: subjf; ds:
Fli gh t characicristic:s (includi ng
s ta ll.s and s pins) ~\lld ope r~\tin ~
limitatio ns.
Use of safety and sUn'ivnl I-'quip
m ent and r e lated Ill·cH; edur es.
Air c. raH pr e fllt;l!t, g rou nd ha n
dli ng , hand Si gn al s , allci no rma l
fLi ght pTocC'dure s .

Cockpit troubl es hoot in g

()l' d ('lel e d.

This ("an result o nly in a d8LerioratiOll of indi
vidual and unit e ffe c tiv ene.s s.

NAMO Pil ot Familiarizat iOIl cour se
(iJ availabl e ) or equiv a len t le ctur e s
by HCVG , np e r<.ltin~~ A-4 s quadron,
ur utileI' qualifi e d p c.r so lln e l.

Iz ed to wa.iv E' flit;'hl hOllr minimums ami/o r

expe rienc e ill

follO\v s :

Cu.rr e nt medi c.al cle a ran ce.
Avia t iun physiDlogicaJ t.rai ni ng as s ct
forth ill OP l\AV Ins truction 374 0.3
ktllTi~ l lt r ~ vi8ioll).

linn ()f the A-4, when used ill conjun ction with
c ation s seri es .

a~

He at in compl e t e flij..;ht ge ar.
Super v i sc d Engilll~ Star t ~Illd Taxi
Checkout.


prillI' t o flight.
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9.

Satis facto r y (;omp lctio n of ex am ina
Hons on A-4 ope r ating lim its., no nnal
and eme r ge nc y proc e d ur es, cour~ e
rul es, ai rc r aft s yst e ms , and NATOP S
Ma nu al.
10. Avi ator s ' r equil'e d r ea din g p e r t ine nt
t o fli ght.
b.
Gr oun d T ra~nbl S SUb jects. The following
l:iub j ect s h Olild he indu dee! ill the nul' mal
Gr ou nd Tr a i ni ng SyU abu::; , de p p n dill~~ UP('" the
squadron m i sS ion, m o del airn'a! t , ulld qualifi 
c ation s of t he p il ot:
(1) T ~ c hll i cal Tralni n l~ .
1.
F light Manual.
2 . Auxiliar y qUip lll PIlt.
3.
Fli g-ht safety equipme nt.
4.
Airel'aft servic i nl~ p r oce dur es .
(2) Mission T rai ning.
1.
Ba m bi nI; and rot k d tlWO I' Y auci
pipp c r cont r ol.
2. G lid ~ !)()!llbill lJ \ r ock l , and
nHssil c pr oeN ur cs .
3. Strafing pro cedures,
4. LABS ~ q uipment.
6. LABS/ laydown de live r y.
6. P atter ns and proc e du r ~l:i for
l o c ~il tar get !:>.
7.
Close a i l' suppo rt and GeBS
procedu r es.
8.
The A -4 NWUS llnd CWDS
to NWIP 41 - 3.
9.
Special we apons .
10. Aviation Ordll~ll1CE!.
11. Wcapons loadin g.
12.
Hi gh and low :t ltitlld(~ navi l,;"ati(JlI .
13. APG 53 Radar operating procc 
dur es.
14.
15.
16.

17.

2.

,(5)

3.

(6)

ill

GCA / CCA.

4.
ESC1IP () and evas ion.
5. Allthentication proc e dures.
SUrviv a l.

1.

PhYl:iio log ical a lld me cii (;:1l

2.

nsp ecls .
First aid .

3.

Su r viva l

4.

Pil ot r sr,uc

011

la nd/ s e a.
t ech niqu e~ .

1.

Radi o commu nicatio ns.

2.

Visu al commun ic ations (i ncl uding
flas hi ng lig-ht MOl'l:ie eo de
r cfl'csh or) .

f LIGHT QUA L IUCA T lONS
Mlni m um requi l' e nwnl::; fo r

qu~tliiica l

ion

and eurrCIlC:y arc set l'o rtl1 ut'low fur e a ch pha::; e

of fli g-hl. Th ey arc eslablish ed as such with
th e c ons idcra tiollfi that operatio nal co m mit 
menls will not be unduly r e s t ricted a nd that the
individual pilot wi ll not be depl' ivc d of the 011
portunit y to a tla in t. he ovenll l capability. Wh ere
these co nsiderations are not a fa ctor, Com 
mUnd pr e r ogat ive s hould be e x(' r('is(~ d to in

Intitrllrnent Tl·aini ng.
1.
lns trum ent rUg-h t (general).

4.
5.
6.

Ol'd(:'r::; of battl e.
Air (; raf\. and sh ip rc-{'ogn itioll.

J.:n~l lU u nj cal i()ns.

P e rtin ent pub li cati ons ill the

REST Co mput er .
Airwa ys navigati on.

Use of harri cade / e m er ~ ncy
( el d a rr l:'s ti ng gea r .
Intelligence.
1. Miss ion planni ng m ateri al.
2.

Aerial r cfueU ng.
Nighl flying.
MLP and carri e r pr ocedur es.

2.
3.

Ail· cra.ft e m e r g-e nci es : Prac 
tice d whell(->ver possible in the
OFT / WST. Wh(;re .suCh a
1.1'I1il'lo r is ava il a ble.: , its u se is
muud..l t ory duri ng familiar iza 
tion J and qu ar ter ly lbel' eaft ·r.
In ndd Hioll, a rl'fn:~ s her hOll Or
nn or al or wr itten r oview oC
mc.rReney p r ocedures is r e
qui r e d altCl' any la yo ff from fly
ing in exc ess of fou r weeks.

3.

r-,1W P and NVilP series.
(3)

Flight Safe l y.
1. AAR r e v}(!ws.

c r e i.lf;l~

minimum s whe n des ir cd. Unit Com
mande r s ar e auth o 1'iz~d Lo waive the se mini

mum requir e ments and /o r OFT/WST trainin g
l'e ct' nt experie nce in similar m odels

wh(!l'I~'

Lo('.al climb out alld penetra lion.

warrant s .
~a..
"-_-,F,,-,,
al1l il i a r i:t a I i Ull .

Spceial equiprncnt.

1.

Pr erequisi te to

fli ~h t

is

cO mpli~II"icl:'

with th e Gl'ound Trainin g r equ ir e 

m e nLs set fo rt h in Se ction llOa.
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2.

4.

Co mply with t he ge ne r~ll co nditions
in Se cti!)!l 410.
Init ia l cht:;'ckout flight~ w ill (:nIlRist
of a minimu m of 5 h ou r~.
~ p Ocifi ed

3.

Mi nimum r equir ements pr iOr Lo ni ght
FMLP a rc:
1. De nH.mstrali on of prufi ck n<;y ill da y
FMLP.
2.
5 hOlU' S n ight Lim e in t he A-4 .
3. One A ~4 flight i ll the las t 10 days;
otilerw h;ie one day fl ight will bC'
r eq uir ed prior to th e lIi~ht f'MLP
pe r iucl .
4. Pr ope r briefing ill night FM LP pr o
(',cdures ,

b.
lnSlrunlAnl S. Minimum l'cquirc menUs
p riUI' to actual in s trum e nt flight ar e ;:us full Ow~:
1.
10 hou l" S in A-4 <l.lr c rafi in the last

6 mont hs .
2_

At l east o ne A-4 fli ght i ll th e

I ~lst

30 days.
3.

Curre nt InstnlIll e nl Card.

4.

Demonst rat i on of instrument prof i
ci e ncy in as si gned model.

Minirnum r equ ir e ments prio r to day
c arri e r qu alification aTe :t.!:i iulltlw :
1.
Certif i(! ~lti on by the Un it Comman de l'
as day F ield Mirror Land ing
qualifi ed.
2. 50 hour s in A-4 aircraft .

c.
Weapuns a nd Mission , 'ra il1 inr:. Pre
r e quisites for weapons and mis sio n lra in ing

are:
1.

2.
3,

Pr ope r uric:fing in day FMLP proce 
dur e s,

COOlpldion of a ppr opriate tl"ainin~'
set forth in Sectio n IIOh.
Minilllum of 10 hour s in the A-4 .
For w (~ap ns delivery Or llIi::)S ion
training )'equiring a high- s peed IOw
leval run - in , a mi ni mum of 15 hour s
in A-4 aircraft.

3.

P rop el" brie fin g ill c'.l l'l'ier landin g,
catapult, and deck pr ocedu r es.

Mini mum r equirements pr ior to

ni~hl

carr ier qu alif icat iuns an: as foll ow.s:
1. Curn!lIt day carrier qu alification ill
thp A-4.

Basic qualificati ons and c urr ency r cquil' e m e nts
variou s missions and we apons de liv e I"i e s

fOI"

arp set forth in OPNAV In s Lr ucti on 03 740, B

2.

10 hour s nit;"ht tim e in t he Ins t 6
mon ths in th e A-4.

(c urr e nl revlli ioll) ,

3.

Cel' tification by the Unit Co mm ande r

Minimum r e quir e m e nls prior to nif,rht

as

d.

Night F l ying.

4,

S.

Minimum r equ ir ements

FOl' ca ni e l' based operati()llS. one
day carri er landinK will be l'c!q uir e d
prim' to th e n ight ci:\nie r l andi ll ~ if
10 days o r mor e have el apsed s in ce
lIu! l ast ni~hl. arr estm ell t.
FML P and C~llTi r Qualif ica tion. Mi lJ i

incli

initial qualifiC:iltion ar e:
Day
1,
2 lou ch ~ ~t ll d- go btndings.

pri or to day FML P arC:
r s in A- 4 a i l"(; rart an e! O Il C:
fl igbt ill t he last 30 days,
Fam Ji iar il y wilh the t:i low-rIight
Ch ilnu~ lcri stics of the aU·cr aIl.
Profici e ncy in ins t ru ment flyin g ill
ass.ign ed model,

rc ~ qui rem e ll l!:i

3.

numhcl' of FMLP pe riods requi re d de 

vidu al pil ot, and will be determine d by t he Unit
Commande r , Minimum c arrie r land ings for

mont h!;; .

2.

P rope l' b riefi ng ill lti ght ~\lTi e r
land in g , ca tapu lt , ani! deck pro{'e
dur es,
A min imum of two
t is fad ory ar
r ested hllld ings shall be compl eleci
dur in g lhe day I ight hour s pre ceding
nig-hl qualificat ion landi ngs,

pencl s on the experience and abilit y of til

3.

1.

Fidd M ilTui' La nd ing

F or day and night F ML P qualifi cation, th e
~ xa d

prior to nigtlt fl ights :ue as roll ows.;
1. Cur rent In stru m e nt Care\.
2.
10 hou r s in A-4 within t he las t 3

e.
mum

IIj~ht

qualifi ed.

we:lllons tra in ing ar e 3S follows:
1.
Sam e as ni g,'ht-fl yi lll; millinH11"Il S,
exc.:ol)t 50 hour s in A- 4 <l.irerafl ;;tnd
10 hour S in the la s t 30 days.
2,
D ay -pl'()fici(~ nt in type d€ !livcry,
3.
F:lm iliar with l;u'gt't area a nd prOl:e 
dures,

2.
3.

10 arr estQd landin gs.
2 day CCA appr oaches fr OIn Mar s lmll
pOint.

I.

6 night

2.

2 night eCA a pproach es from

10 h

Night
ar r~ st

d la mli ngs.

Mar sh all po int (t o b conckJ. ctl'd only
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6.

::;ati sfa cto ry completioll Of day
CCA qualificat ioll),
For mai ntainin g' carrie r q ua lifi caLion )
q U3.l ifl t ~\tiun is cons ide r e d c urr e nt fo t' tiL.. .
months afler the da te of the la til carr ic r land
ing in type. R 'i r f-'s he r l'equire lll e nts to r c
qua lify al'e as fo ll ows :
L
Six 1.0 t weiv e month::;; four day and
two night arr C's ted la ndin g::;,
2,
Ov e r Iw e lve munth s : initia l r equi.r c 
me nte, both day a nd night..
L
Cross- oWltr y F l i l{ hl. Mini mullI l' e 
quil'cmentfi lll'i ul' tu Cr08 8 - (' OUll ll'Y fl ight ar~
;:t..flt~ l '

1.

Curr ent Instrum e nt Carel.
1 ~ hUlIes in - 4 to inducle
houl'o i nstru me nt tim .

3,

.I c' ! Fl i!jht L og ,

4.

5,

~L

7.

Allpt'oved pcrs na l !:iur" iva I I:; il
(PSK- 2 o r SE E K-l ).

9.

P ar achu l e ,

10.

O:-.:ygE'1l m as k.

11.
12.
13.

Anli -" lf ' b'UlL

0

FLIGHT CREW REQU TillililJmI:ll
(Not Al'p l!t: :lblc)

IPM ENT

The foll ow i n ~ fly ing equipru e nt shal l be

I S.

1n,

sui l. (Khak i su it may be w orn i n
co mba t an' i.l.s . )

Ide ntifi c:.tlion ta gs .

3.
4.

Fli ght ~ l o v es.
F li ght safety hool::; / f ic ld ShOt'::;
(ankl e -high l ac type) .
Anti - buffet hol m et ;:Hl o nH~ d with
high- v is ibility paint o r sco lt:h Ii g'l1t

5.

as a 8ulJ::;titul e f01' I h t1

pistol wh II ope r:..ltiooal and/ or Secu
rity condit ions wan·ant.
One -ce ll flashlight att ar;h(~ d to torso
h arll e s s .

f1i !~ ht

2.

in

Integrated to n w harn ess.
Expo!:lu re 6u it QO all overwale r
fli ghts when the wal (: r te mper atur.l
is 5go F . or below I 01' OA T at 32" F .
0 1' ba low , Or the com bin ed a ir/wate r
t mpe rature is 1200 F. Ol' tl el ow .
Dur ing dayLi ght ) whe u within gli ding
di s t1ln e or land) exposure su i t Ill:!ed
not he 1't'qUi1'c d when the wate r tem
pe l' alure is rlbove 500 -Po Oporational
Comn13nde. r ::; (COMFA IR' s, COM
FAIH W rNC's, COMCA RDlV 's,
COMA EW ING' and CO' l:i of CV fo r
ISF;) are author ized to waiv e the r e 
quirem ent fo r we,u ' ing a ll type.s of
Cxp0 l::iu l' e s uit if lilt" JJOBslbH fty
ex is l S t.h at high a m ble nt co ckp it
te mpc l'alu l'P I.:ou ld eau s e xtr e me.
debilitatioll thl' oug h oxeess loss of
body fluids , Wet suits <\1' (;> autho r ized
for r e l:iCll C aircl'ewmen.
Pistol with t r ac e r ammu nition fo r all
ov(~rwater flig hts: ni g:ht fli ghls , and
fli ght::; ovcr spa l'sely pop ulat e d a r e as.
An ll}lp l'Ove d s igna lling device i s
authot' i ", ~ d

R EQ!lm EM ENTS

ca rri pd or wo rn on ev('ry fli g-ht. :
1,
Fir e - r e ta rdant, hi gh -v isibilit y

Slll~at h knife in n !:Ipechll canv as
p o(' k ~ t, sew n to tlu-' tor so hal'l1.eSH

p asses throu g h the Bh C!a l h.

(Knceboc'lI'd (::1l'C1
wi ll b e s uiJm iltcd l\ lI' COI11Ill 3.nd
apprnvnl . )
F Li ghl pack et, whi ch include s Sec u 
l'ily . a ccou nti ng, se l' vicing data , and
accide nt f!)rIll S.
Familiarity wit h :l ir(; rai l l:ie:rvidn l;,
sWr tcI' -pl'()be i nsUdl::ltiOIl , ;'l nd

P E HSONAL FLYING E

pr cse rver w ith whlstlc,

8.

H,

ill

l ir (~

such a manner t hat the c hest s trap

sto \Va gt'~ .

ill

me

and two MK 13 MOO 0 Day - a nd-NIghl
Dish' ess Signals .

atl f ollow s;
2.

MK

dye mark el', co mpass , Shark chase r ,

Tw o·ce ll flas hlight with r ed 1 liS for
all night and C1'Oss- c ount q ' fli ghl ti .
17,
Oth C1' s urv ivaJ equipm e nt app rop l'i a t e
10 lhe climate o r requir ed by any
unu sua l conctilionb t ha t may he pe 
r:ul i;'l.l' to the 31' n .
All su rviva l equi p nwHt wiLl be sE:!(:u l'ed in

su c h a

tap e (in n Ollco l1lb~tt ar eas),

man n~! r

tha t i.t iii e a s il y acccssihh ' and

w ill not be los t dur i ng ejec tiOll or upo n landi ng.
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CHAPTER II

Shore Based Procedures

;!l,9

a.

GENERAL
Shore based training will be directed
toward preparation for deployment, with tile
exception of Administrative Commands (includ
ing the RCVG·s). These preparations will in
clude intensive weapons training, culminating
in competitive exercises and the maintenance
of pilot proficiency in carrier landings and/or
short field operations, if required.

lli SCHEDULING
The Commanding Officer or his desig
nated representative is responsible for the
promulgation of the flight schedule, when based
ashore. The flight schedule Is an order of the
Commanding Officer. It shall be followed
rigidly. Variations require the approval of
the Commanding Officer or his deSignated

representative.

m

BRIEFING
Briefings will be conducted using a pre
pared briefing guide and the appropriate miSSion
card. The briefing shall cover those items
pertinent to the specific mission assigned. Any
format which is complete, conCise, and orderly,
and which can be readily used by the Flight
Leader as a briefing guide will be suitable.
Each pilot will maintain a kneepad and record
all data necessary to successively assume the
lead and complete the assigned mission. ThiS,
however) does not relieve the Flight Leader of
the responslbillty for all pilots in the operation
and conduct of the !light.
The briefing guide will include the follow
ing items, when applicable:

2-1

General.
1. Aircraft assigned, call signs, event
number J and deck spot.
2. Fuel load, stores, and aircraft gross
weight.
3. Engine start, taxi, and takeoff times.
4. Rendezvous instructions, takeoff
distance and speed, Une speed,
~.
Missipn.
1. Primary.
2. Secondary.
3. Operating area/target.
4. Control agency.
5. Time on station or over target.
_c~._ .. Navil!lltion and Flight. Plannin~
1. Duty runway/predicted Foxtrot Cor
pen for launch and recovery, and
position in the force.
2. Climbout.
3. Operating area procedures and
restricted areas.
4. MiSsion plan, including fuel/oxygen
management and PlM.
5. Bingo/low state fuel.
6. Marsbal/holdlng (normal and
emergency) •
7. Penetration procedures and minimums.
8. GCA/CCA procedures and minimums,
missed approach.
9. Recovery: course rules, pattern,
breakup, landing, waveoff.
10. Divert and emergency fields/ready
deck.
~~

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Frequencies.
Controlling agencies.
Radio procedure and discipline.
ADIZ procedures.
IFF/S1F.
Navigational aids.
Hand/light signals.

ORIGINAL
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e.

6.
7.
B.

Weapons.

Loading.
2. Arming.
3. Special routes because of ordnance
aboard.
4. Pattern.
5. Armament switch e••
6. Atmlng point/sector setting.
7. Run-in/entry airspeed.
S. Mintmum release/pullout altitudes.
9. Duds, hung-ordnance procedures,
dearming, jettison area~
10. Safety.
Weather.
1. Local area, en route, and destination
(existing and forecast).
2. Weather at alternate/divert field•.
S. Winds, jetstream, temperature,
and cantrall band ~idth.
Emergencles.
1- Takeoff aborts.
2. Radio failure.
S. Los. of NAV AIDS.
4. Loss of visual contact with flight.
S. Lost plane procedures.
6. Downed pUot and SAR.
7. Aircraft emergency procedures and
system failures.
AI[ l!!tell!ll:!!nce and SQecial Igstructl!lOs,
1. Friendly/enemy force disposition.
2. Current situation.
3. Targets.
1-

f.

10·

h.

4.
S.

Lookout doctrine.
Safety precautions.
Succession to the lead.

LINE OPERATIONS
a.

Preflight Inspection and Prestar! Checks.
Pilots shall perform Preflight Inspection and
Prestart Checks of the aircraft as describod in
the appropriate Fllght Manual. They shall en
sure that all ejection seat safety pins have boen
removed prior to starting the engine.
1L-~tarting IlJld Poststart Procedures. The
start shall bo accomplished in accordance with
the Flight Manual, with the exception that the
throttle is moved to IDLE 6 seconds after GTC
air Is supplied. At field elevations above 3000
feet MSL, move throttle to IDLE at 4 seconds
or sooner to prevent wet starts. Poststart
Checks shan bo accomplished as describod In
the Flight Manual. Additional checks and hand
signals for use hetween pilot and Plane Captain
for Starting and Poststart Checks are contained
In Table 2-1. These signals have boen designed
to work equally well, whether shore based or
carrier based, and in daylight or darkness.
Standard signals from Chapter VI of this Manual
or from 1SJ!.P 41(AI will apply in other cases.
During night operations, extreme care must
he taken to bo positive with all signals. In this
regard, when using the lIashlight to Illuminate
a hand which Is giving a signal, always direct
the flashlight away from the person boing signalled.

Reports and authentication.
Escape and evasion.

STARTING AND POST START SIGNALS
.~.~.

SIGNAL-----r----MEA-NIN(l-~~ L--~·~·

RESPONSE

f---~DAY-~-'- NrGHTj--DAY ANDNIGiIT-DAY'
L

Pilot holds one
Same.
finger vertically.
~:Plan; caPtain h~W;;' B~~
two fingers verti
cally, then points to:
Pilot (for pilotcontrolled start)
or
L......_

NIQ~

pic ex';;;ut~~-li Sam-;;:-l'

t'
1

I

.~.-.~,

Start GTC.
CiTC Is up t~ spe;;d-and
READY light is lit. GTC
hose connected.

-~Non~-'--~'-'rSam~~'~.

~'1. This wlll he a pllot

controlled start.

_ .._ .._ _ _ _

~_

Table 2-1. Pllot-to-Plane Captain Signals. (Sheet 1)
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.. 1___DA_
..y____
R_E.S.._P_O_N_S-iE,_NI_GH_T_--I

I

!2. (Cont.)

'
n

1. This will be a
ground-controlled
start

Self (for ground
controlled start).
_NOTE 2 _ .

3.

,

2. II ground-controlled
start, pic open GTC
air valve.
- - - - ..- . - ...- . 1. Pilot-controlled
1.
start: START
ABORT switch has
popped up. piC
remove starting
probe.

- - - -.. - t - -..- - 
Same.

4. Pllnt holds three

pic returns ro
tating two-finger
signal when GTC
hose inflates.

1. If pilot-cootrolled
start, START
ABORT switch is
depressed,

Same.

Pilot hold. two
fingers verti
cally.

fingers vertically

.--

pic rotates
flashlight
vertically
when GTC
hose inflates..

--

..

pic checks for GTC Same.

hose collapse, re
moves starter probe,
and secures access
panel.

2. Ground-controlled
2. piC closes GTC air
start: Engine R. P. M.
valve, checks lor
Is midway between
hose collapse, reSTART and IDLE'~' moves starterprobe,l
pic close GTC air
and secures access ;
valve and remove
panel.
starling probe.

, -____+--____=...c_ _ _..

...- - -..- - -...

-+.-- - - 1

5. If necessary. pic Ifnecessary. Secure start/cut engine. 'Pilot move throttle to
attract pilot's
pic attract
QEF.
attention by
pilot'satten
waving arms
tion with
over head,
flashlight,
Give neut"
Give "cut"
signal hy
signal by
slashing
repeated
motion of
slashing of
,
:flashlight
.
Index linger
cross throat.
,across
I throat.

-L

h

6. Pllot- make;;--~s;,;;;;;:-opening a n d :
:
clOSing motion
,
of thumb and
!
forefinger, with
:
remaining
'lngers extended. ,

H
7, piC

p/C flaSh generator
lfield.
i

. 'IP/C ex-e-c-ute-s-,··---

Same.

I

I
I

I
,

give.~&m~-.- i~Ydraull~ pressur~-;;-lPllotac~~;I~dge;-··'
I13000
p. s.l. on wheel
with "thumbs-up";
'
well gauge/gauges.

signal by 10~~~-Ing circle with
,
thumb and fore'lflnger.
re
malnlngwith
linger.
extended,
..

Same.

--L

I'
,

.'

...

'

Pilot move
horiaontallyheld flash
light up and
~wn severa}J
ihmes~

!

,

--

I

Table 2 -1. (Sheet 2)
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C···

SIGNAL
DAY

MEANING

~GHT

B. A-4A/B ONLY:

··1'

pic points two
flngsrs at ey..

RESPONSE

DAY AND NIGHT

DAY

NIGHT

Sam~:---/-A-pproach andA-O-A-In-. +p·-u-ot-a-n-d-p···-/c--e-x-e-_-··-l-··--··---i
dexer lights cbeck.Pllot cute. Pilot check
depress press-to-test Indexer lights for
button on AOAILABS
illumination.
timer control panel.
pic depress plunger
of retraction-release
,microswitch on left
maln Landing gear for
I,period
of about 10
'seconds.

!

,

.. -~-,.----~--.---~--- .. ~...

pic holds verti

-_.._--_..

. ---J

9.

Same, except Pilot move all controls Pilot execute. pic
Same.
cal fist in front1 with vertler Itrthrough fulllravel,
check cor.trol sur
makes Large
held fLashligbt checking for proper
faces for correct
deflection.
horizontal circle pointed up- throw and feel, no
with flst.
ward.
hydraulic Ladder lights
on when flight con
trols are moved ra
pidly~ Then position
flight conlrols as
follows: full left
rudder, stick full aft
NOTE 2
..-r_N_OTE_2___ an_d-'poc..:r,t_.________+~ _.. __._ .__...__ .~_ ..- - - . I

10.

pic holds band
in front, palm
down, and makes:
Open, or

Same.
1. Lower flaps.

Closing motion
with thumb and
fingers In
alligator-mouth
fashion.
NOTES 2 8: 3
NO'i'ES 28:3

2. RaIse flaps.

I

;

[11. rt~ ~i:r.~~;;'~·---if~~ ~1i2~Jeh,:~ro:

I,

followed immed- •
lately by l'pl'usH
sign form~d by
index finger 8.
NOTES 2 8: 3

piC boids band
front, palm
:112. invertical,
and
makes:
I Open or
!

Closing motion
with thumb and
fingers In
afllgalor-mouth
fashion.

Pilot execute. PIC
cbeck botb flaps
for:
1. Full deflection
and security.
2. Full retraction
and security.

i

S

,
jIl satisfactory, give
~
pllot "thumbs·up"
after check Is complete.

'~~ie~tiu:~:~~r

:

....

Same.

1/2 deflection and

signalled.

NOTES 2 8: 3

Same.

security. If satis
factory, give pilot
"thumbs - up" after

_~~~ ~:~Ck is com:iet_e'_ _-t

Same.

; Pilot execute. P/C
cbeck both speedbrakes
for:
1. Extend speed-

brakes.
2. Retract speedbrake..

Same.

1. Full extension,
leaks, Becurity~
2. Full retraction.
If satisfactory, give

pilot "thumbs-up"
: after check is comI '"
I pleted.
L2'.Cl.TES 2 8: 3_--,-_NOTES 2 8: 3 --'-_ _._ _ _ _ _ _ _._ _ _ ..._~~_...~_ ._ _ _.
Table 2-1. (Sheet 3)
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SIGNAL
~A~-~--l~;GHT
..--~-...-.-..

-

13. pic holds hand

-~-~-

MEANING
RESPONSE
t----DA-y~A~~N~··-D··~NI~-G~-H-T-··Ji--~DA-y-····-·----~~"''--~-GHT~-''''... t___~.--~-..-~-~~~+~~~ ..-~-~~.. r__~~____1

Pilot execute. pic
check:

is..me, except
potnts ftash
light vice
thwnb toward
extended pallI
of hand in di
rection
desired.

in front and

SUddenly lowers
other fist, with
thumb extended
downward to
meet horizontal
palm of ex
tended hand, or

1. ~&''k~r arresting

SUddenly raises
other fist, with
thumb extended
upward to meet
horlzontsl palm ,
of extended hand. i

2. Raise arresting
hook.

Same.

1. Hook down and

for effective
snubber action.

2. Hook retracted
and centered. If
satisfactory J give
pilot "thumbs-up"
after check is
completed.

J

'L NOTES 2&3 'NOTES2U&t'
;14. Pilot mak~;~~~ti~ Same: 1 am~~~dy to perform -P/C;;'ve ap~~opr;;;te
:
:i

extended up, and

+~.t.r_l_m_c_h_eC_k_s_, _~____...~+ trim signals. ___

i

cal
withthumb
thumb
thenflst
moves

'

down.

1--

...... Sa~~.1

~~----~~-~

15.

pic holds One

finger aloft.

One dash on
flashlight.

NOTE 4

i NOTE 4

fte,P/C holds ;0

I

Two

trim tndicator.

&;h~~~le· o~err1de in .

on ftashllght.

ftngers aloft.

Cycle and set rudder

trim to 0', USing

I set
~!h directions and
the elevator trim
to 60 noseup. using

Indicator. (If a
I, trim
setting other than

I

60 noseup trim is

NOTE 4

NOTE 4

r-.
. .---~.
117. pic holds
three finger s
aloft.

NOTE 4
IS. Pilot potnt.
oneeye.
finger
at

Three dashes: Cycle and set aileron
on flashlight. trim so that stick Is
centered laterally.
Check aileron follow
up tab for correct
, response and faired
, ± 1/811 with aileron
OTES 4 & I) trailing edge.

l'

'-------

desired, the pUot
shall Inform pic
of desired selttog
prior to start,)

Same

.

Pilot el<ecute. pic
potnts index enger
towa.rd vertlcalpalm
of other hand in direction rudder must
be moved if not !aired
by pilot. When faired,
, pic give next se, quential signal. Pilot
check indicator for
possible error and

Pilot: same.
pic same,
except use
flashlight
vice finger
to Indicate
direction
rudder must
bs moved.

.note.

~.---~~.--- ~+~--~~'"""

Pilot execute. If
necessary, pic point
index finger toward
horizontal palm 01
other hand In direc
, tion elevator leading
• edge must be moved
i for desired setting.
Pilot check indicator
for possible error and
note.

Pilot: same.

pic: same,

except use
ftashllght
vice finger
to tndicate
direction
elevator
must be
moved.

PlIot execute. piC
check followup tab
± liS" from faired
with aileron on trail
Ing edge.

Same.

pic execute. Give
pilot "thumbs-up"
after checklnglights
BRT 1 then check on
DIM.
_ __

Same.

~--

pic check all exter-

for lights BRIGHT,
then DIM. (Modify
locally, as necessary,
according tnsltuation.)

~--J.-~

Table 2- 1. (Sheet 4)
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f-I_ _ _ _--"SI:..:G..:.N....
Af-L_ _ _ _--t__....ME=Ac::NI=--:NG

I
DAY
, NIGHT
1

1··-,--

119. piC holds nose,

1

Same.

Pilot give "thumbs-up"
(YES) or "thumbs-down"
(NO). If yes, pic re
moves pins and holds
for pilot to count before stowing in pin
bag In left-hand wheel
well or aft hen hole.

"pull_away"

:

I,

I.

:

-----II

:
DAY
NIGHT

Aircraft has novl"ible I Pilot acknowledge
fuel, oil, Or hydraulic' with f!t:hUmba~up".
leaks. Fuel has ceased
draining from gang
drain.

piC forms circle Same, except Can I remOve landing
with thumb and
makes "pull gear and external
foreIingert then away" motion store racks safety
extracts forewith flashpins?
finger of oppolight.
site hand from .
circie, using
mot1on~

RESPONSE

..--.....- . . . . . . - .

...,~...•~.---+

then gives
)'thumbs-up or
down" ~

20.

i
DAY AND NIGHT

Same.

Same, except
pilot moves
horlzontally
held flashlight up and
down several
times (YES)
vice "thumbsUpH signalt
or left and
right several
times
(NO)
vice tlthumbs

I

!>------l____-~--l____----....... --l--------+:.:....c'-""=..:..J
down" signal.
21. Fist pounded
. (Use radlD.)
.
on palm of other
hand (pilot t o :
flight deck
.
personnel).

Replace catapult
holdback tension
bar.

Execute.

Same.

Table 2-1. (Sheet 5)
NOTE 1. Where night signal Is listed as "Same", unless otherwise indicated, signal Is identtcallD
day signal, except red flashlight Is used to illuminate hand (if appropriate).
NOTE 2. Prior to giving this signal, the affected area must he checked visually by the pic to en·
sure that there extsts no hazard lD personnel.
NOTE 3. Normally, these three signals wUl he given In close sequence wllhout heSitation, 1. e.,
flaps, speedbrakes, hook.
NOTE 4. piC shall he stationed at port wingtip, within sight of pllDt, for the trim signals.
NOTE 5. After giving three-dash signal, pic 1lluminates lDlIowup lab from Inboard end.
NOTE 6. For use prior lD night flight or at plIot's dlncretlon.
SIGNAL

MEANING

DAY

NIGHT

Emergency hold
slgnalfollowed by
wiping brow then
pointing to brakes.

DAY AND NIGHT

Same, except
with wand ••

Your aircraft has hot
brakes.

RESPONSE
DAY
Comply with
local hot brakes
procedures.

NIGHT
Same.
.........

Table 2-2. Postflight Signals - GroWld Crew to Pilot.

c.

GrQWld Limitations. Warmup time and
groWld limitations for the l1sted electronic
equipment are as follows:
Warmup

IWn
ARC-27A
ARA-25
ARN-21

Warmup
APX.eB"-_ _ _,,(N"'o"'te'-'.jll'--_ _--'1 minute.
APA-89
I minute.
ASQ-17B
(Note I)
I minute.
ASN-I9A:L_.,....._ _ _ _ _ _ _..JNone.
GYRO (A-4A/BL
QU, flag
not visible.
70
+ 10
AJB-3
(Note 3)
seconds.

~

!Note 1)
(Note I)
!Note 2)

I minute.
I minute.
90 second ••
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~
Warmup
30 seconds.
AFCS
(Note 4)
(Note_ 5)
3 minutes.
APG-53A
NOTEI: 30 minutes ground limitation, with
out air conditioning.
NOTE 2: Warmup In REC position.
NOTE 3: 60 seconds time delay (gyro runup),
plus 10 seconds autosync. period.
NOTE 4: AJB-3 must first be at speed.
NOTE 5: 5 minutes gr()Wld limllatlon for tube
power suppll', no lim!tatton for tran
sistorized power supply.

order. Laterat separation should be ensured
to prevent embarrassing difficulties should one
aircraft blow a tire or abort~ Where section
takeoffs are utUized, one section shall be air
borne before the next section commences take

off roll. Where Indivldusl takeoffs are made
with two or more planes. the second airplane
sha!! commence takeoff roll not less than 5
seconds behind the first airplane. When the
crosswind component exceeds 8 knots, in

divldusl takeoffs will be made. Indlvldual take
offs are not recommended when the crosswind
component Is In .xcess of 15 knots. The angle
of-attack indicator may be used 10 attain the
proper takeoff attUude. The pilot will Inform
the tower immedtately by radio 11 takeoff is
aborted. Formation takeoffs are not permitted
with dissimilar type aircraft.
As the engine accelerates through 90
percent during the acceleration check, release
brakes to prevent Skidding the tires. Check ac
celeration time, ensuring that It ill within ac
ceptable 11mlts and that engine smoothly accel
erates through the 80 percent hangup point.
(Timing of acceleration may be omitted during
section takeoff•• ) When engine stab!llzes
initially, check EPI. 98 percent r. p. m. and
6000 C EGT are considered minimum acceptable
parameters of engine performance for normal
takeoffs. Where runway lengih Is critical,
99. 5 percent and 6000 should be the minimums.
Use brakes to maintain directional control until
rudder becomes effective (about 70 knuts). On

.M9

TAXI. TAKEOFF. AND LANDING
a.
Taut. When ready to taxi, signal the
Plane Captain to remove chocks. Advance
throttle to 60 percent before releaSing the
brakes. Release brakes, and when the de
sired taxi speed is reached, retard throttle
to IDLE. Use caution In confined or restrluted
areas,

In order io avoid foreign object damage
to engines, pUots shall maintain a minimum
taxi Interval of 200 feet, unless taatlng In close
formation with wingtip clearance and W!th air
craft Intakes clear of leader's exhaust. WhUe
taxiing, determine that nose strut is not over
Inflated by observing that nose strut will com
press when brakes are applied firmly.
The oxygen mask should be donned whUe
taxiing whenever the canopy is closed and the
pressurization Is ON.
A __ Takeoff. Upon completion of the Pre
takeoff Checklbrt and after receipt of clearance
from the tower, the aircraft wUl line up on the
runway. Each pUot should check adiaceut air
craft for correct trim settings, flap position,
canopy CLOSED, speedbrakes CLOSED, nofuelor
hydraulic leaks, Election-Control Ground-Safety
Handle UP, and for visible overboard venting of
oU vapor just prior to takeoff.
Half-flaps setting should be used for
takeoff during normal shore based operations.
For a Single takeoff, the centerline of
the runway should be used as a directional
guide. During formation takeoff (maximum of
two aircraft), the leader should take position
on the downwind side of the runway, with the
other aircraft forming an echelon In tactlcat

rough runways, nosewheel bounce may be ex

perienced. Apply forward stick as necessary to
maintain nosewheel On the deck. Check the
predicted line speed at selected dlslance marker.
This checkpoint should be selected so as In
allow normal braking technique to stop the air
craft on the runway remaining. 5 knots prior
to predicted takeoff speed, raise the nose to a
takeoff attitude and allow aircraft io fly itself
off the deck. After comfortably airborne, re
tract landing gear and apply brakes momentarUy
to stop main gear tire rotation before wheel
enters wheel well. Raise the naps at 170 KIAS
or above~
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Be prepared for the posslbUlty of unusual
noise or vibration during the first minote after
takeoff, caused by an unbalanced nosewheel tire
or a loose nosewheel-well fuse panel cover.
An unbalanced nosewheel tire creates a strong
vertical vibration of decreasing frequency
which can be sensed to emanate from the noSe
seetlon. When the nosewheel-well fuse panel
cover has not been properly secured~ usually
a corner of the panel will extend outside the
nosewheel door after gear retraction and
batter Its snaps against the skin. Tbls noise
Is a loud and metallic hammering (similar to
the sound of a metal rivet gun) which Beems to
come from directly under the pilot's feet. This
noise lasts until the snaps tear from the fabric.
usually in aoout two minutes,. DO NOT assume
that either of the above causes is necessarily
present If unusual noises occur after takeoff.
DO analyze engine tnstruments and feel of air
craft. Be prepared to take action unless noise/
vibration ceases as indicated above.
c.
Landtng. The flight shall normally
approach the breakup point In echelon, parade
formation, al 250 knots. A 3-to-5 second break
will provide an adequate downwind Interval.
Immedtately after tbe break, extend speed
brakes and retard tbrottle to 70 percent. Speed
brakes will normally remaIn extended through
out approach and landing. As the aircraft de
celerates to 225 knots or less, lower the Iand
lug gear and extend full flaps. As the airspeed
decreases to 170 KlAS readjust power to maIn
tain desired pattern airspeed commensurate
with gross weight. Complete the Landtng
Checklist and check wheel brakes prior to
reaching the ISO-degree position. CroBs
cheek airspeed with AOA Indexer indication.
H a discrepancy exists, recbeck landing con
figuration and gross weight.
Optimum angle-of-attack approaches to
touchdown will be made.. Where a mirror is
available, its use is recommended. Attempt
to control meatball, lineup; and angle of attack/
airspeed as precisely as for a carrier approach
in order to maIntaIn proficiency tn this tech
nique.
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Upon tOUChdown, the following technlque
shall be followed:
1. Power to IDLE.
2. RaIse flaps.
3. Allow nosewheel to fall through and
hold full-forward stick, deflected
Into the wind as necessary.
4~
Use wheel brakes as necessary.
5. H the crosswtnd component is 10
knots or more, take interval to
allow each aircraft to land on up
wtnd side of runway, which will allow
for possible "arCing" downwind.
Should more than 15 knots of 90
degrees crosswind component exist
a diversion to an alternate field Ia '
recommended.
Prior to turning off runway, aircraft speed
must be slowed to about walking speed.
ON A GO-AROUND, WAVEOFF, OR TOUCH
AND GO, DO NOT RAISE LANDING GEAR
UNLESS LEAVING PATTERN.
.Q._... Securing Engtne, Upon returntng to the
!tne, pilots will ensure their aircraft are
cleaned up (speedbrakes IN, flaps UP) and
stabilizer trim set at 0 degrees. Once tn the
line, keep the aircraft turnlug up Wltil gear
safety pins have been inserted and the "cut"
signal has been given by the Plane Captain.
Secure all electrical equipment prior to shut
down. Pull DOWN the RAPEC Ground Safety
Handle and Install ejection seat and canopy
safety ptn.. Note and record engtne rundown
time on the yellow sheet.
250

liJE:LD ARRESTMENT
There are several types of field arrest
ing gear. These types tnclude the anchor chain
cable, water squeezer, and Morest.. type equip...
ment. All of these types require engagement
of the arresting book In a cable pendant rigged
aCrOSS the runway. Location of the pendant In
relation to the runway will classify the gear as
follows:
L Midfield gear. - Located near the
hlilfWiiy point of the runway. Usually
requires prior notification In order
to rig for arrestment In tbe direction
desired.
2. Abort gear. - Located 1500 to 2500
feet short of the upwtnd end of the
duty runway and usually will be
rigged lor immediate use.
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Overrun ~ear. - Located shortly past
the upwtn end of the duty rWlway.
Usually will be rigged for immediate
use.
Some fields will have all of these types of gear,
others none. For this reason, it is imperative
that all pilots be aware of the type, location,
and compatibility of the gear In use with the A-4,
and the policy of the local air station with regard
to which gear is rigged for use, and when. The
approximate maximum engagement speed for
field arrestment of the A-4 at a gross weight
of 16,000 pounds, by type of arresting gear, Is
as follows:
E-5 (Chain type)
155 kts.
E-14 (Water squeezer)
160 kts.
Morest
ISO kts.•
*Maximum allowable gross weight 
14,500 pounds.
As various modifications to these maie
types are in use, exact speeds wUl vary
accordingly. Certain aircraft service changes
may also affect engaging speed and weight lim
itations and should be considered in setting
limitations to be observed in each Wlit or lo
cale. Severe damage to the aircraft is usually
sustained if an lnadvertent engagement is made
In the wrong direction. When diverting from
carrier to shore base, make sure the hook is
retracted prior to landing to prevent the possi
bility of engaging abort or overrun gear in the
wrong direction.
In general, the arresting gear is engaged
on the centerllne at as slow a speed as possible.
Burn down to 1500 pounds or less fuel remain
ing. If arrestment is to be made at night, the
pilot should request that the poSition of the ar
resting gear be illuminated. Wbile burning
down, make practice passes to accurately lo
cate the arresting gear. Engagement should
be made with the feet off the brakes, shoulder
harness locked, and with the aircraft In a three
point attitude. After engaging the gear, good
common sense and existing conditions now dic
tate whether to keep the engine running or to
shut it down and abandon the aircrafL In an
emergency Situation, first determine the extent
of the emergency by whatever means are possible
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(instruments, other aircraft, lSO, ROO, tower,
or other groWld personnel). Next, determine
the most advantageous arresting gear avail
able and the type of arrestment to be made
Wlder the conditions which prevaU. Whenever
deliberate field arrestment Is intended, notlfy
control tower personnel as much in advance as
possible and state estimated landing time in
minutes. If gear Is not rigged, It wUl probably
require 10 to 20 minutes to prepare it for use.
If foaming of the rWlway or area of arrestment
is required or deSired, it should be requested
by the pilot at this time.
a.
Short Field Arrestments. If at any time
prior to landing it is known that a directional
control problem exists or a minimum rollout
is deSired, a short field arrestment should be
made and the assistance of an lSO requested.
The ISO should be stationed near the touchdown
point and equipped with a radio. Worm the
lSO of the desired touchdown point. If midfield
gear or Morest type is available, it should be
used. If neither are available, use aoort gear.
Make a flat approach, with sink-rate as low as
possible. Touch down on centerline, approxi
mately 300 feet short of the arresting gear, with
the hook extended. The hook should be lowered
while airoorne and a positive hook-down check
should be made, if possible. Use an approach
speed commensurate with the emergency ex
perienced. Landing approach power wUl be
maintained Wlttl arrestment is assured or a
waveoff is taken. Be prepared for a waveoff if
the gear is missed. After engaging the gear,
retard the throttle to IDLE or secure engine
and abandon aircraft, depending on existing
conditions
b.
Long Field Arrestments. The long field
arrestment is used when a stopping problem
exists with insufficient rWlway remaining (i. e.,
aoorted takeoffs, icy or wet rWlways, loss of
brakes after tOUChdown, etc.). Lower the hook,
allowing sufficient time for It to extend fully
prior to engagement (normally 1000 feet prior
to reaching the arresting gear). Do not lower
the hook too early and weaken the hook point.
Line up th.:~ aircraft on the runway centerline.
Q
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Inform the control tower of your intentions to
engage the arresting gear, so that aircraft
landing behind you may be waved ofi. U no
directional control problem eJI1sts (crosswind,
brakes out, etc.), secure the engtne.
c.
Field Barrier. At many Air Foree bases
and some USN/USMC fields, there Is some
form of let barrier, usually a Davis type. Com
patibility of the A-4 with thin type of gear has
not been determined and Its use Is not recom
mended.

as pract1cal. All phases of the flight shall be
covered, paying particular attention to those
areas where dlfileulty was encoWltered and to
the efiectlveness of any tactics employed or
weapons expended, To derive maximum
benefit, constructive critiCism and suggested
Improvements as to doctrine, tactics, and
tectmlques should be given and received wfIh
the fraakness. purpose, and spirit of improving
the profictency of the unit, as well as that of
the Indlvldoal pUot.

W

DEBRIEFING
Each flight shall be followed with a thor
ough debriefing by the flight Leader as soon
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CHAPTER III

Carrier Based Procedures

W

GENERAL.
The training program of fleet squadrons
must be designed to give solid support to the
premise that flight from a carrier deck is a
routine event. The squadron will be afforded
much less flexihility In the execution of the
daily flight schedule aboard ship. The parent
carrier will promulgate an air plan hased upon
the operation order under which the Ship is
operating. If the operation order specifies

TI.!.QHT AMp HANGER DECK
OPERATIONS

ID

FLIGHT~

lL.~

(1) Preflight.
1. Upon receipt
of the order "Man
aircraft U from Air Operations,
pilots will proceed e1lPOditiously
to assigned planes. Preflight,
Start, and Poststart Checks
shall be accomplished in accord
ance with Section 230.
2. During his Preflight inspection,
the pilot should record the ex
pected gross weight of the air
craft for catapult launch In a
designated area, on both sides
of the forward fuselage, using a
black grease pencil.
3. Pilots shall ensure that thEl
tension bar retainer clip is in
stalled securely and Is !n good
condition.
4. A complete Inspection of the aft
fuselage may not always be pos
sible due to aircraft spotting,
S. Note the relationship of arrest
ing hook to deck-edge scupper.
Do not lower hook during P"ststart
Checks unless the hook point will
drop on the !light deck.
6. Do not inlUate start 1f GTC Is in
a position where its exhaust may
damage aircraft.
{2L Poststart,
1. Engtses will normally be started
10 to 15 mlnut.s prior to launch,
and the customary functional
checks will be performed. Oc
casionally, due to various rea...

"air group training" for a particular day, the
squadron may express a preference in advance

for the type of training for which It desires to
be scheduled. However, once the air plan is
published, changes are seldom permitted be
cause of the complex planning activities the
Air Department and air group must complete
for the next day's flight operations.
310

SCHEDULING
Aboard Ship, the flight schedule is pro
mulgated by the Operations Department and be
comes an order of the Commanding Officer of
the ship. Since the Commanding Officer of the
squadron Is at all times responsible for the
combat-readiness of his unit, he submits his
training needs to the Air Group Commander.
The Air Group Commander or his delegated
representative coordinates air group schedul
Ing with the ship. Intelligent consideration of
a pilot's time reqUirements is a basic and per
tinent factor In flight scheduling.

m

UJ)

sons, Poststart Checks must be

accomplished in an e1lPOdltious
manner. This will require good
teamwork between pilot and

BRIEFING
See Section 220.

Plane Captain; nevertheless, all

ORIGINAL
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b.

Night.
ill Preflighi. External preflight will be
made utilizing the pilot's red lens flashlight. In
addition to normal COCkPit preflight, ensure that
external light switches are properly positioned
for poststart Exterior Lights Check. Positioning
of exterior light switches will depend somewhat
on the exterior light configuration. The Master
Exterior Lights Switch, Anticollision Light
Switch/Fuselage Light Switch, and the Taxi
Light Switch should always be in the QU posi
tion prior to start. The general rule of not
showing unnecessary white lights on the flight
deck at night should be observed. Wing-and
taillights should be set in DIM position for the
Poststart Checks. Instrument lights and console
lights control should be rotated from the QU
position to provide reduced illumination of the
ladder lights. Direct COCkPit emergency flood
lights on the Instrument panel and kneeboard
light as desired.
(21 Poststart. Adjust COCkPit lights in
tenSity to desired level. After normal sys
tems checks are completed, perform Exterior
Lights Check. Move the Master Exterior Lights
Switch to QN.' White fuselage lights may he
checked by momentarily placing the Switch to
DIM. Upon completion of Exterior Lights Check,
place Master Exterior Lights Switch to the QU
position and set wing-and taillight switches to
the BRT position.
(3) Taxi. During night carrier deck
operations, the tempo of operations, both in
volume and speed, is conSiderably reduced
from day operations. Slow and careful handling
of aircraft b.y both plane directors and pilots is
mandatory. Ii the pilot has any doubt as to the
plane director's signals. STOP.

mandatory Poststart Cllecks will
00 completed prior to launcll.
2. The canopy shall either be open
or fully c lo""d and locked. It
should be closed when necessary
to prevent damage from wind or
jet blast.
3. Chocks and tledowns will be re
moved upon signal from the
Plane Director.
4. The pilot shall indicate to the
Plane Director when the aircraft
is ready for flight.
5. Set Emergency Jettison Select
Switch to ALL prior to launch.
6. Taxi with flaps fully retracted.
(3) Taxi.
1. Taxiing aboard ship is generally
similar to that on land, with
some variation of power required
due to increased wind and turbu ..
lence and decreased braking
effectiveness because of higher
tire pressures and the condition
of the deck. For these reasons,
particular attention should 00
given to keeping speed under
controL
2. While taxiing with appreciable
wind Over the deck, pilots sllould
avoid attempts In turn large
angles to the relative wind or to
the jet blast of another aircraft.
However J it is imperative that
the director's signals be fol
lowed closely at all times.
8. Under high wind conditions, di
rection control is sometimes
difficult. If the nosewheel cocks,
add throttle to 70-80 percent and
use rapid intermittent brake to
bounce the nose strut, while
moving slowly forward. This
should decrease the weight on
the nosewheel long enough for
it to Swivel in the desired direc
tion. If this procedure is not
effective J hold brakes, retard
throttle to IDLE, and signal for
the aSSistance of a tHler bar.
Normally, Wlder heavy crosswind
conditions, a tiller bar and
wingwalkers should 00 provided.
4. The pilot will set the flaps to the
appropriate takeoff position when
signalled b.y the catapult direc
tor. This signal should be given
just prior 10 attachment of the
catapult holdback cable.
5. If a tiller bar is being used, use
both brakes together and with
the same pressure to maintain
speed at the equivalent of a slow
walk. Using brakes singly may
injure the tiller bar man.

332

HANGAR DECK
Occasionally the aircraft assigned will be
manned on the hangar deck. Procedures dlffering
from those on the flight dec k are outlined oolow.
a.
Preflight. Unless the aircraft is already
on the elevator, it will be towed or pushed for
access to the flight deck. The signal to stop a
plane thet is being moved b.y other than !ts own
ORIGINAL
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power is a whistle blaBt. Leave the hardhat
off. Any whistle blast signifies an immediate
STOP. If Ihe plane director is lost from view,
STOP. The alrcralt will be raised to flight deck
level and either respotted or started on the
elevator.
LAUNCH AND ARRESTMENT OPERATIONS
Day.
a.
(1) Launch Operations. Normal catapult
launches provide the A-4 with 10-15 knots excess
endspeed. The pilot must be prepared to rotate
to the attitude required to maintain level flight
or to an attitude which results in a slight climb.
When the end of the catapult power stroke is
felt, the energy stored in the compressed nose
strut during the power stroke will rotate the
aircralt to approximately the correct attitude
for level fllght without pilot effort. With stabi
lizer trim setting specified in the applicable
launching bulletin, the aircraft should matntain
this attitude for level flight, unless the pllot
induces some other condition by incorrect
positioning of the elevator. To preclude this,
the "hands-oU'! technique is recommended.
This technique Is as follows:
Cup the hand lust alt of the stick prior to
the catshot in order to limit alt sUck travel to
2-3 inches or less during the power stroke.
During the catapult power stroke, restrain arm
movement as much as possible by pressing the
arm against the side and/or thigh. As accel
eration forces decrease at or near the end of
the power stroke, the longitudinal stick centering
device will return the stick to the trimmed (and
optimum) position. Allow the stick to retorn
to thls position before grasping It. As the air
craft becomes airborne, slight aft stick pressure
may be required to maintain optimum attitude.
The pilot must avoid any large longitudinal control
inputs as the aircralt becomes airborne, yet
be prepared to correct any wing drop that may
occur.
Variations from the desired 10·15 knots
excess endspeed also have considerable affect
on Itflyaway qualities" after the power stroke.
At minimum endspeeds, stabilizer trim will

be insufficient to maintain level flight, the nose
will drop, and the aircralt will lose altitude un
less back pressure is applied promptly alter
becoming airborne. If buffet is encountered,
pitch should immediately be decreased to that
required for level flight by relaxing back pressure,
and the commencement of the c limb should be
delayed until sufficient excess airspeed is avail
able to effect a climb without encountering buffet.
At endspeeds in excess of 15 knots, the
stabilizer trim setting will be too great, causing
a noseup rotation, and a sharp climb will occur
unless checked by forward stick pressure.
The landing gear should be retracted at or
above 300 feet. Raise the flaps when the airspeed
is 170 KIAS or above. Check the alignment of
the RM1 with the Standby Compass J once in
stabilized flight.
Rotation to optimum attitude by reference
to instruments (10. 12 degrees nose-high on the
gyro horizon) should be practiced frequently
during day operations in order to gain proficiency
required for night catapult launches. However,
it is necessary that the pilot be aware of other
traffic in proximity (such as bolters, waveoffs t
or other aircralt being launched), and not be solely
on instruments as is the case during night
catapult operations.
U launching in instrument conditions or at
night, the pilot should not be required to change
radio, IFFjSIF, or NAVAID channels until a
safe altitude (2, 500 feet) and airspeed are attained.
If military necessity requires changing channels
below 2, 500 feet, the change shall be made with
the aircralt stablllzed In level flight.
(2) Aircraft or Catapult Malfunction. If,
after established at 100 percent, the pilot deter
mines that the aircraft is down} he so indicates
to the catapult officer by SHAKING HIS HEAD
FROM SIDE-TO.sIDE. NEVER, repeat NEVER,
raise the hand into the catapult officer's view
to give a ·!thumbs-down·' signal. It is possible
that the catapult officer may construe the signal
to be a salute to flre the catapult. When the
catapult officer observes the "NO-GOT! signal,
he should immediately give a "Suspend" signal.
If his response Is not immediate, call on land/
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whenever possible~ Execute a normal shutdown
when the "cut-engine" signal is received. Do
not release brakes until a three-point tiedown
has been accomplished. Plane Captains should
be Instructed not to Install the access ladder
until this has been accomplished.
When possible, rundown time should be
recorded and the compressor section observed
for abrupt btade stoppage Or abnormal noises.
Excessive engine rundown time will have little
significance when parked into the wind on the
bow. Pull down the RAPEC Seat Ground-Safety
Handle and install seat and canopy safety pins.
If the aircraft is struck below to the hangar
deck, keep the canopy closed and the oxygen
mask on until on the hanger deck and signalled
to shut the engine down. At this time, the canopy
should be opened, the oxygen system secured,
and the mask and hardhat removed. Aircraft
handling personnel will move the aircraft from
this point. Engine rundown noise will make it
very difficult to hear the whistle signals; conse
quently, the pilot must be alert for both hand
and whistle signals. Keep the rolling speed
slow and under control by simultaneous use or
the brakes, especially when the aircraft is being
moved backwards, as abrupt brake application
may tip the aircraft and cause damage to the aft
fuselage. Whenever the plane director Is not
In sight, STOP.

b.
Nlght. For all night launches, the emer
gency red floodlights should be illuminated and
directed at the tnstrument panel.
ill__J,.aunc~. Operations. Catapult hookup
at night is identical to day operations. However,
the difficulty of "getting on" the catapult at
night is increased by the fact that It Is difficult
for the pilot to determine his speed. The pilot
must rely upon and follow closely the directions
of the ptane director. As the aircraft approaches
the catapult, the ptane director should position
himself forward and remain stationary to give
the pilot a visual reference for contrOlling tax!
speed as the aircraft approaches the shuttle.
Upon receiving the tensioning signal from
the catapult director I release brakes.

Immediately increase power to 100 percent, in ~
ticlpatlon of the two-finger slgnalfrom the catapult

officer. When satisfied that the aircraft Is ready
for launch, the pilot so signifies by placing the
Master Exterior Lights Switch to the Ql::I pOsition,
which should turn the wing-and taillights on BRT.
The pilot must be prepared to establish a wings
level ctimblng attitude on Instruments. An
Initial attitude of 10-12 degrees noseup Is recom
mended. Ensure a positive rale of cUmb is
obtained. Retract the landing gear at 300 feet
altitude or above. Retract !taps at 170 KlAS or
above. During nlght launches, do not make
clearing turns. Switch all Ughts to BRIGHT
and FLASHING at 2,500 feet or higher.
(2) Alreraft or Catapult Malfunctions.
The pilot's "NO-GO" signal for night catapult
launch consists tn not turning his exterior tights
on. The pilot should also call on tand/launch
frequencY, II SUspend #.
catapult; aircraft
is down." Maintain 100 percent r.p.m. until
the catapult oUlcer walks tn front of the WIng
and gives the "thruttle-back" signal. Do not turn
exterior lights on unless completsly ready to
be launched.
(Sl Arrested Landtng and Exit From the
Landing Area. AU nlght recoveries will be
made utilizing TACAN/CCA approaches. The
LSO will normalIy take control when the air
craft Is approximately one mile from the ramp.
The pilot should have all exterior lights on
BRIGHT and STEADY (fuselage and anticollision
IIghls QD'). FollOwing arrestment, immediately
place Master Exterior Lights Switch to QU.
TaxI out of the tandtng area slowly. Do not
stare fixedly at the ptane director's wands but
USe them as the center of the scan pattern.
~

DEBRIEFING
Debriefing shall be accomplished after
every rught. In addition to a complete review
and analysis of all phases of the flight, it should
Include the Individual debrief of each pilot by
the LSO.
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CHAPTER IV

Flight Procedures
~

GENERAL
Many publications deal with the flight
procedure. for the A-4. Thi. Chapter pre
sents the essence of good procedures, for
guidance. Where amplification is deSirable,
the applicable publication is referred to.

(3) ReturllJg. Fleld".ncil-"!l<iillj@, The
Fam. pilot will lead the !light back to the field.
Landings on the first two Fam. flights will be
monitoredbyachase pilol or by a qualified
A-4 pilot at the end of the runway with radio
communications. If the approaches are chased,
the chase pilot will fly a comfortable yet rea
sonably close wing pOSition on the Fam. pilot
throughout all Iandinge and will coach the Fam.
pilot when necessary. Chase aircraft will not
descend below 100 feet and should follow the
configuration changes of the Fam. pilot during
the approach.
&......_
Weather Considerations. AU familiari
zation flights will be conducted under conditions
which will permit climb and descent in VFR
conditions and which will permit visual contact
with the ground at all times.

TIlANSlTIQN OR FAMILlARIZA:r.!m!
Reguil:ements. Transition and familiar
ization will be accomplished in accordance with
the requirements outlined in Chapter L This
training will be conducted in the replacement
air group or in the squadron, as directed by the
appropriate Commander. It is deairable that
pilots with no recent jet experience demonstrate
their proficiency in two~seated, swept-wing
iet trainers prior to flying the A-4.
Familiar1zation flights should be designed
to acquaint the pilol with the flight character
istics of the A-4 while it is flown at various
attitudes) altitudes, and configurations.
..h....Procedures. Tile following procedures
shall be followed for the first familiariZation
flight~ in addition to those required for other
flight.:
(1) BefQrel'lIght. The chase pilot shall
accompany the Fam. pilot during his Preflight
Inspection and Start. The Fam. ptlot shall be
the lead aircraft on the takeoff.
iID.~During Flight. Perform those pre
briefed maneuvers which will give a general
feel of the aircraft, both in the clean and dirty
configurations. staUs and confidence maneu
vers will be practiced in designated areas and
at altitudes which will ensure straight and level
flight above lQ,OOO feet upon completion.
4lJ)

1b..

~
INSTRUMENTS
a.
Ba$!<;.~ln~lnH!!~I).YL. The procedures to
be used in performing basic instrument ma
neuvers in the A-4 are as follows:
Cll Clioib Schedule. Climb schedule for
basic instrument flights will be 310 knots lAS
to 0.72 IMN to 240 knols minimum at higher
altitudes.
~Speed Changes.
1. To reduce airspeed, reduce
power to approximate power set
ting necessary for airspeed de
sired and exteond speedbrakes.
Retract speedhrakes 5 knots
above desired airspeed. During
transition, retrim aircraft as

necessary.

2~
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When increasing airspeed, ad
vance power to 1QO percent.
When deSired airspeed is
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3.

Airspeed

attained, reduce power to ap
proximate power setting neces
sary to maintain desired airspeed
and altitude.
Between 20,000 and 25,000 feet
the following are approximate
power settings for given speeds.
After transition is made it may
be necessary to adjust power
slightly to maintain airspeed
e""ctly.
&1proximate pOMr Setting
(Perce~

300 knots.
92-93
87-89
250 knots •
200 knots .
83-86
(3) TUrns and Reversale.
1. TUrns and reversals will he per
formed at 300 knote. At bank
angles steeper than 30 degrees,
it will be necessary to advance
throttle to maintain airspeed.
2. Banks used will be 30, 45, and
60 degrees.
3. TUrna will be made in both di
rections with each of the above
angles of bank. TUrns will he
maintained for twice the num~
ber of degrees a. the angle of
bank. (For a 30-degree bank,
turn right or left for 60 degree.
01 turn; lor a 45.degree bank,
turn right or left for 90 degrees
of turn, etc, l
(4) Vertical S-1 Pattern.
1. The pattern describes a "W, " In
that it Is a aerie. of descents
and c Umha of I, 000 feet of alti·
tude, while maintaining constant
airspeed and heading.
2. The pattern wlll be performed at
250 knots In a clean configura·
tion with speedbrakes IN. Ap·
prOximate descent power setting
Is 86 percent and approximate
climb power setting Is 93 per

minute J he should have descended

1L 000 feet and turned through
2',0 degrees. After the fourth
minute, he should have climbed
1,000 leet, bringing him back to
the origlnal heading and altitude.
(6) Vertical B-3 Pattern. The vertical
B-3 pattern ia similar to the S-2 pattern, ex
cept that the turn is reversed after 180 degrees
of turn.
(7) Yankee Pattern. Figure 4-1 is a
diagram of the Yankee Pattern, with approxi
mate power settings given.

L.

.let Penetrations '

0) General. A penetration Is a maneu
ver which combines a high rate of descent with
a conslant airspeed and maintains the aircraft
within a specified airspace. It is designed to
minimize fuel consumption, the effects of tur
bulence/ icing, and wind, and serves to place
the aircraft in pcaition for a low approach.
Prior to commenCing a penetration, tbe follow
Ing checklist should he completed.
1. Air conditioning,. FULL HOT.
2. Windshield
defrost••.••••••• FULL IN·
CREASE or
Qt!.
3. Altimeter.. • • ... SET. (Include
altimeter er~
ror noted
prior to lake
off.)

4.

Shoulder
harness. . • • • • • .• LOCKED.
5. Pitot heat .....•• mi.
(2) Clean Penetration. The clean pene
tration is conducted at 250 KIAS, speedbrakes
OUT, and a rate of descent of 4,000 to 6,000
f. p, m. This will require an initial power set
tIng of about 80 percent. At penetration fix and
230 KIAS, the nose is lowered to about 7 degrees
nosedown to slart penetration. As airspeed
reaches 245 knots, speedbrakes are extended.
Maintain 250 knots and adjust power as neces
sary to maintain 4,000 - 6,000 f.p.m. rate nf
descent. Be positive that you do not misread
the altimeter by 10,000 feet. It is Important
that the pilot be conscious of the appearance
of the YOKE flag during each penetration, as it

cent.

3.

climbed 1,000 feet and turned
180 degrees. After the third

Rate nf descent will be 1,000

ft./mln. and should be timed
with the clock. It wtll be neces
sary to lead all transitions by 5

seconds.

(5) Vertical 8-2 Pattern.
1. A vertical B·2 pattern is similar
to the vertical S-1 pattern, ex
cept that a constant one-half
standard-rate turn is maintalned
throughout the pattern.
2. After 1 minute1 the pilot should
have lost I, OOu feet and turned
90 degrees. At the end of the
second minute, he should have

4·2
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LEVEL OFF IN TURN AT
10,000 FT, SiB IN,
225 KlAS, 80 %.

COMMENCE 1 MINUTE
STRAIGHT & LEVEL,
225 KlAS, 80%.

®

COMMENCE 45° 1/2 SRT,
225 KIAS, 10,000 FT.

~

COMMENCE 1/2 SRT,
DESCENDING.

~

COMMENCE DIRTY-Up,
225 KlAS, 10,000 FT.
GEAR DOWN, FLAPS DOWN,
MAINTAIN 150 KlAS. 90%.

START: 20,000 FT. SIB OUT,
230 KlAS, 80%.
COMMENCE 4000 FPM DESCENT.

END
COMMENCE FULL SRT,
150 KlAS, 92%.
2 MINUTE DESCENT.

COMMENCE 500 FPM
DESCENT, 82%.

®

30 SEC LEG.
TRANSITION TO
APPCH SPEEDIAOA, 86%.
FIGURES IN CIRCLES INDICATE
SECOND-RAND POSITION. POWER
SETTINGS ARE APPROXIMATE.
Figure 4-1. Yankee Pattern.
4-3
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signals ihai the aircraft is now below 10,000 feet
MBL.
In the event of low fuel state, a penetra
tion can be accomplished utilizing IDLE r. p. m.

and speedbrakes IN. Mainiain 250 KIAS and
adjust power as necessary to provide 4, 000 
6,000 fL/min. rate of descen!. The windshield
may frost up during this type of descent due to

reduced defrost air circulation.
Start transition to level flight about 1,500
feet above the desired altitude. There is a

tendency to lose altitude after bottoming out of
the penetration and dirty-up which can be
avoided by leading with adequate power. At
level-off during single-aircraft approaches~
slow to and maintain gear-down speed. Gear
and flaps shall be lowered in order to reach the
"gate n in a landing configuration at desired ap
proach spe'ed. For individual approaches of
two or more aireraftt maintain 250 knots until

reaching a briefed distance prior to the tlgate"
(normally 4 miles). Each aircraft shall report
passing this point.
(3) Dirty Penetration. The "dirty"
penetration is recommended when one member
of the I1Ight has radio and/or NAVAIDS failure
and it is necessary to penetrate in section to
a minimum ceiling. "Dirty-up" is accom
plished "VFR on top." When performed at
night, the lead aircraft will keep his 11ghts on
STDY/BRT and his fuselage/anticollision light
OUT. The controlling agency must be advised
of the airspeed deviation prior to initiating this
type of penetration.
The dirty penetration jg performed at
170 knots, wheels and flape DOWN, speedbrakes
OUT, and a rate of descent of 3,000 to 5,000
F. P. M. Just prior to reaching initial pene
tration fix, slow to 225 knots, drop wheels and flaps.
Upon reaching the fix, reduce throttle to 80 percent,
drop the nose about 7 degrees below hortzon, and
extend the speedbrakes. Maintain 170 knots. Start
transition to level111ght about I, 500 feet above the
desired altitude.
Ground-Controlled Approach. Achieving
the precision necessary to make 8ucce88ful
GCA '8 to minimums will require practice, alert
flylog, and smooth, coordinated control of
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power, attitude, and altitude. Turns in the pat
tern will be standard rate, with the following
exceptions:
1. Do not exceed 30 degrees of bank.
2. Do not exceed 15 degrees of bank on
final approach. Use positive rudder
control in all turns.
The following throttle settings and speeds are
prescribed for use in the GCA pattern for an
aircraft gross weight of 13,000 pounds. Adjust
airspeed as necessary from that shown for other
gross weights.
ApprOximate
RPM.
(Percent)

Downwind (clean) ..• 78-80
Downwind (dirty) ..• 86-90
Base............. 86-90
Final (level). . .. .• 84-88
Final (glide
path). .. .. .. .. .. •• 80-84
'Optimum angle of attack.

225
150

150
'125
*125

(1) Glldepsth. Prior to descent down
lbe glldepslh, complete the Landing CheckllBt.
Assuming that the airspeed has been properly ad
justed to final approach speed prior to reaching
the glldepath, the following entry procedure
will be used: When the controller says, "You
are approaching glidepath. Commence stand~
ard rate of descent I ft DO NOT commence
descent. When the controller says, "You are up
and on the glidepath," reduce throttle, drop
nOse slightly, and establiSh an initial rate of
descent in accorctance with the following iable.
The rates of descent are approximations for a
3-degree glide slope:
Condition
F.P.M.
No wind••••
700
Light wind ................. . 600
10 knots or more.. . .. .. .. • .. 500
(2) Waveoff. When instructed, or when
at GCA minimums and the field lB not in sight,
wave oU by adding full throttle, retracting
speedbrakes (Il applicable~ then rotating tbe
nose to a climbing attitude. When a positive
climb is indicated by the rate of climb and al
timeter l raise the gear and commence a turn,
Il required. Do not raise the fiaps until the
G

•••••

G

••••••••••
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wings are level and airspeed is 170 knots min
imum. When the controller advises, "Wave off,
tower instruction, " this is a mandatory waveoff.
(3) Practice. All hooded GCA approaches
shall be accompanied by a safety pilot who will
maintain a chase position as directed by GCA
(normally 5 or 7 o'clock, 500 feet out, 500 feet
aft, slightly stepped-up). Chase aircraft will
not descend below 100 feet and at all times will
maintain the same configuration as the lead air
craft. The lead aircraft will maintain contact
until cleared under the hood by the chase pilot
after completion of a satisfactory radio check.
The lead aircraft will go contact when he ini
tiates an early waveoff, when directed by GCA
or the safety pilot, or upon reaching 500 feet
above the terrain. For level turns in the pat
tern, it will be necessary to add 2 percent
r.p.m. I percent r.p.m. change will vary the
rate of descent 100 ft. Imin.
d.
Section Penetrations/GCA. Section pene
trations and/or GCA's will be necessary when
certain failures occur which preclude making
an instrument approach without airborne as
sistance (loss of NAVAID's, radio failure, flight
instruments failure, etc.). In section pene
trations/GCA's,_ the wingman flies a comfort
able parade formation, close enough to ensure
visual contact on the side opposite the missed
approach turn, unless a 10-knot crosswind
component exists. In this case, the wingman
should be positioned on the upwind side. (In
the case of radio failure, it will be necessary
for the leader to monitor the surface wind and
position the wingman accordingly. )
The wingman will follow the configuration
changes of the leader. Appropriate signals for
use in the penetration or GCA pattern are con
tained in Table 4-1. After turning onto final,
the leader should use a speed 10 knots faster
than optimum angle-of-attack airspeed. After
the leader signals that the runway is in sight,
the wingman should anticipate a spread-section
landing. The wingman should not descend below
the leader once the descent on final is started
until the leader signals the runway is visible
and the wingman has the runway in sight. The
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leader will execute a low-visibility approach or
another GCA, if conditions (fuel, weather, etc.)
permit. The leader should land if, in his opin
ion, it is inadvisable to wave off. USE EX
TREME CAUTION.
Low- Visibility Approaches. A lowe.
visibility approach is used in conditions of low
ceiling and/or visibility, when:
1. The approach heading of the aircraft
varies from the runway heading to
such a degree that it precludes an
immediate landing from that direc
tion.
2. The runway is crossed at an airspeed
and/or altitude which precludes an
immediate landing.
This approach should be made only when unable
to maintain visual contact with the ground.
Procedure
1. When approaching a runway with a
landing direction that is approxi
mately 180 degrees from the heading
of the aircraft, fly two-thirds of the
runway length, then execute a 9-de
gree SRT turn to the right, followed
by a 270-degree SRT reversal to the
left to the runway heading. Maintain
an airspeed about 10 knots above op
timum approach speedlAOA and at
or above minimum circling altitude
until the runway is again in sight.
2. When approaching the runway in the
proper direction, but too high and fast
for a landing, maintain an airspeed
about 10 knots above the optimum
approach speed/AOA and execute a
360-degree left or right SRT. Adjust
position by adding a straightaway
downwind if necessary. Remain at or
above circling minimums until the
runway is again in sight.
3. When the aircraft is approximately
90 degrees from the landing runway,
cross at not more than one-third of
the runway length from the approach
end, at 90 degrees from the runway
heading. Hold this heading for 20
seconds and then execute a right or
left SRT, as appropriate, for the
runway heading.
Carrier-Controlled Approach.
f.
(1) General. The pattern, procedures,
and terms used for carrier-controlled ap
proaches shall be in accordance with
COMNAVAlRLANT instruction P3710.16 or
COMNAVAlRPAC instruction P3710.14 series
(as applicable). For supplementary informa
tion, refer to NWP 4HA).
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(2) Procedures. A CCA approach ill
similar to a straight-in jet penetration. Main
tain maximum endurance airspeed while holding.
Lower the hook upon entering the holding pat
tern. Single aircraft must plan to leave the
Marshal point at EAC. U the flight consists of
two or more aircraft, the Flight Leader nor
mally should plan to be at Marshal in time to
make a hal! standard-rate 180-dageee left turn,
break off from the flight, and return to the
Marshal point at his EAC. Subsequent aircraft
in the fllght break at 3~second intervals. As
each pilot reaches the Marshal POint, he com
mences hla letdown at 250 KIAB, 4,000 ft./min.
rate of descent, speedbrakes OUT, and about
80-82 percent. At 5,000 feet ("plaUorm"), the
rate of descent I. reduced to 2,000 It./min.,
although penetration speed Is maintained at
250 KIAS. Level off at 1,000 feet, retract
speedbrakes, and adjust power to maintain 250
KIAB to the to-mile gate. At this point, transi
tion to 150 KIAS by retarding throttle to 70 per
cent. Extend speedbrakes and drop wheels and
flaps as airspeed drops below 225 KIAB. Adjust

power to maintain 150 KIAB. All aircraft shall
be in the landing configuration prior to reaching
the 6-mile gate. Unless otherwise directed, a
geadual descent to 600 feet will be made departing
the 6-mile gate. Upon reaching 600 feet,
transition to final approach speed (optimum
angle of attack/airspeed). This altitude and air
speed will be maintained until in villual contact
with the "meatball" at about 1-1/4 miles, or un
til informed by the final controller or LSO to
commence letdown at 500 ft./min•• or as direc
ted. Fly into the Hmeatball" until it is centered
and commence the descent, maintaining optimum
AOA/airspeed. The use of the speedbrakes may
not be desirable when the approach is made at
aircraft gross weights (in excess of 13,000
pounds) and coofigured with drag stores, I.e.,
buddy stores, MCBR's, etc •• due to the high
thrust required during the approach. After
transition is made to landing configuration,
all turns should be standard rate. Do not ex
ceed 30 degeees of bank at any time. Do not
exceed 15 degrees of bank after leaving 600
feet on final approach.

PENETRATION/INSTRUMENT APPROACH (NO RADIO)
SIGNAL
,

MEANING

DAY

RESPONSE

NIGHT
Extend speedbrakes
commenc ing ap
proach.

Execute when
leader extends
speedbrakes.

2 dashes w/external
lights.

Extend whee Is IIl\d
full flaps.

Execute when
leade r extends
wheels, flaps.

1 dash w/external
lights.

Landing runway/
meatball and ship
in sight.

I Opening and clOSing 4
: fingers and thumb in
, pinching motion.

3 dashes w/external
lights.

Rotary movement of
clenched fist in cock
pit as If cranking
wheels.

Pointing index finger
toward runway/ship
in stabbing motion,
repeatedly.

!

:

,

Ashore: Take
landing
interval~

Carrier; Break
off and
land.

NOTE: Configuration change should be executed promptly upon completion of the signal.
Table 4-1.
Flight Signals Between Aircraft.
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(3) SectionCCA. A section CCA may be
necessary In the event a failure OCCUrS affecting
navigation aids, communications equipment, or
certain other aircraft systems. Normally, the
aircraft experiencing the difficulty will fly the
sl:arboard wing position during the approach.
The section leader will detach the wingman
when the lfmeatball't is sighted and continue
straight ahead. offsetting as necessary to the
left to determine if the wingman lands success
fully. Commence a slow descent to not lower
than 300 feet altitude and turn all lights to BRT
and FLASH abeam the ship. This will provide
the wingman with a visual reference and leader,
should he bolter or wave off. The wingman should
not detach unless he has the "meathall" In sight.
He should also Ufly formation, " and.lW1 instru
ments AND formation AND be looking for the
carrier. Necessary visual signals are contained
In Table 4-1.
Weather Considerations.
g.
1. Flights should not b. conducted
through areas of clear icing or
severe turbulence. If they can be
avoided~

2.

3.

4.

Climbing through heavy rain to
freezing altitudes will often re
Bult In temporary fallure of the
A-4 main generator. Pilots
should he well apprised of the ef
fect such a loss will have On their
ability to continue flight to destina
tion under instrument conditions.
Usually, descending to below the
freezing level will restore normal
operations.
Flights which are conducted at
high altitude. following climhout
through rain or in aircraft cold
sosked during a previous flight will
occasionally experience control
system icing (aileron Or elevator).
This is seldom of a serious nature
and the controls may be kept free
by frequent movement of the control
stick fore and aft, or right and left,
through neutral. If this is not ef~
fective, use trim as necessary and
descend below freezing level. See
subsection 538,1.
In order to conduct flights in accord
ance with the latest weather infor
mation available, pilots on IFR
flight plans in the continental United
States should make maximum use of
II pilot-to-forecaster" services.
In
addition, radar follOWing can be re
quested of ARTCC on assigned
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h.

frequency to assist In circumnaviga
tion of storm center.. In the event
a thunderstorm penetration is un
avoidable. the procedures outlined
In the Flight Manual should be followed.
Loss of Visual Contact.
1. When visual contact with the flight
Is lost during VFR condition., pro
ceed to a predetermined point for
rendezvous.
2. When visual contact with the flight is
lost dorlng instrument conditions,
comply with procedures outlined In
NWIP 41-3, subsection 302b.

ru

FORMATION AND TACTICS
The basic principles and maneuvers pro
mulgated In NWIP 41-3 and NWP 41(A\ are gen
erally applicable. The following Instructions
apply specifically to the A-4.
at
Rendezvous.
(J) Turning Rendezvous. The turning
rendezvous is made at 250 KIAS (unles. other
wise briefed). After all aircraft are in a loose
trail position, the leader commenCe. a 180-<le
gree turn, lI5lng 3p degrees of bank. Each
member of the flight walts until the plane ahead
passes through a SO-degree bearing from his
12 o'clock position, and then rolls Into a 45-de
gree banked turn to the inside of the leader's turn.
When the leader bears 45 degrees rel:ative to
the joining aircraft, wingmen ease the turn as
necessary to maintain 45 degrees of be!trlng
until joined either on tbe preceding afrcraft or
on the flight. Wingmen may add power to gain
no greater than a 15-knot speed advantage OVer
the leader to avoid becoming Hsucked.. ·f As the
aircraft approach tbe leader, the closure rate
is adjusted so as to Join on the man ahead or on
the inside of the leader's turn. After joining on
the inside of the leader, a croBsunder is made
to the outside, asauming normal wing positions.
(2) Circling Rendezvous. A circling ren
dezvous is used when aircraft are separated by
extended or indefinite distances or time inter
vals. The pattern Is normally a port orbit,
using 30 degrees of bank around a geographic
fix. Altitude must be specified and airspeed
will be 250 KIAS (unless otherwise briefed).
Upon arrival, each aircraft flies directly over
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the fix, slightly below the rendezvous altitude,
to prOVide altitude separation upon entry into the
pattern. The first aircraft to arrive should
establiBh the orbit. SUbsequent aircraft should
be able to Bight other aircraft in the circle from
directly over the fix. When Sighted, a hard
turn In the direction of the orbit turn should be
made to establish a 45-degree bearing relative
to the joining aircraft. Vary the bank as neces
....ry to maintain the bearing until joined. Do not
uSe an airspeed advantage in excess of 15 knots.
As the leader is closed, check closure rate so
as to stop on the inside of the turn; then croas
under to a normal wtog position on the outside.
(at TACAN Circling Rendezvous. A
TACAN circling rendezvous is used when aircraft
are separated by extended or indefinite dis
tancee or time intervals and it is not possible
to use a geographic fix (at sea or above an
overcast). The pattern will be a port orbit
tangent to the designated TACANradlslataspec
Uied distance and altitude. Normally, each
pilut mes outbound on the assigned rsdlsl, main
taining the briefed climb schedule or rendezvous
speed. Upon reaching the joinup circle, each
pilot commences a port orbit, using 30 degrees
of bank (or more) until visual contact is made
with the Flight Leader. U necessary, request
the leader's position. The leader will state his
pos1tion around the orbit, using the figures 1,
2)' 3, or 4, corresponding to 000 degrees,
090 degrees, 180 degrees, and 270 degrees,
respectiVely, relative to the designated rsdlsl,
as shown In Figure 4-2. Each pilot tllen plans
his turn to cut across the orbit for rendezvous.
ARA-25 may be used to assist in picking up
tile leader.
(4) Running Rendezvous. A nmnlng ren
dezvous iB effected by closing from the rear on
a prebriefed heading or radial. This rendezvous
should be accomplished with til. leader climbing
at 250 KlAS and 90 percent (unless otherwise
briefed). U it Is to be made level, the let'der
sllould normally be at 250 KlAS at the deSignated
altitude.
(5) ARA-25 Running 1lIIndezVO!lB. The
ARA-25 rendezvous is useful for joining
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aircraft under all conditions,and particularly
during a straight-course rwmlng rendezvous.
Tile procedure to be used for tbe latter Is as
follows:
1. Trailing aircraft select ADF
position on the UHF control.
2. The Flight Leader wUl transmit
a short count every minute and
when climbing Include the pass
ing altitude.

3.

Trailing aircraft will position
themselves so that as the leader
transmits the short couotsI the

number 1 needle points 5 aegrees

left or right of the nose position.
Tbe number 2 aircraft will hold
the leader to hiB left, number 3
to his right, etc.
4. As the trailing: aircraft approach
the Flight Leader, they will turn
to keep lIim 5 degrees (left or
right, respectively) off the nose
position. The amount of turn
required to maintain the leader
In this pos ilion will Increase as
the separation is reduced. Con
tinue until visual sighting is ob
tained.
(S) ARA-25 Circling Rendezvous. U a
circling rendezvous Is to be made, the Flight
Leader will maintain prebriefed airspeed, 30
degrees of bank, a specified altitude, and
broadcast a short count and heading every mln
ule. The trailing aircraft will correct heading
to keep the number 1 needle on the nOBe when the
leader transmits. From the change in azimuth
of the number 1 needle between short counts,
approaching aircraft will be able to determine
their proximity In the lead aircraft. Approach
ing !be Flight Leader, the needle w!ll cbenge
more degrees in azimuth between counts, re
quiring larger corrections to keep !be leader
on the nose. At this time, the leader can prob
ably be detected visually and a standard ren
dezvous completed.
ID Low- Visibility RendeZVOUS!
Rendezvous on Different Model Airsra.ft. This
type of rendezvous should be performed in emer
gency situations only when directed by higher
authority or when the urgency of the mission
dictates. The rendezvousing aircraft should be
flown at a safe maneuvering airspeed. The
Inlttal procedures will be as previously de
scribed for standard rendel/lvous. However,
ORIGINAL
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POSITION 2 AFTER 90 0 TURN
FROM ASSIGNED RADIAL.

2

POSITION 3 AFTER
180 0 TURN FROM
ASSIGNED RADIAL.

LEADER BANKS 30°.
OTHERS AS NECESSARY
TO JOIN IN THE
RENDEZVOUS CIRCLE.

POSITION lIS TANGENT
TO ASSIGNED RADIAL
AT THE DESIGNATED
DISTANCE AND
ALTITUDE.

POSITION 4 AFTER 2700 TURN
FROM THE ASSIGNED RADI AL.

TRACK OUTBOUND ON
ASSIGNED RADIAL.

Figure 4-2. TACAN Circling Rende'IV01l8.
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the latter stages should be modified as outlined
below.
1.

Establish radio contact, if pos
Bible, and determine indicated
airspeed and intended rughtpath
of the aircraft to be jOined.
2. . Place all lights on BRIGHT and
FLABHlNG (iI applicable).
3. Rendezvous about 1,000 feet out,
slightly aft of abeam (4 or 8
o'clock) the lead aircraft.
4~
Cautiously close, while assuring
constant nose-to-tail clearance.
Maintain a constant relative
bearing. Changes in relative
bearing will cause foreshorten
ing or lengthening of the aircraft
fuselage and make determination
of closure rate difiicult.
5. A rendezvous on a different mode I
aircraft and/or In low-visibility
conditions is extremely conducive
to vertigo. A high degree of
caution and good Judgment must
be exercised throughout the ren
dezvous. At no time should a
rapid-closing situation be al
lowed to develop_
(8) Bafe.tv Rules For Rendezvoos.
L During all rendezvous, safety
shall be the prime consideration.
2. Keep all aircraft ahead con
stantly in view and join in order.
3~
During rendezvous, only enough
stepdown should be used to en
sure vertical clearance on the
aircraft ahead.
4. When necessary, a wingman
should abort the rendezvous by
leveling his wings, sighting all
aircraft ahead, and flying under
neath them to the outside of the
formation. He should then re
main on the outside until all
other aircraft have Joined"
5. To avoid overshooting, all rela
tive motions shouid be stopped
when joining on an inside wing
position. A crossundel' to the
outside may then be made.
6. During a running rendezvous,
use caution in the final stage of
joinup, as relative motion is
difficult to discern when ap
proaching from astern.
h,
Formation.
(1) Free-C..t'Uise Formation (four-plane
division), This formation will normally be
employed for all operations away from home
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base. unless another formation is signaled.
Within each section! the wingman's position is
35 degrees to 45 degrees abaft the section
leader'S beam, with sufficient distance abeam to
clear the wingtips and sufficient distunce astern
to clear the tall of the lead aircraft, The vertical
stepdown of the wIngman will be sufficient to clear
the leader's aircraft and jet_ah. The second
section leader'S position I. apprOximately 45 de
grees abaft the division leader's beam and Slight
ly stepped down. The second section leader must
maintain a distance out on the assigned bearing
lIne which will pr<lVlde clearance with the lead
section wingman and which will also permit visual
communications between division leader and sec
tion leader. During steep turns or hard maneu
verhlg, the second section and wingmen within
each section are free to slide as necessary to
avoid large power changea.
(2) Parade Formation (four-plane divi
aion). This formation will normally be em
ployed when the flight is operating around home
base and in conditions of low visibility~ Posi
tions are essentially the same as in cruise for
mation, except that the line of bearing Is moved
forward. Within each section, the wingman's
position is 35 degrees abaft the section leader's
beam. This position can be established by
lining up the wingtip light with the break in the
fuselage. Proper stepdown is eye-level with
the wing of the leader. The second section
. leader's position on the division leader is iden
tical to the leader's wingman. but on the op
posite side. Numbers 2, 3; and 4 aircraft shall
maintatu position with power changes. Sliding
during turns Is not permitted.
c.
Tactics.
(1) Defensive 'ractiCSt In order to ac
complish ita primary mission and return, the
best defensive tactic of the light-attack aircraft
is to avoid enemy air opposition. Should this be
unsuccessful, the pilot must then attempt to
thwart the attacks and continue to make progress
on the desired base coorse. A knowledge of
foreign aircraft capabilities is necessary in
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order to determine the defensive maneuvers
to be employed. Refer to NWlP 41-3 and the
CWDS for basic defensive tactics and tactical
formations.
Practice tactics involving dogfighting or
gunsight tracking exercises should be performed
only when authorized by the Commanding Of
ficer and properly briefed. Unless specifically
exempted by the unit CO, a minimum altitude
of 10.000 feet AGL will be observed.
(2) Offensive Tactics. Conventional and
nuclear weapons strikes against enemy targets
should be preceded by thorough briefings and
pre!light preparation. A detailed planning of the
strike by the entire !light shall be conducted.
The procedures and doctrine for those air-to
surface missions that the A-4 is capable of per
forming are contained in NWIP 41-3 and ap
plicable supplements.
(31 Search. Although the search mission
is not an air-to-ground evolution involving ord
nance t the light-attack aircraft is capable of
covering large areas quickly and therefore may
be assigned a search task at any time. Pro
cedures outlined in NWP 37(A) are pertinent.

c. At Approach End of Runway. While com
pleting the Takeoff Checklist In the turnup area,
~~ep all lights BRT and FLASH. If there are
other aircraft In the turnup area. it may be
necessary to DIM all lights in order to prevent
pilats of other aircraft from losing their night
adaptation. When ready for takeoff, turn all
lights to BRT and FLASH. This will signal the
Flight Leader that you are ready to take of!.
It may be necessary to modify the above
procedure at certain Helds to conform to local
operating procedures. Generally, at fields
where both MLP and normal takeoff and landings
are permitted the tower will require normal
traffic to have lights on BRT/FLASH and MLP
traffic BRT/STDY.
d.
TalIeofl. For single-plane takeoff, lights
will normally be BRT/FLASH, except where
local operating procedures require steady
llghis. For a section tskeoff, the leader will
turn his lights DIM/STDY when in position on
the runway, while the wingman will have his
lights on BRT and STDY. After turnup to 90
percent, the wingman will indicate his readi
ness to go by switching his lights to BRT and
FLASH. The leader will signal "Brake release
and adding power, " by blinking his exterior
lights.
e.
Operating Clear of Traffic Pattern. For
single-aircraft flights, once clear of the pat
tern, lights will be BRT/FLASH.
When joining in formation. the following
procedure will be utilized: As the man behind
calls "ABOARD" (when he is in such a position
that dimming the lights of the aircraft ahead
will not affect his rendezvous), the pilot ahead
will turn his anticollision lights QFE and other
lights DIM/STDY (fuselage light intensity as
briefed or as desired by wingman). Normal
lighting for aircraft In formation, other than
last aircraft. will be wing and tall DIM and all
other lights QFE. As each aircraft breaks for
rendezvous practice, the pilot will turn all
Ughts to BRT/FLASH.
For night section penetrations, the leader
will have his fuselage/anticollision lights Ql.f

ill NIGHT FLYING
ill NIGHT LIGHTING DOCTRINE FOR
SHORE BASED OPERATIONS
a. Line Area. Prior to start, turn wing-and
taillights to STDY and DIM, all others to QFE.
This i. the minimum lighting that should be
used whenever the engine is running. Turn the
Master Exterior Lights Switch ON so that when
the engine starts the exterior lights will come
on. Perform the customary Poststart Checks,
including the Exterior Lights Check. Signal
the plane Captain when ready to taxi by flashing
the exterior lights. Taxi in the line area with
fuselage lights/anticollision lights QFE and re
maining navigational Iighis DIM.
b. Taxiing. Once clear of the Une area,
turn all lights to BRT and FLASH. Keep lights
in this configuration during taxi to ensure that
there is no confusion between aircraft and other
lights.
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and remaining lights on BRT/STDY. The wing
man will leave all lights BRT /FLASH if VFR
letdown is to be made~ However, at any time
that instrument conditions will be encountered,
the Wingman will turn all lights to BRT/STDY
and anticollision lights Qf.F prior 10 enlry Inlo
Ihe clouds.
1.
Landing Pattern. When returning to Ihe
base for normal breakup and landing, Ihe lighls
will be STDY/DIM, except that Ihe last aircraft
will be BRT/FLASH. The break will be sig
naled by each man, just prior 10 break, blinking
the exterior lights. All lights Will he turned
to BRT/FLASH after each aircraft is well clear
of the formation to avoid blinding other members
of the flight. Keep light. on BRT/FLASH as long
as you remain in the traffic pattern, unless
otherwise directed by competent authority (such
as tower or LBO). Bingle planes entering the
break will remain on BRT/FLASH as tliey were
in the operating area.
Alter final landing and clearance of the
duty runway, keep the lights on BRT/FLASH
for taxi. When in the line area, turn the fuse
lage light Q£E and other lights to DIM/STDY.

.ti2

NIGHT RENDEZyQUS

Rendezvous at night are similar to day
time, except that in the final portion the pilot
should try to close to a position slightly astern
rather than directly toward the plane ahead.
Pilots must be sure not to carry excess air
spead in the rendezvous. The leader must fly
airspead and altitude.
Whenever it is necessary for a pilot to go
to the outside of the rendezvous, he will report
this to the Flight Leader. Stay on the outside
of the rendezvous until the remaining members
of the flight have rendezvoused and then add
power as necessary to join up. Pilots joining
from astern will move out to the side in order
to enhance their judgment of closure rates as
well as to ensure safe e1earance~

.ti2

leader. Ensure that wingtip clearance i.
maintained at all times. The pilot should not
fly so close that he feels uncomfortable. Avoid
staring at the aircraft ahead and getting fixa
tion on its lights. Turns will be made as in in
strument conditions, rolling around the leader's
axis on both inside and outside of turns.
Where no light signal exists for a certain
maneuver, the radio should be used. Speedbrake
signals may be given on the radio by transmitting,
" _ _ _flight, speedb!,akes now, If Channel
changes will be given on the radio and should he
acknowledged both hefore and after making the
shift.

ill

NIGHT BREAKUP AND LANDING
Breakup. A normal night breakup from
a tactical night flight will be done as in Section
aM

240c., except that a 5-7 second break interval
Will be used. Keep aircraft ahead in sight.
b.
Landing. For night landings, the pilot
must doublecheck the gear as it iB easy to
confuse three UP Indications for three DOWN.
Teclmiques used in the pattern are the same as
for daytime. Pilots must avoid any tendency
to flare the landing. Make the final porllon of
every approach with a constant rate 01 descent
and attitude right down to the runway.
c,
Waveoffs and Touch-and-Go Landings.
On waveoffB and following touch-and-go land
ings, climb straight ahead to at least 300 feet
and 150 knots before turning downwind. Avoid
looking back OVer the shoulder at field lights at
night, as this is conducive to vertigo.
j

~

WEAPONS

451

GENERAL
Weapons-delivery training must encom
pass two major goals: first, the development
of precision weapons skills during shore hased
training periods; and second, the maintenance
of this profiCiency while deployed. The hasic
prinCiples of air-ta-surface weapons delivety
are described In NWIP 41-3. The detailed
specifics oJ: these deliveries are set forth in the
NWDS and CWDS to NWIP 41-3.

NIGHT FORMATION

It is important to maintain the correct
bearing so that the wingman can be seen by the
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Gun.igbt Alignment. Due to the light
structural support of the gun.ight reflector
plate, care must be exercised by both pilots
and ground personnel to avoid disturbing the ac ..
curacy of the gunsight. Bor.sighting must he
accomplished frequently under the strict super
vision of qualified personnel, if acceptable ac
curacy Is to he maintained.
b.
Conventional Weapons Training Deliver
ies. For conventional deliveries, various entry
altitudes, airspeeds, and dive angles are rec
ommended. Any delivery is acceptable, pro
viding the restrictions on airspeed, altitude, and
dive angle contained in NWIP 20-1 and other ap
plicable publications are observed.

b.
Pilot's Navigation EQUipment. The follow
ing charts and equipment should b. carried by
the pilot on every naVigational flight:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

CRUISE CONTROL
General cruise control teChniques and
specific fuel figures are found in the NWDS. A
HOWGOZIT chart is recommended (refer to
NWIP 41-3). Additional comments and sugges
tions follow.
a.
CUmbout, Zero time may he designated
by the pilot as the aircraft departs tbe task
force, at brake release on the runway. or at
some specific point after takeoff. The exact
time should be logged and the stopwatch
started. Acceleration to mittal climb.peed
should be effected prior to passing through
11 000 feet~ A cross-check of both compasses
should he made periodically and on each new
heading established.
b.
High-Altitude Cruise. Shortly after
leveling at altitude and establishing cruising
speed, the pilot should note the fuel used in the
climb and check actual fuel flow against the
planned consumption rate. Transfer from the
external tanks will then be commenced~ Each
pilot should develop his ability to judge dis
tances on the ground from his position and al
titude.. This sense of distance is quite neces
sary for accurate navigation at high altitude.
Of interest is the fact that tbe blind area he
neath the aircraft extende apprOximately 15
mlles in width and 20 miles ahead. Landmarks
at considerable distances from the desired track
may frequently he used.

MISSION PLANNING
The training objective is the orderly de
velopment of pilot tecbniques in preflight plan
ning, climbout, high-altitude navigation and
cruise control, air refueling, low-level navi
gation, and high-speed approaches to the de
livery maneuver.
NAVIGATION

~.flanning.

Complete WAC/ONC coverage of the
route (IN strips may be substituted).
Sectional chart coverage for the low
level portion.
Terminal publication (high altitude).
En route supplement.
En route charts (high, intermediate.
and low altitude).
Computer.
Radio channelization card.
Performance data card.
Elapsed-time clock or stopwatch.

462

~

W
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The proposed route must be

drawn on the charts to be used during the flight.
Along each leg of the route, the magnetic course
should he clearly indicated. After the weather
briefing (which will include predicted wmdsl.
the pilot should compute the predicted ground
speed and mark off equidistant checkpoints at
3-minute intervals for the high-levellegB. The
charts should be glued or taped together. After
annotation is complete, trim to final size and
fold to facilitate use in the cockpit. WAC or
ONC charts are usually satisfactory for high
level navigation; sectional charts or charts
scaled 1 : 500,000 are preferable for the low
level segments of the route. Approprtate time
and fuel consumption data shall he logged on a
data card as the flight progresses. The planned
route, profile, charts, and data card should be
reviewed with the chaae pilot prior to flight.
Preflight briefing should include the pilot's in
tended action, in case some deviation from the
flight plan is required en route.
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Weapon monitor procedures and the final arma
ment panel configuration (except for uncaging
the LABS gear) shall have heen completed prior
to this time~ Delivery andeBcape are described
in the A-4 NWDS.

c.
Ilescent. The idle descent is the best de
vice for transition from the high to the low por
tion of the proflle. The normal technique is to
reduce throttle to IDLE and hold altitude 'Ulltil
the initial descent airspeed is reached, then
maintain the airspeed schedule. Some difficulty
may he experienced during the transition from
high-to low-altitude contact navigation because
of the rapid change In perspective. To counter
act this, the pilot may desire to trans.f~r to
sectional charts at some time prior to letdown.
The p!lot should avoid commencin~ the first
low-level leg with a large course change when
ever possible.
,d.
Low Level. In low-level navigation, the
pilot should keep himself positively oriented at
all times. U the pilot fixes his position off the
planned track, a 30-<legree cut toward the track
will return the attacker to track at the rate of
one mile every 20 seconds. start the time be
fore the cut .. turn and stop prior to return to base
cours.. Slight airspeed corrections should be
made when a checkpoint is reached as little as
10 seconds early or late. A 35-knot speed
change over a 10-mlnute period will gain or
lose one minute. U doubt eKists In the pilot's
mind regarding his position, he should increase
his altitude until he is oriented. U a turning
checkpoint is missed, he should make the turn
at no later than 30 seconds past ETA, then climb
to approximately 1,000 feet lor reorientation.
The pilnt should periodically cross-check RMI
heading with the standby compass for possible

ill

FIELD MIRROR LANDING PRACTICE
AND CARRIER QUALIFICATION

471

FIELD MIRROR LANDING PRACTICE

&.-._. Pattern Entry Procedure.
(1) Indiyldual Entry. Call the tower lor
entry to the FMLP pattern. Request Soo-foot
break..altitude. Otherwise, follow the normal
field entry procedures Into the break. Enter
the break at 250 knots at 600 feet. When cleared
to break and the proper interval of the aircraft
downwind is assured, roll into a 45-degree
banked turn and commenCe descent to 500 leet
above the terrain. Reduce power to 70 percent
and extend speedbrakes. At 225 knots, lower
gear and lull flaps. Adjust angle of bank to pro
vide correct distance aheam. Pllots shall cross
check airspeed against the angle-of-attack in
dexer to ensure calibration of the indexer prior
to turning oft the ISO-degree position.
(2) Formation Entry. The leader of the
formation will enter the break as described
above for single-plane entry. When cleared
to break, the leader will give the breaknp sig
nal and execute a break by rolling into a 45-de
lOre. banked turn and descending to 500 feet
above the terrain, as outlined above. The re
maining alrcralt in the lormation will take a
10-second break interval.
b.
Pattern.
(J) Downwind. Maintain 500 feet above
the terrain at a comfortable airspeed, but no
faster than 150 knots. Complete the Landing
Checkolf LlBt. Check wheel brakes.
(2) lSO-Degree Position, Altitude should
be 500 foet above the terrain. . Plan to lose suf
ficient airspeed on the downwind leg to arrive
at the ISO-degree position at the optimum
angle 01 attack or approach speed. The ap
proach airspeed will vary with aircraft gross

precession error.
e.
Chas. Plane. initial practice missions
should be Chased by an experienced pilot. On
the low-level portion, the chase aircraft should
he positioned near the 5 or 7 o'clock position
and stepped up. The chase pilot shall monitor
the flight, paying close attention to course,
speed, altitude, and fuel state. The chase pi
lot is responsible tor the safety of the flight,
and should deviate Irom the IIIght plan, if
safety considerations dictate.
f.
High-Speed Run-in. At a point at least
12 miles from the Initial point, lull power
should be added to accelerate to delivery speed.
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weight.. Distance abeam will vary with wind
conditions, but 1~l/4 miles abeam is a nor
mal position.
{~L~O- D"lrree Position. Altitude should
be 500 feet above the terrain with the airplane
at optimum angle of attack/airspeed. Slightly
past the 45-degree position, the "meatball"
should be visible. Any tendency to drop the
nose at this time will result in picking up a low
"meatball." Maintain altitude until the "meatball"
appears in the center of the mirror.
1iUinal. When the "meatball" appears
in the center of the mirror, it will be neces
sary to reduce power slightly and ease the nose
over, maintaining optimum angle of attack/
airspeed. Proper glide slope and approach
speed are maintained by keeping the "meatball"
centered by coordinated adjustments of power
for altitude corrections and of attitude for air
speed corrections~ The straightaway, with
wings level, should be about 3/4 to 1~ 1/4 miles.
Once the "meatball" is sighted, the
approach should be monitored by cross-checking
MEATBALL, LINEUP. ANGLE-OF-ATTACK
INDEXER/AIRSPEED. Make necessary cor
rections immediately but smoothly.
(5) Landing. Keep the aircraft on the
glide slope and centerline all the way down.
Do not flare. Keep the tlmeatball" centered
right down to the deck. When touchdown is
made, add full power and retract speedbrakes
immediately. Take off straight ahead until
reaching at least 300 feet and 150 knots. Turn
downwind for the next pass when aircraft ahead
is approximately in the 10 o'clock position on the
downwind leg. Do not exceed 150 knots in the
pattern. About 30 degrees angle of bank turning
downwind should establish the correct distance
abeam.
~aveoff ~ Anytime a waveof! is re
ceived, either with waveoff lights or by radio,
immediately add full power, retract speedbrakes,
and transition to a climbing attitude [0 prevent
further loss of altitude. Make all wRveoffs di~
reetly down the runway until at least 300 feet of
altitude and 150 knots are attained.
~~Jti!!g Ihe!':iI~elJ!,. Remain be
low 600 feel until well clear of Ihe FMLP pattern.
4-15
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CARRIli:.Rc QUALIFICATION
The Flight Leader
Will check in with the ship on the designated
frequency when within radio range. The ship
should issue all instructions from that time
until the flight has completed qualification
landings.
~~~tern EntrY]~L9ce@Lf;s~ Entry pro
cedures for CQ will be as outlined in Section
340•• (3).
b~sired pattcffi1l2ay)~ See Figure 4-3.
~_ W~ve.QflL·Bolter.~~~~m_~ Wave off will
be straight up the angled deck when given
c1ose-in~ Pilots must bear in mind that a late
wave off or inflight engagement is possible.
The aircraft shuuld be lined up with the center~
line to prevent the possibility of aircraft dam
age. A bolter occurs when the aircraft touches
the deck with the hook down but fails to engage
a cross~deck pendant. This is generally caused
by landing long or by a hook skip. After a wave
off or a bolter, turn to parallel the ship1 s re
covery course (Foxtrot Carpen) on the port
side. DO NOT CROSS THE BOW while flying
upwind. Be alert for other aircraft launching
from the catapult or entering the pattern from
the break. The aircraft ahead will have prior
ity for the turn downwind. If in doubt, use the
radio. At night r always call, "Turning down~
wind." A waveoff to the right will be made
when "overshooting the landing line to the
extreme, " or for other reasons of safety consid
erations, When waving off to the right, stay
well clear of the plane-guard helicopters.
!h.._~'ght Patter:n. All night recoveries
will be CATCC controlled. Do not turn down
wind prior to reaching 600 feet. Do not ex
ceed 30 degrees of bank at any time. The night
pattern should be flown entirely on instruments
until in a poSition to acquire the !1 meatball"
visually. However, it is prudent to remain
alert to the transmissions of other aircraft and
to make a brief visual cheCk whtm it becomes
apparent another aircraft is in close proximity.
~. Communi~atiQD.1!!
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17 SEC. BREAK.

DESCEND TO 500 FT.

45 0 BANK
(l~ITIALLY)

BREAK
PAST BOv,;
TAKE lNTERVAL
ON OTHER TRAFFIC.

SLOW TO OPTIML'M
AOA / APPCH SPD.

WAVEOFF/BOLTER:
NO TeRN BELOW
300 FT, 150 KIAS.

CATS HOT:
~O TURN
BELOW 300'
150 KIAS.

COMPLETE LANDING
CHECK LIST.
CHECK BRAKES.
_ I 1/4 MlLE-+-...1

500 FT, APPCH SPD.

ENTRY: 600 FT,
250 KlAS, HOOK DN.

180 0

GROOVE:

3/4-1-1/4NM,
WINGS LEVEL.

MEATBALL ACQlHSITION:
COMMENCE DESCENT,
REPORT: SIDE NL'MBER.
STATE, SKYHAWK, MEATBALL
(OR CLARA).
500 FT.
APPCH SPD.

Figure 4-3. Day Carrier Pattern.
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li'LIGHT...l'.RQCEDURES FOR TRAlNING
AN]) REFRESHER
Refueling training should be accomplished
at various altitudes in accordance with current
Rendezvous. Rendezvous as briefed,

using procedures contained in Section 430a.
h.

Prior to Refueling,
After rendezvous has been effected,
the leader will position the flight in

1,

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

Any evidence of a hydraulic leak
from the buddy store during refueling
operations should immediately be
reported to the tanker pilot and the
store secured.

If refueling at an altitude of 10,000
feet or below, turn air conditioning
to RAM prior to plug-in to prevent
possible ingestion of fuel vapor into
the cockpit if a malfunction occurs.
10. If a tanker eSCQrt is assigned~ the
escort pilot will fly a close parade
position on the tanker throughout
the evolution (except during the
moment of unfeathering the turbine)
and will inform the tanker when the
dumping has been completed. The
escort will watch for store mal
functions and provide assistance in
case of tanker radio failure~ The
tanker escort, when assigned, will
give any necessary signals for actu
ation of the turbine and drogue. The
escort will not take part in the re
fueling sequence when another for
mation is refueling,
Refueling.
1. The leader should detach and move
into a position 20 feet behind and be
low the drogue I on a plane 'with the
trailing hOBe, to minimize turbulence
from the tanker's wake~ Call "_ _ ,
lining up, .. before sliding into posi
tion behind the tanker. Observe the
amber light on the tanker store, in
dicating the store may be engaged.
If the light is not on, use caution
during engagement, as hose tension
ing and reel-in may be inoperative.
The most likely cause, however, is a
burned out bulb. Trim the aircraft
slightly nosedown to remove any slop
from the elevator control system
and move forward and up the hose
reference until the tip of the probe is
5 to 10 feet directly behind the drogue,
Pause here long enough to get sta
bilized, then add enough power to
close and engage the drogue at a
closure speed of about 3 knots.
Either the tanker or the probe and
drogue may be used as the primary
visual reference; however 1 both
must be Sighted to make consistent
and safe engagements. ClOSing
speeds in excess of 5 knots may cause
hose~whip! with ensuing damage to
probe, hose and drogue, or both.
Also, ii misaligned at high closure
speeds) damage to the radome, nose
section~ pitot tube, or canopy may
occur. If the drogue is missed,
stay below the drogue and back
straight out until the drogue is in
sight. Avoid looking up too high for
the drogue. In this case, the pilot
may unconciously pull back an the

9.

directives.
a.

AlBic (Rev. 2)

loose echelon, away from the tanker,
on the oppoSite side from the tanke,
escort (if assigned). The Flight
Leader's position will be abeam the
tanker, with at least 200 feet sep
aration in case a store turbine blade
flies off during unfeathering. The
Flight Leader will then pass the lead
to the tank.r pilot.
When the flight Is In poSition, the
leader will signal, the tanker to un
feather (I-finger turnup signal).
The tanker will unieather, ensuring
airspeed is 250 KIAS or less.
The Flight Leader will indicate by
a "thumbs-up" or "down" whether or
not the turbine unfeathered. if the
turbine does not unieather, the
tanker will secure store and not
make further attempts to unfeather,
unless failure to provide fuel would
place receiver aircraft in jeopardy.
Ii the turbine urueathers: on the first
attempt, the lanker responds to the
"thumbs-up" signal of the Flight
Leader by extending the drogue.
As the drogue extendS, the flight
should fall back so that leadsr is
abeam and level with the drogue,
with about 100 feet lateral separa
tion. Drogue extension will slow
tanker speed. The tanker should
adjust power to maintain desired
refueling speed. 230 KIAS is reCOm
mended; however, plug-inS may be
made anywhere in the store opera
tional envelope of 200 to 300 KIAS.
All airc raft will remain clear of
the area directly behind the drogue
during extension or retraction, in
the event the hose and drogue sep
arate from the store~ If drogue ex
tension is not snubbed as it approaches
the fully extended position, do not
attempt plug-ins.
The tanker pilot, as leader of the re
fueling formation, bas the primary
responsibility for maintaining a good
lookout for other aircraft, although
other members of the flight are re
sponsible for assisting to the maxi
mum extent possible.
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clear. The tanker maintains straight
and level flight until adequate sepa
ration from the receiver aircraft is
assured.

stiCk and climb into the drogue. In

stead. use the tanker as a reference
until safely aft of the drogue.
2. MieT engaging the drogue, continue
to push in the hose until the amber
light is out~ and then call " _ _._.
contact." The last 20 feet of hose
to unreel from the store has a white
stripe every two feet. At least two
stripes must be pUShed into the store
before the transfer WIll occur. Do
not fly so close that no stripes are
visible. Maintain a position so that
if some opening between the tanker
and the receiver occurs, the trans
fer will not be interrupted. This
position should also be along the
general reference of the hose before
plug-in and will keep the nose cen
tered slightly above the lip of the aft
end of the store.
3. Breakaway is accomplished by the
receiver reducing power in order to
open from the tanker at about 3 knots~
Back straight away and down, follow~
ing the line of the trailing hose. Stay
behind the drogue until all members
of the flight are sighted. To facilitate
this, it is necessary that all members
of the night properly maintain their
position in echelon. When the re
ceiver aircraft is clear of the area
behind the hose and drogue, call
"
} clear. It
4. After breaking away, the leader
will move to the opposite side of
the tanker, where he will supervise
the refueling, giving help as neces
sary; Aiter the leader is clear of
the drogue, the number-2 man in
the flight will move into position
and make his plug-in. He will then
disengage and join the leader in
loose I outside eChelon, as before.
Each member in turn will make
plug-ins and upon completion will
move to the next position on the
leader.
Alter Refueling.
1. When all members of the flight have
successfully completed the hookups
and are clear of the drogue t the
Flight Leader will signal to secure
the store by moving the flight for
ward in echelon tmtil the leader is
again abeam the tanker, with at
least 200 feet separation, When the
tanker pilot observes the entire flight
in this position J he will retract the
drogue and feather the air trubine,
The Flight Leader will indicate that
the turbine is feathered by giving a
I>thumbs-up. "
2. Upon completion of refueling, the
Flight Leader should resume lead
of his flight, breaking away from the
tanker in an easy turn until well

A/B/c
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M!SSION REFUELING
The procedures for mission refueling are
eovered in detail in the NWDS for the A-4.

ru rANKER PROCEDURES
a
Tanker Control Procedures, Tanker
procedures can be found in the Flight Handbook~
A checklist should be made lor use by the
tanker pi1ot~
e

484

TANKER SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
L
Do not start the turbine or extend or
retract the drogue when over popu
lated areas or when other aircraft
are close abeam or behind.
2. Do not extend the drogue alter it has
been retracted when a hydraulic leak
has been observed.
3. Do not extend the drogue if there is
any eVidence of a possible electrlcal
failure.
4. Do not energize the turbine after
dumping fuel unless failure to pro
vide fuel will place another aircraft
in jeopardy.

ill

STORE LIMITS
The following limitations apply to the

store;

1.

Maximum speed for unfeathering is
300 KlAS; for extension 01 the drogue
and refueling, it is 300 KIAS or ,80
IMN.

2.

Maximum speed for drogue retrac~
tion is 250 KlAS. (If the drogue will
not retract fully at 250 KIAS, slow to
230 KlAS or less and recycle drogue.)
"he Ship Tank Switch will be in the
TO STORE position only with the air
craft in straight and level flight; or
durmg refueling operations when the
tanker f s wing fuel is required for
transfer to the receiver aircraft, the
tanker will be wings· level! and at
least 50 gallons of fuel will have al
ready been delivered to the receiver.

3.

486

NIGHT R)!:!VE!.olNG
Night refueling is performed in essentially
the same manner as during the day. The tanker
should have all lights on BRT and STDY, except
the anticolliSion lights. The buddy store lights
ORIGINAL
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should be on DIM. The tanker lights illuminate
enough of the tanker and the drogue to allow the
receiver pilot sufiicient light for the approach
lineup. The receiver pilot should request
adjustment of the tanker lights to meet his
requirements.

it very difficult to Judge relative motion, and
usually results in a high closure rate.

:!lliI FLIGH'!:. TESTPROCEDURE:a
a.
Test Pi1o~ The most important single
factor in getting good test flights on the aircraft
is to pick experienced, conscientious test
pilots. Commanding Officers will deSignate,
in writing, those aviators within their command
who are currently eligible to perform this duty.
l>~~~Test Fllghts. Test flights will be per
formed when directed by, and in accordance
with, the directives of BUWEPS, Type COIU
manders, or other appropriate authority.
!<.__ ~_~st K'lr1!ls. BUWEPS Instruction
4700.2 (current edition) should be consulted
for requirements for test flight forms.

Take up an initial position on the tanker
and use the same procedures described for day
refueling in subsection 481c. When in position
aft of the drogue, correct altitude can be de
termined by the receiver pilot sensing the
tanker's jetwash on his vertical stabilizer ~
The receiver aircraft lights should be on BRT
and STDY. The receiver's fuselage light will
provide sufficient illumination to see the drogue
from 10-20 feet aft. Use the probe light also,
if so equipped.
The tendency in night air refueling is
to start the approach too far aft~ This makes
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CHAPTER V

Emergency Procedures

GENERAL
The course of action which a pilot will
take when faced with an emergency situation is
based upon his knowledge of the aircraft and of
emergency procedures. For this reason,
initial training must be thorough in these areas,
but should not be considered .complete. Air
craft systems and procedures must be frequently
reviewed on a regular basis. Periodic emer
gency drills in the OFr/WST are ideally suited
for realistic simulation of almost all emergen
cies that may be experienced. Above all, the
pilot must be able to recognize emergency sit

.§.Q9

uations, analyze the possible courses of action,
select the best one, and then take the action
necessary in accordance with the procedures of
good airmanship.
1. NWP 4HA) contains general con
siderations which are applicable in
various emergency situations.
2. NWP~ discusses BAR organiza
tion and procedures.
3. The FLIP En Route Supplement covers
current procedures for two-way radio
failure VFR-IFR. recommended pro
cedures for any emergency phase
(uncertainty alert l distress. lost),
and procedures for use with a rescue
interceptor I both day and night.
4. Operation plans and orders of carrier
force Commanders and Commanders
of other forces employing aircraft
contain provisions for handling air
craft in distress and for rescue of
personnel.
5, When an emergency is experienced
while operating in the continental
limits of the United States. the IFF
Function Select Knob will be placed
in the EMERGENCY position, with the
Mode-3 Switch forward and Mode-I
Code 00 and Mode-3 Code 77 set on
the SIF Control Panel, unless other
wise directed by competent authority.

This Chapter contains the specific step
by-step procedures to be used for all emergen
cies likely to be encountered in the A-4. Use it
as the primary guide for studying remedial pro
cedures for various emergencies. They are
based primarily on the Flight Manual, but are
modified to include squadron and fleet experi
encea and other procedures not covered in the
Flight Manual* The information contained in
the Flight Manual must he used to provide
additional knowledge of eys terns operation and
malfunctions.
In general J the emergencies a pilot will
encounter fall into one of four categories. These
are: Ground Emergencies} Takeoff Emergencies.
Inflight Emergencies. and Landing Emergencies.
It is likely that most emergencies will require
some deviation from the procedures set forth
for a simple fallure t because 01 varied condi
Hons: i. e., compounded emergenCies, facilities
available, weather factors, etf'. Consequently,
thoughtful analysis of each situation is necessary.
and the selection of the course of action to be
taken rests with the pilot.

j

•
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GROrrND EME.RGENClES
Engine ..Fire I?!!ring St~rt.
I. Throttle - OEF.
2. Manual Fuel Shutoff Valve - EMERG.

OEF.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Apply starting air.
Allow starter to moror the engine un
til the fire has disappeared.
If the fire is not promptly extinguished,
the fireguard should appJy CO2 to the
engine intake duct.
If the fire perSists (or if no starting
unit is available) I abandon the air
craft.
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Wing or Accessory Section Fire, H
ground personnel determine that fire is in the
wing or accessory section, they should signal
to the pilot to abandon Ibe aircraft, apply 'C0
2
to the fire, and assist in the pilot's egress as
much as possible. Before abandoning the air
craft, Ibe pilot should perform the following:
I. Throttle - QFF.
2. Manual Fuel Shutoff Valve - EMERG.

b.

QFF.

c.

d.

3. Secure starting air.
Brake Failure During Taxi.
1. ThrotUe - QEF.
2. Notify the tower, if pOSSible, before
communications are lost.
3. Allow the aircraft to coast to a stop.
In the event of a single brake failure,
use the remaining brake to slop the
aircraft. Ground~loop, if required
to remain on the taxiway or flight
deck.
4. Retract the landing gear as a last
resort to s top the airc raft, if cir
cums tances warrant.
Hot Brakes.
1. When excessive braking has occurect
(such as after an aborted takeoff), Or
hot brakes are suspected, noUfy the
tower to alert the crash crew and to
warn other personnel to stand clear. A
dragging brake will also produce eXceS
sive heat at the wheel. In each case,
the amount of heat will vary. A badly
dragging brake (indicated by necessity
of r. p~ m. in excess of IDLE to main
tain taxi speed) could raise wheel tem
peratures to a point where a normal
takeoff would heat the wheel enough to
produce an explosive failure.
2. Taxl the aircraft to the hot-brake
area~ If no speCific hot-brake area
has been deSignated, taxi the aircraft
clear of the duty runway and taxiways
in use. Park so that the wheel axle
points toward the clear area. Allow
a minimum 01 45 minutes for' brakes
to cool prior to moving.
3. If operational necessity requires im
mediate takeoff, ieave the tanding gear
exiended at least 8 minutes aIter take
off to provide sufficient COOling of the
wheei'assembly to prevent an explosive
failure. (Refer to BUWEPS Instruction
13420.1 for additional Information on
Ws subject. )
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TAKEOFF EMERGENCIES
a.
Aborting Takeoff. There are many cir
cumstances which may require aborting a takeoff.
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Among them are: unacceptable Engine Accelera
tion Check, less than normal takeoff r. p. m. /
EGT, illumination of Fire Warning Light, runaway
nosed0wn trim, loss of oil pressure, Fuel Trans
fer LightON, smoke in the cockpit, abnormally
slow aircraft acceleration to takeoff speed,
blown tire, etc, To successfully carry out a.n
abortive takeoff, the pilot must be aware of the
airfield facilities which may be at his disposal
and their location. The effects of wind component
must be considered~ Any runway may be divided
into three portions for takeoff emergencies.
When aborting a takeoff, proceed as fol
lows:
(1) Between Brake Release and Line
Speed Check.
1. ThroWe to IDLE (or closed).
2. Speedbrakes - OPEN.
3. Stick forward.
4. Simultaneously with the above
steps, broadcast, "(Identification) I
aborting takeoff," to warn follow
ing aircraft and the tower.
5. Flaps as set.
6. Normal braking without blowmg
tires.
7. Hook DOWN 1,000 feet prior to
arresting gear, if required.
(2) Between Line Speed .c::lleck and Go/No
Go Point, (The go/no-go point is defined as Ibe
point beyond which maximum braking will not
stop the aircraft on the runway remaining.)
1. ThroWe - CLOSED.
2. Speedbrakes - OPEN.
S. Stick forward.
4. Simultaneously with the above
steps, broadcast, "(Identification),
aborting takeoff," to warn follow
Ing aircraft and the tower.
5. Flaps as set.
6. Maximum braking without blOWing
tires.

Hook DOWN 1,000 feet prior to
arresting gear, if available.
~'1Y{)l'ld the GO/NO-GO Point When
AUllJilt!ng Gear is Ayailable,
1. Reduce power, but maintain min
imum safe ejection speed or above.
2. Maintain directional control and
steer for the center of the arrest
ing gear.
7.
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3.

Simultaneously with the above
steps, broadcast, "(identification),
aborting takeoff,') to warn follow
ing aircraft and the tower.
4. Hook DOWN 1,000 reet prior to
arresting gear.
5. Eject, if the hook skips the ar
resting gear.
Beyond the gal no-go point when the go/no
go point 1s beyond the arresting gear (or none is
available); Eject (if fire indications or power

loss are confirmed, as coveted in Section
520f, below).
b.
Blown Tire on Takeoff. If a tire blows on
takeoff, the pilot must decide whether to abort
or continue the takeoff, The following'generali

ties are pertinent:
1. If a tire blows early in the takeoff
roll before a moderate amount of
rudder effectiveness is available
(about 70 KIAS) , the takeoff should
be aborted.
2. At high gross weights where takeoff
distance utilizes most of the runway
available, the increased drag of the
blown tire may preclude successful
takeoff. Abort the takeoff at any air
speed iI arresting gear Is available
and if it is apparent thai lift-off cannot
be accomplished prior to reaching the
end of the runway.
3. If a successful takeoff is made with a
blown main or nose tire, alter air
borne delay relracUon of the landing
gear until rotation has ceased. If
pOSSible, get a visual check of the
condition of the Ure by another air
craft to determine whether or not
retraction can be safely accomplished
Without having the wheel hanging up in
the wheel well. Usuaily, the lire will
also be hot, and a minimum of three
minutes should be allowed with the
gear extended to permit the tire to
cooL
4. The braking effectiveness of a blown
tire is less than that of a tire in good
condition. Consequently, to deliber
ately blow a good tire to "balance"
another that has blown is not good
procedure.
c.
Runway Nosedown Trim. If unable to
rolate the n08e to a takeoff attitude 5 knots be
low the predicted takeoff airspeed, the pilot
must decide whether to abort, apply corrective
noseup trim (using the Manual Override), or
eject. In this case, foresight can prevent this
sItuation. Use the Takeoff Checkoff List on the
instrument panel immediately prior to takeoff
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roll and glance at the trim indicators when
approacbing lifl-off distance. An added precau
tion is to ensure that the stick is grasped in such
a manner that the trim button cannot be moved
inadvertently.
d.
Engine Failure Duril)g Takeoff. If engine
failure is suspected during takeoff ascertain
that the throttle Is at MILITARY. Improper
adjustment of the throttle friction may allow the
throttle to retard, thereby giving the impression
of engine failure. In the event of a confirmed
engine failure, fire, or structural failure on
takeoff, and the airspeed is less than 90 KIAS,
abort the takeoff, as above. In the event of a
conlirmed engine failure, fire, or structural
failure on takeoff, and the airspeed is above 90
knots on the ground or when airborne, EJECT
unless the aircraft can be stopped on the runway
remaining.
~ ... ~ngine Failure Du~atapulti!'lh In the
event of a confirmed engine failure during cata
pelting, EJECT. If unable to eject, ditch the air
plane straight abead in a nose-high (bul not in a
sWUng) attitude to prevent diving afler contact
with the water. Accomplish the following I if
time psrmits:
L Landing Gear Handle. . .•
UP.
2. Emergency Bomb Release.
PULL.
3. Throttie . • • • • • . • • • OFF.
4. Remain braced until ail shocks stop.
5. Canopy Jettison Handle. . • . PULL.
6. Pull Harness Release Handle awl
leave the airplane immediately after
it comes to a complete stop.
Refer to DrrCHING and UNDERWATER ESCAPE,
subsection 549.
f.
EngiIle Failure..After Takeoff. If the engine
fails after the airplane becomes airborne and
insufficient runway remains to make a sale land
ing, convert exce.s alrspsed to altitude. (Buffet
onset indicates the attitude which will provide
maximum altitude gain.) Ensure that power loss
is not due to inadvertent retarding of the throttle
because of insufficient throttle friction. If time
permits, extend the emergency generator and
jettison external stores. EJECT at or just prior
to the psa< altitude while the aircraft is 81111
ascending.
j
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If unable to eject, accomplish as many
of the following as possible.
1. Throttle....
.QFF.
2. Landing gear. • • • •
.UP, if in
sufficient
runway re
mains for
landing.
3. Emergency generator . . • EXTEND.
4. Emergency Bomb Release
Handle . • . . • . . . . • . PULL.
5. Flaps •.•• , . • • . • . •AS SET.
6. Manual Fuel Shutoff Valve.. EMERG.
QU.
7. Land straIght ahead.
Refer to FORCED LANDINGS, subsection 548.
g.
Stores Jetti.;?'Q.IT::: Stores may be jettisoned
on the main or emergency generator operation
by selecting the desired position of the Emer
gency Jettison Select Switeh and pulling the
Emergency Bomb Release Handle. (bserve the
jettison speed limits, If feasible.
h
Retraction-Safety Sole[tQjd Inoperative.
To raise the gear with the Retraction-Safety
Solenoid inoperative:
1. Release the Landing Gear Control
Lock and rotate the gear handle toward
the UP position.
2. Move the Retraction Release Switch
aft and simultaneously raise the gear
handle to the full UP position.
After airborne, if it becomes necessary to per
form the above. it may indicate that the emer
gency generator has inadvertently extended or
that the main transformer rectifier has failed.
Look for corroborating evidence of these before
taking any action other than that listed above.
1_____ Unsafe Gear-up IndIcation. Gear indi
cations of UNSAFE aIter the gear retraction
cycle is completed are usually caused by faulty
microswitches, failure to remove the landing
gear safety pins~ or, in the case 01 the nose
gear. possibly by nose-strut overinflation.
Proceed as indicated:
(1) Main Gear Unsafe or Down, (iear
Handle Up.
1. Mafntain 225 KIAS or less.
2. Cycle the gear in an attempt to
get an UP indication.
3. If unable to get an UP indication
by cyCling, get a visual check
by aircraft or ground personnel.
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Continue the mission :if the gear
doors are closed and flush with
the aircraft. otherwise 1 burn
down and land.
(2) Nose Gear Unsafe or Down, Gear
Handle Up.
1. Maintain 225 KIAS or less.
2. Get a visual check by other air
craft or ground personnel to as
certain whether nose gear door
is closed and flush with the air
craft. Cycle the gear, if the
door is reported to be closed, in
an attempt to get an UP indication.
Continue the mission.
3. Whenever a visual check cannot
be made, lower the gear as sOon
as practicable, burn dOWn, and
land. Do not cycle the gear~
4. In the event a visual check indi
cates that the nose gear is not
fully retracted or that the nose
wheel door is not fully closed, do
not cycle. Lower the gear as
soon as practicable, burn down,
and land.
530

INFLIGHT EMERGENCIES

~

ENGINE MALFUNCTIQNI:!
Loss of Thrust. Possible causes are in
advertent reduction of throttle by the fuel control
balanCe mechanism (or broken throttle linkage),
PRIMARY fuel control fallure, or iCing.
1. Check the throttle for position and
engine response.
2, Shift to MANUAL fuel conirol unless
othcr action is Indicated. (See FUEL
CONTROL MALFUNCTIONS, sub
section 532.)
3. If icing is suspected, shift to MANUAL
and change altitude, if possible.
~ Chugs and ~1~JJ~.,_ Possible causes are
icing, PRIMARY fuel control failure, rapid
engine acceleration while operating at excessive
angle of attack at high altitudes, or adding throt
tle too fast while operating In MANUAL fuel
control.
1. Reduce power as necessary to regain
normal operation. If chogs/stalls
perSist, increase airspeed by diving.
2. If Primary fuel control failure is
suspected, shift to MANUAL.
3. If icing is suspected, shift to MANUAL
and change altitude, if possible.
4. If pilot-induced and no other adverse
symptoms are apparent, continue the

a.
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flight, but record the circum
stances upon return.
c.
R. P. M./EaT Malfunctions. Fluctuating
r. p. m. not corresponding to similar indications
of fuel flow or EaT should bu assumed to be a
. faulty tachometer system. Use airspeed and
throttle position for power reference if T.p. m.
is unreadable. If fuel flow or EaT is also
fluctuating, asBume a PRIMARY fuel control
malfunction and shift to MANUAL.
Fuel flow meter or EaT fluctuations
should be treated similarly) i. e., unless engine
performance is determined to be erratic from
more than one source, assume an instrument
error. Otherwise, shift to MANUAL fuel con
trol.
d.
Engine Overtemping. During climbs or
operations at MILrrARY power, minor over
temping may occur, bui should be controlled by.
reducing r.p. m. slightly to maintain EaT within
limits. Above 31,000 feet, It may be necessary
to reduce r. p. m. to prevent overtemping. This
is acceptable, as long as EaT limits can be
maintainedai noi less than 98 percent at 35, 000
feet and 96. 5 percent ai the maximum operai
ing altitude. If engine performance does not
meet this criteria or EaT Is abnormally high at
other power settings, it indicates a loss of en
gine efficiency due to increased friction (bearing
failure, turbine rub, etc.), damaged blading, or
incorrect tailpipe nozzle area. Attempt to main
tain EaT within limits. However, do not reduce
r. p. m. below thai necessary to malntain flight,
providing overtemping is the only malfunction
indicated.
e.
Oil Pressure Loss. Always confirm oil
pressure 1088 or low readings with the alternate
system flip-flop or pressure gauge. If con
firmed, proceed as in ENGlNE FAILURE, sub
section 533. If a discrepancy exists between
indications, it is recommended that the aircraft
return to baae and land as soon as possible.
f.
Fuel Boost Pump Failure. With an inop
erattve boost pwnp, gravity flow of fuel to the
engine-driven fuel pump provides an adequate
supply of fuel for all power conditions up to
6,000 feet, and there are reporied instances of
successful full-power operailon as high as
5-5

27,000 feet. At a power setting of 90 percent,
operation at 35; 000 feet and higher is possible.
When the boost pump fails. reduce throt
tle to a setting commensurate with altitude.
Avoid zero g, negative g, or inverted flight.
Ensure positive g during speedbrake operation.
g.
Engine-Driven Fuel Pump. Either gear
stage of the engine~driven fuel pump is capable
of supplying the engine with enough fuel for all
operations. Should one gear stage fail, a bypass
routes the fuel flow around the defective gear
stage, allowing the other stage to function with·
out interference. There will be no indication to
the pilot of such failure.
~hrQ!t:J. .. Link"".. Failure. On alrplanes
incorporating EB 240, if the linkage breaks be~
tween the cockpit throttle lever and the engine
fuel control unit (at settings above IDLE), the
fuel control will automatically seek about 87
percent r.p. m. (With fuel control in PRIMARY).
'This will normally provide sufficient thrust to
maintain flight. If 87 percent will not maintain
flight:
1. Retract speedbrakes, wheels, and
flaps.
2. Increase airspeed, if feasible, to
maximum endurance airsp{'ed or
faster.
S. If still unable to maintain altitude,
jettison stores as necessary.
If EB 240 is not incorporated and the throttle
linkage breaks, the fuel control will automatically
retard to IDLE or less t and usually the engine
will flame out.
For landing procedures, see subsection
545, p. or q.

ill

FUEL CONTRQI, MALFTmCTIONS
A malfunction of the fuel control may re
sult in fluctuating r.p.m. ~ EGT, and fuel flow,
a sudden drop in fuel flow~ inability to accel
erate the engine above 78-82 percent (r.p.m.
hangnp), or a complete loss of power. When
any of these occur and the engine is still run
ning, proceed as follows:
1. Throttle.......... IDLE.
2. Fuel Control Switch. . . MANUAL.
3. Advance throttle slowly and smoothly
to the desired setting. Use caution
ORIGINAL
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in manipulating throttle to prevent
overspeeding, excessive EGT, or
flameout.
When shifting to MANUAL, the throttle
must be positioned at IDLE or to a setting thai
will result in the same or less r. p. m. in
MANUAL than that existing at the time MANUAL
is selected, or severe overspeeding, OVer
temping, or flameout may occur. At 6,000 feet
or below, MANUAL may be selected safely at
MILITARY throttle setting only if the r. p. m. i.
at 100 percent. H the r.p. m. is less than MILI
TARY, the throttle must be reduced accordingly
prior to selecting MANUAL to assure continued
operation. Above 6,000 feet, always retard the
throttle to IDLE before shifting. At 35,000 feet.
military power In MANUAL is achieved with the
throttle about 1/2 inch forward of the IDLE de
tent. Consequently, shifting to MANUAL with
the throttle positioned farther forward than 1/2
inch from IDLE will assuredly result in over
speed, overternp, or llameouC At high altitudes,
small movements of the throttle may result in
large changes in r. p. m. and EOT. Do not re
turn to PRIMARY fuel control operation while in
flight If the shift to MANUAL was due to fuel
control malfunctioning. If the shift was made
for the purpose ,of practicing switchoverS t return
to PRIMARY as follows:
1. Throttle . • • • . • • • • • IDLE.
2. Fuel Control Switch • • . . PRIMARY.
3. Advance throttle as desired.
Fuel control acceleration hangup occurs
in the 78·82 percent r.p.m. range, usually
after prolonged flight at high altitude. Occa
sionally, hangup will not be present at the end
of the flight, but will occur prior to launching
on the llight, subsequent to the cold-soak.
Modified fuel controls have practically elimi
nated this failure, but the pilot should always
be prepared for its occurrence during an ap
proach, even though the prescribed Landing
Pattern Acceleration Check has been performed.
Shifting to MANUAL fuel control will restore
the ability to accelerate above the hangup range.
533

ENGINE F AILIJ.RE
Symptoms of imminent engine failure,
singly or in combination, are:
5-6

Loss of thrust, not due to throttle
movement or icing.
2. Fluctuating r.p. m. and EGT, not
eliminated by shifting to MANUAL
fuel controL
3. Abnormally high EGT in relation to
engine r. p. m.
4. Oil pressure dropping, or less than
24 p.s.!.
5. Abnormal vibration, or loud or ex
plosive sound(s) apparently emanating
(rom the engine.
H any 01 the above symptoms appear,
gradually adjust power to the minimum r. p. m.
consis tent with the requirements of level flight
and land as soon as possible, executing the pre
cautionary approach, described in subsection
542, at the nearest suitable landing facility. H
the symptom is loss of oil pressure, or if bear
ing failure is suspected, any throttle change
may cause complete bearing failure and engine
seizure. However, 8'1 percent r. p. m. is recom
mended, if feasible. Do not reduce engine
r.p. m. below that necessary for level flight
until landing on the runway is assured or until
the decision is made to eject, as· increased
engine friction may prevent the engine from
accelerating once the throttle has been retarded.
With a bearing failure, operation at a very low
power setting may actually hasten engine seizure.
a.
Procedure on ~ncoun~e.ring Engine Failure.
ill- Flameout. In the event of a flameout,
proceed as follows:
1. Throttle - OFF.
2. Emergency generator - EXTEND.
3. Check for evidence of fire. (Re...
fer to FlRE, subsection 534.)
4. If fire is present or existed prior
to shutdown, do mt attempt to
restart the engine. (See EJEC
TIoN' subsection 535.)
5. If no fire exists I start tbe engine
as described below.
(2) Air Start.
1. Throttle - OFF.
2. Emergency generator - EXTEND.
(Avoid negative g !light in
order to prevent air being trapped
in the engine-driven fuel pump
inlet line and to minimize fire
hazard. )
3. Fuel Control SWitch· MANUAL.
4. H practicable, descent to 20,000
feet, or below, at best glide speed.

1.
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5.
6.
7.

S.

9.

Establish 180.: 20 KlAS glide.
Air Start Switch - 00.
If ASC 155 and EB 328 are in
corporated, proceed as follows:
Position throttle at 500 PPH fuel
flow. Slowly advance throttle to
a maximum of 1,000 PPH. Do
not increase throttle beyond this
point until light-off is obtained.
When fuel flow rate is not known
(inoperative or missing fuel flow
indicator), position throttle mid
way beiween QEF and IDLE.
If EB·328 is not incorporated,
proceed as follows: Position
throttle abeam IDLE (not around
·'horn"). then retard to set BOO
PPH fue 1 flow. II throttle
is retarded beyond this point,
priming fuel and ignition may not
be available. When fuel flow
rate is not known (inoperative or
missing fuel flow indicator),
position throttle abeam IDLE and
retard to midway between QEF
and IDLE.
If equipped with operating fuel
flowmeter and no fuel flow is
observed when throttle is posi
tioned as indicated in 7 Or 8 above,
recheck Fuel Control MANUAL,
Manual Fuel Shutoff Control
NORM. If this does not provide
fuel, open throttle toward MIL
until fuel flow is indicated, If
still Unable to indicate fuel flow
further starting attempts wlll be
futlle.
After relight, for any configura
tion, throttle should be retarded,
if necessary l to maintain EGT
within limits~ Do not advance
throttle beyond specified setting
until EGT peaks and starts down.
Then advance throttle to lDLE,
maintaining EGT within limits~
Advance throttle slowly and
smoothly to desired setting,
maintaining EGT within limits.
As engine accelerates and r. p. m.
approaches 80 percent, EGT
sensitivity to throttle movement
will be greatest.
Air Start Switch - QEF.
If relight does not occur within
30 seconds (JP-4) or 45 seconds
(JP·5), retard throttle to the
o.EF position. Turn Air Start
Switch QEF and walt 10 seconds
to permit airflow through the
engine to purge fuel from the
combustion chamber and tailpipe
before attempting another start.
Optimum relight range of fuel
flow is 500 • 850 PPH. JP-4
lights more readily at the lower
j

10.

11.

12.
13.
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part of the fuel flow range, JP-5
at the higher part.
(3) Abbreviated Air Start. When loss of
thrust/engine flameout occurs at low altitude,
the following abbreviated air start may be
attempted, if there is Bufficient time to do so
without jeopardizing the pilot's chance of suc
cessful ejection.
1. Throttle •.• Approximate setting
required for r. p. m. indicated.
If ASC 155 is not incorporated,
throttle must be retarded to ap
proximately the 70 percent posi~
tion or less to enable the Air
Start SWitch to be turned illl.
2. Air Start Swiich. • . • illl.
3. Fuel Control SWitch. . MANUAL.
4. Emergency
generator. . . •.
. EXTEND.
5. Emergency Bomb
Release Handle..
. PULL.
6. If engine relight is successful,
advance throttle slowly to pre
vent overtemping or flameout.
Turn Air Start Switch QEF after
relight.
7. If the preceding abbreviated air
start is unsuccessful or the alb
tude peaks with no evidence of a
relight, EJECT.
b.
Maximum Glide. The recommended speed
for maximum gliding range is approximately
200 knots lAS for gross weights up to 16,000
pounds clean configuration, and altitudes up to
35,000 feet. At 40.000 feet, it is 220 knots;
45,000 feet, 250 knots. See Figure 5-1 for ap
proximate gliding ranges from various altitudes.
j
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FIRE
nlumination of the FIRE Warning Light is
usually the first indication of fire or overheat
condition in the engine compartment or tail sec
tion. However, failUre of the sensing elements
or moisture in the FmE Warning Relay will also
cause the FUlE Warning Light to illuminate. The
pilot should be alert for corroborating evidence
that a fire actually exists before executing any
drastic emergency procedure based on illumina
tion of the FIRE Warniug Light. (Sensing-element
failures may occur during prolonged periods of
airframe buffeting caused by lOW-altitude opera
tion with speedbrakes out at high power settings ~
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RECOMMENDED GLIDING SPEED
250 KNOTS lAS AT 45, 000 FEET,
220 KNOTS lAS AT 40,000 FEET,
200 KNOTS lAS AT 35, 000 FEET AND BELOW,
45,000
40, 000

CONDITIONS:
CLEAN CONFIGURATION, NO WIND, AND ENGINE
WINDMILLING.

35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000

15,000
10,000
58
5, 000

ALTITUDE
FEET

DISTANCE
NAUTICAL MILES

Figure 5-1. Maximum Glide.
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such as burning down to make an early recovery
time at landing weight.) FffiE Warning Relay
malfunctions occur frequently after parked air
craft have been subjected to heavy rains.
An actual fire will almost always be
accompanied by one or more of the following:
1. Scorched or pungent odor in the LOX
System.
2~
Emission of smoke or flames from the
tailpipe or other area.
3. Flickering or steady ladder lights,
stiffening in elevator or aileron con~
trol pressures, partial or complete
loss of one or more flight controls.
4. Explosion or unusual vibration.
5. Rising EGT and decreasing r.p. m. i
excessive EGT.
One or more of the above indications may
be used to confirm a FffiE Warning LJt:ht indica
tion that a fire exists. The possibility exists
that a fire could be present without illumination
of the FIRE Warning LJt:ht. Whenever possible,
confirmation of fire indications should be made
through visual sightlng by the pUot, a Wingman,
or other personnel, if practicable.
If the FIRE Warning Light illuminates the
pilot should perform one of the following two
procedures, depending on the presence or ab
sence of other indications of fire.
a.
Fire Warning ,Light:" Other.1ndi~!'.tl~ns,
of Fire.
1. Throttle. • • • . . . • QEl.
2. Manual Fuel Shutoff
Knob • • •
. EMERG. QIT.
3. Emergency
generator.
. EXTEND.
4. If the Ure is extinguished by moving
the throttle to QIT and cutting off
the fuel supply to the engine, as evi~
denced by the FffiE Warning Light
going OUT and the disappearance of
other indications of fire, do not
attempt to restart the engine. De
pending on the sequence of events
and indications, immediate ejection
may be indicated. However ~ the
pilot must decide when to eject,
taking into consideration aircraft
altitude, attitude, airspeed, and con
di tion; weather; chances for improv
ing the rescue/survival environment
by gliding toward land or a ship. and
other factors. (See EJECTION,
subsection 535.)
~fire WaZ:!!!!l€tJ.,jgM:__ No. Other Jhdil?ations
of Fire.
j
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1,

Throttle . . . .

~

Minimum required
for flJt:ht.
.2. Be alert for other indications of fire.
Whenever possible, get a visual check
for smoke or flames from the wingman
or other personnel. If no one is avail
able to make this cheCk, the pilot
should bank the aircraft and observe
his flJt:htpath for smoke. If fire is
confirmed, proceed as outlined in Fire
Warning Light: other Indications of
Fire.
3. If there is no other indication of fire,
it I. most likely that a false FffiE
Warning Light indication exists.
4. Land as soon as possible at the near
est suitable landing lacm ty. Shut
down the engine immediately after
tOUChdown. Move the Manual Fuel
Shutoff Knob to EMERG. QIT. Aban
don the aircraft as soon as the aircraft
comes to a stop, if there is any evi~
dence that a fire actually exists,
;:.~, Wing Fire. A fire in the wing could be
caused either by fuel leakage or defective
electrical wiring.
1. Jettison all combustible external
stores.
2. Follow the procedure for Electircal
Fire, if indicated.
3, If the fire continues to burn Dr is
obviously fuel-fed, EJECT.
.d.....~jectrical Fire. When a fire seems to be
electrical in origin, proceed as follows:
1. Turn QIT all electrical equipment.
2. If the fire is extinguished, turn QI'!
only necessary equipment, one by
one, to determine the offending cir
cuit, if it is again energized.
3. If the fire cannot be extinguished in
this manner, the pilot must decide
whether to land as soon as possible
or EJECT.
~~.moke or Fumes in the CJ2(;:~ There
are several sources of smoke or irritating
fumes in the cockpit. These are:
1. The air-conditioning system.
2. The bleed-air line may not be con
nected to the ltg" suit valve, or there
may be an improper assembly of the
valve.
3. A torn canopy seal.
4~
The bleed-air line may not be con
nected to the turn-and-bank indicator.
5. An electrical fire in the cockpit.
Note that selecting "RAM" on the Cabin
Pressure SWitch will correct only the smoke or
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la, 000 feet AGL and it

fumes from the first source listed, while all
others rem~~ unaffected.
L- Elimination of Smoke or Fumes From the
Cockpit.
1. Eliminate the pcs.ibility that s mok.
or fumes are mistaken for fog from
the air-conditioning system by in
creasing the Temperature Control to
AUTo-HOT.
2. Select RAM.
3. If the smoke or fumes are not elimi
nated, life the oxygen mask for a
cautious smell. Do not inhale deeply
due to the possible presence of 7808
oil fumes which are highly toxic.
4. In the event the odor smells Ilke
burning or hot electrical insulation,
proceed as in Electrical Fire, para
graph d, above.
5~
If it is determined that the Bmoke or
fumes are not electrical in origin,
be alert for other evidence of fire.
(See previous paragraphs in this sub
section. )
6. If the smoke or fumes cannot be
eliminated and so limit the vision
that a sale landing could not be made,
or if they are accompanied by exees ...
sive cockpit temperatures, jettison
the canopy.
7. Land as soon as possible.

appears
thai a relight is Ilkely, the air
start attempt may be continued to
a minimum of 5, 000 feet AGL.
Certain landing gear configurations.
(See Figure 5-6.)
2. If the engine flames out below la, 000
feet AGL, zoom to convert excess
airspeed to altitude. Attempt a
normal/abbreviated air start as time
permits. II the peak altitude is 5,000
feet AGL and the air start attempt is
oot successful, eject no lower than .
5,000 feet AGL. If the peak altitude
Is below 5,000 feet AGL and an air
start attempt is made during the zoom
and there is no evidence of a relight,
eject at the peak altitude. If no air
start attempt is made, eject at the
peak altitude.
S. If the decision to eject is made at
high altitude, it is recommended that
the pilot eject at a minimum of 10,000
feet AGL, or higher, if conditions so
indicate. (See Ejection Summary,
Figure 5 -2. )
Using the rocket catapul t seat, ejection
may be accomplished on the ground at 90 KJAS
and above and at all other altitudes and airspeeds
within the flight range of the airplane (see Fignre
5-3), except for abnormal flight conditions of
steep sngles of baok (or inverted flight and high
rates of descent at very low altitudes). For all
practical purposes, in predicting minimum ter
rain clearance altitude from the charts, dive
sngle and sngle-of-baok chart altitudes are
additive up to 60 degrees of dive. In dives
sieeper than this, baok sngle is negligible. The
possibility of injury to shoulders and hips from
flailing and wind-blast damage to personal gear
makes it imperative that the airspeed be reduced
to 350 KIAS or less prior to ejection, whenever
possible. Inverted and severe yaw positions
Should be corrected, if feasible, prior to ejec
tion and every attempt made to reduce speed.
Usually, the pilot will have time enough
to accomplish several things to prepare himself
for a successful ejection prior to pulling the
face curtain. However, when the emergency
condition requiring ejection is such that ejection
must be made without heSitation, simply grasp
the Face Curtain Handle (or Secondary Ejeclion
Handle) and pull forcefully to the fullest exient
until the seat ejects.

ill

EJECTION
Ejection may be necessary as a result of
fire, engine fallure~ structural failure, midair
collision, Or when the aircraft becomes uncon
trollable. In each case, the pilot must decide
when to eject, using the following as a guide:
1. Ejection is mandatory under the
following conditions, except when
unusual circumstances clearly indi
cate to the pilot that the cause of
safety to himself and others will be
better served by a flameout approach
than by ejection.
Serious, uncontrolled fire.
If the aircraft is in uncontrolled
flight at la, 000 feet AGL or
below.
When engine flameout occurs
below 1.500 feet AGL and 250
KJAS.
1I repeated relight attempts are
not successful between 20,000
and 10, 000 feet, eject by 10,000
feet AGL.
1I still on first or second relight
attempt when passing through
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Figure 5-2. Summary of Action to be Taken When Flameout Occurs at VariOus Altitudes.
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Figure 5-3. Terrain Clearance for Safe Election (Sheet 1).
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AIRCRAFT SPEED AT EJECTION - KlAS
EXAMPLE;
1. ENTER DIVE-WINGS
LEVEL CHART AT 300 KlAS.o(i).
2. FOLLOW VERTlCALLY
UPWARD TO 300 DIVE LIN~
3. READ HORIZONTALLY OR 800 FEET
DATA AS OF 1 FEBRUARY 1960.
MINIMUM ALTITUDE C
DATA HASlS; TEST DATA Al\i'D CALCULATIONS.
FOR SAFE EJECTION
REMARKS;
1. BASED ON TEST DATA AND CALCULA
TIONS ALLOWING PILOT'S PARACHUTE
TO FULLY DEPLOY PRIOR TO GROUND
CONTACT.

Figure 5-3. Terrain Clearance for Safe Ejection (Sheet 2).
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RAPEC EjectiOIJ Sequence.
1. Face Curtain Handle (or Secondary
Ejection Handle) pulled,
Canopy jettisons.
Interlock cam disengages.
2. Face Curtain Handle (or Secondary
Ejection Handle) pull continued:
Catapult initial charge tires.
Seat travels up guide rails.
Emergency oxygen supply is
initiated.
Harness Release Actuator is
armed.
Oxygen and radio lines disconnect.
Rocket sustainer charge ignites
as seat leaves rails.
3. Seat and pilot are accelerated upward
approximately 200 feet.
4. 3/4 of a second after ejection:
Harness and survival gear re
lease from seat.
Ejection Gontrol Handle discon
nects.
Separation bladders inflate.
Parachute Opener is armed as
pilot separates from seat.
5. Two seconds after seat separation:
Parachute deploys (below 10,000
feet).
6. Descent:
Remove parachute !lD" ring from
pocket on riser.
Remove ripcord housing retain
ing Clip from attachment to
shoulder harness/riser strap.
Remove oxygen mask before
landlng.
~_ Controlled E1 action. The following pro
cedure is recommended, if time permits:
1. Throttle • • • . . • • WU:.
2. Slow the airplane as much as pussible.
3. Emergency
generator. . . . • • . EXTEND.
4. IFF . • • • . . • • . . EMERGENCY.
5. Transmit MAYDAY position report.
6. Shoulder harness. . LOCKED.
7. Visor....... . DOWN.
8. Air-Conditioning
..
. RAM.
Switch
9. Turn IFF to OEF just prior to ejec
tion to provide radar indication of the
exact location of ejection.
10. Leave feet on the rudder pedals.
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Sit erect, with spine straight and
head firmly against the headrest.
12. Grasp the Face Curtain Handle with
both hands and pull forcefully to the
fullest extent. The canopy tnterlock
prevents firing of the catapult before
the canopy is jettisoned. Consequently,
if the curtain is pulled very fast, a
pause or stop may be felt. If this
occurs, the force of continued pull on
the face curtain may be less than that
necessary for seat extraction. It will
then be necessary for the pilot to jerk
as hard as possible on the Face Cur ..
tain Handle in order to obtain maximum
pulling force. If the seat still does
not fire, release the face curtain and
apply a strong, steady, two-handed
pull on the Secondary Ejection Handle.
Normally, the canopy should jettison
When the curtain is pulled over the
helmet, and the catapult should fire
when the handle passes the nose or
chin.
13. Jl pulling the Face Curtain Handle (or
Secondary Ejection Handle) fails to
jettison the canopy, substitute the fol
lowing emergency procedure:
Retain a firm grip on the Face
Curtain Handle (or Secondal'Y
Ejection Handle) with one hand,
but do not pull it farther out.
Hold elbow inboard.
PULL Canopy Jetiison Handle
firmly.
After the canopy leaves, continue
pulling the Face Curtain Handle
(or Secondal'Y Ejection Handle)
with both hands.
As a last resort, if the canopy
still remains, it may be removed
by the force of the airstream by
unlatching it manually, if airspeed
is in exc ess of 125 KIAS. Beware
of a rapid rearward movement of
the Canopy Lever when this is
done. Retain the Face Curtain
Handle (or Secondal'Y Ejection
Handle) with one hand during this
procedure.
14. If ejection oCCurs above the preset
altitude, the parachute will not deploy
automatically until after descent be
low the preset altitude (10,000 feet).
If ejection occurs below the preset
altitude and the Automatic Barometric
Ripcord Actuator seems not to func
tion (I. e. after the time delay of
2 seconds), open the parachute with
the manual ripcord (D-ring) when
clear of the seat. The manual rip
cord overrides the barometric re
lease. Jl high-altitude ejection is
made, free-fail to approximately
10,000 feet before opening the para
chute. U the parachute must be
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15.

opened manually after a high-speed
ejection, wait at least 4 seconds
after ejection to permit speed to
reduce.
In the event the integrated harness is
not automatically released following
ejection, seat separation may be
accomplished while falling by pulling
the Harness Release Handle, located
on the right .ide of Ibe pilot's seat.
Lean forward to clear the chute from
the back of the seat and push clear of
the seat.

16.

17.

18.
19.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
6.

Actuation of the Harness

Release Handle following ejection will
disconnect the Automatic Parachute
Actuator and will therefore require
manual pulling of the ripcord.
The emergency oxygen bottle w!ll be
actuated automatically upon ejection.
However, should the oxygen appear
not to be flOWing, pull the green ring
on the left-front inside corner of the
seat pan.
During the parachute descent, before
ground or water contact\. ensure that
the ripcord grip (D-ring/ has been
removed from its pocket and that the
ripcord housing retainer clip has
been separated from attachment to
the shoulder harness/riser strap,
Failure to do this may result in a
fixed attachment between the para
chute pack and the parachute riser
and preclude release of the para
chute, even though both upper rocket
jet fittings have been released and
are free. Attach the Literatt Lanyard
Snap to the torso harness right-hand
lap belt D-ring, if descendlng into
the water.
Below 10,000 feet altltode, but before
contact, remove the oxygen mask.
In the event a parachute landing is
made into the water or in a high
wind which prevents normal spilling
of the parachute canopy, disconneet
both quick-disconnect fittings that
attach risers to the torso harness
suit, thus jettisoning the parachute
canopy. Do not disconnec t the para
chute riser releases until after con
tact with the ground or water.

ill BAILOUT
Bailout from high-performance aircraft
is extremely hazardous, even under the most
favorable conditions (level flight, slow airspeed),
and is considered a "last-resorf' method of
esca.pe. However, if the seat cannot be ejected,
the following bailout procedures are suggested:
1. DIsconnect oxygen and anti -blackout
hoses.
2. Pull the green ring on the seat pan
for emergency oxygen.
5-1ii

1.

2.

3.
4.
Ii.
6.

7:

Jettison the canopy.
Pull the Harness Release Handle.
Lean forward to clear the parachute
past the headrest.
Apply full nosedown trim, but main
taln level flight by holding the stick
back.
Let the stick snap forward while hold
Ing the arms against the body.
When clear of the airplane and below
approximately 10,000 feet, pull the
ripcord D-ring.
Alternate Method
Disconnect oxygen and anti-blackout
hoses.
Pull the green ring on the seat pan for
emergency oxygen.
Jettison the canopy.
Trim the -airplane for nosedown, and
roll inverted.
Lean forward to clear the parachute
past the headrest.
Pull the Harnes. Release Handle to
separate from the seat.
When clear of the airplane and below
approximately 10,000 feet, pull the
ripcord D-rlng.

m

STRlICTlmAI. FAILURE OR DAMAGE
(Including Bird-Strikes)
Loss of structural Integrity may result
from midair collision; exceeding structural
limits, bird-strikes, etc. The following pro
cedure generally applies:
1. Reduce airspeed as much as practic
able. Jj ai low altitude, zoom to con
vert airspeed to altitude.
2. Determine whether adequate control
of the aircraft is available for con~
tlnued flight. If not, eject.
S. If able to control the aircraft, climb
to minimum recommended ejection
altitude, 10,000 feet or higher at a
reduced airspeed in order to prevent
further damage.
4. Operate the engine at the minimum
setting required to maintain level
flight or slow climb if it is sus
peeted that foreign objects may have
entered the engine. Ingesting a bird
usually will not damage the engine
blading, but may plug up the 5th
stage bleed-air ports, resulting in
ineffective lubrication of the center
and rear main bearings and subse
quent engine seizure.
5. Whenever possible 1 get a visual
inspection by another aircraft to
assist in evaluating the damage
sustained.
j
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7.

Examine the slow-flight character
istics of the aircraft in the landing
configuration at 10,000 feet or
above prior to attempting a landing.
Do not stall.
Land at the nearest suitable facility f
using a precautionary approach,
modified as necessary, unJess the
damage is determined to be negligible.
If a bird has been ingested into the
engine! even though there is no visi
hIe damage or indications of engine
malfunctions. a prompt landing
should be made, since a possibility
exists that the engine may seize.
Assume tila! the bird has been ingested
if it strikes the sides of the fuselage
forward of the engine intake ducts.

ill

SYSTEMa FAILURES
!h...._~.Y..~raulic .~stems ])tilure. Failure of .
any hydraulic system will render aU equipment
serviced by that system inoperative. lliumina
tion of either the Utllity or the Control Hydraulic
System Warning Light indicates a loss of pres
sure to one or the other of the tandem hydraulic
systems. No means are available to the pilot
to restore hydraulic system pressure.
A-4A airplanes are equipped with a
single hydraulic system. Illumination of the
UTIL HYD Warning Light and a stiffening of tile
controls indicate a complete hydraulic system
failure. In A-4B/C airplanes witil tile tandem
hydraulic installationl illumination of both UTIL
HYD and CONT HYD Warning Lights and a
stiffening of the controls indicate a complete
hydraulic fallure. In A-4B airplanes, tile rud
der is the only control tilat will stiffen if the
flight-control hydraulic system is lost. since it
is not powered by the utility hydraulic system.
In any model, if a hydrauliC system is lost in
flight, be alert for evidence of fire, as the pos
sibility exists of an engine section fire.
~"...90mple.te Hydr~lic Failure. In the event
of a complete hydraulic system failure, as de
fined above, the following procedure should be
followed for flight-control disconnect;
1. Terminate any accelerated maneuver.
2. Reduce airspeed to 200 KIAS, if pos
sible. Lateral-control forces are
high on manual control except at low
speeds.
3. Trim tile airplane laterally. Extend
the stick (A-4A/B).
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Manual Flight-Control Handle .• pULL.
Trim immediately, if necessarY4
Terminate the flight as soon as
practicable.
The Manual Flight-Control Handle should
be pulled fully out (about 1 foot) witil a rapid and
,positive motion. This action will assure a
"clean·' disconnect and will aid in preventing a
tendency for the airplane to roll as the switch
to manual control is made. The manual fiight
control mechanism cannot be reset in flight
once it has been disengaged.
If, for any reason) the Manual Flight
Control Handle is pulled while hydraulic pres
sure is still available, a metallic thud will be
heard when the stick is moved. This sound,
caused when hydraulic pressure slams the piston
against the end of the cylinder, is normal for
the system under the above conditions and should
not be a cause for alarm.
When an intentional disconnect has been
made for reasons other than the above and
utility ~ystem pressure is available. it is possi
ble to engage and utiflze tile AFCS (A-4C air
craft oniy).
~.~.n Gene:t:'ator F~lurel Partial or com~
plete failure of the main generator to provide
the aircraft with the required output may be
caused by icing, blown fuse_ generator drive
transmission in underspeed condition or inopera..
tive~ and other mechanical or electrical dis
crepancies~ Partial fallures may result in a
lOBS of one or more phases of a. c~, or reduced
or fluctuating frequency or voltage, and may be
very difficult to detect from cockpit indications.
The most likely signs of a partial failure will be
TACAN unlocking and spinning, loss of air
conditioning, erroneous attitude presentation on
the gyro horizon with or without an OEF Warning
Flag indication, or abnormally slow trim motor
speed.
If the main generator should fail com
pletely, all electriCal equipment will be rendered
inoperative immediately. The most easily
recognizable indications of complete main gen
erator failure occur simultaneously ~ as follows:
1. Fuel boost. .
. OUT.
2. Oil pressure. . • . • . • • . . OUT.
5.
6.
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3.
4.
5.

Landing Gear Indicators. · UNSAFE.
Flap Position Indicator.
· QU.
Attitude Gyro Indicator. . .QUFLAG
VlSlBLE.
6. Trim Position Indicators. · OFF
SCALE
7. UHF/TACAN . . .
· INOPERA
TWE.
8. Exterior/interior
lights • . . . . • •
• INOPERA
TWE.
When a main generator failure is known
or suspected, pull the Emergency Generator
Release Handle. At altitudes above 25, 000 feet,
first reduce throttle to 90 percent or less, as
the fuel boost pump will be lost and the engine
may flame out. When operating on the emer
gency generator, the Emergency Generator
BYPASS Switch must be set at NORMAL. If
electrical power is not partially restored when
the emergency generator is extended, ensure
that the BYPASS Switch is in NORMAL.
To prevent damage to the emergency
generator I do not release the emergency gen
erator at airspeeds above 500 knots lAS or 0.91
lMN. At low indicated airspeeds, the emer
gency generator may not be capable of supply
ing adequate electrical power to support the
equipment powered from the primary bus. For
this reason, during operation with the emer
gency generator extended, the following precau
tions Should be observed:
1. During flight at night or in adverse
weather conditions, and indicated
airspeed In e"""ss of 140 knots should
be maintslned until the flight can be
malntslned by vlswtl reierence.
2. During landing approaches, an indi
cated airspeed of 140 knots should
be maintained as long as power for
the operation of the Horizontal
Stabilizer Actuator i. desired.
When an icing condition or heavy rain is
the cause for extending the emergency genera
Inr, remember that the use of the BYPASS
Switch (In aircraft so equipped) will restore
normal electrical system operation, once the
aircraft is clear of such conditions.
Transformer Rectifier Failure. Failure
d.
of the main d. c~ transformer rectifier, ener~
gized through the forward monitored bus, is
indicated whenever the d~ c. -powered equipment
5-17

malfunctions at the same time that the a.c.
equipment, powered through the same bus,
functions normally. If the Seat Actuator func

tions but the power to the Drop-Tank Transfer,
LABS, the speedbrakes, the Retraction-Release
Solenoid, TACAN, and the normal elevator trim
are lost, and the Fire Warning Light is inopera
tive when the Press-tQ-Test Button is depressed,

a main transformer rectifier failure is evident.
A failure of the primary transformer rectifier,

energized through the primary hus, and the
only one energized when the emergency genera
tor is operating, is Indicated If the Horizontal
Stabilizer Trim Manual Override functions but
no power is available for the AOA Indicator,
the Wheels-and-Flaps Indicator. the Trim
Indicators, the radio controls, cabin pressuri~
zation, and the Flip-Flop Indicators on EPI.
DO NOT deploy the emergency generator,
even when electrical system trouble is clearly
diagnosed as either a main or a primary trans
former rectifier failure. The main generator
energizes both the main and the primary d. c.
power sources, and 1 in this case) if the emer
gency generator is extended, it will only cause
the loss of additional electrical functions.
e.
Exterior Lights Failure. If exterior
lighting is lost:
1. Maintain a sharp lookout to prevent
collision with other aircraft.
2. Join ,up on another aircraft, if
poSSIble.
f.
Interior Lights Failure. if Interior light
ing is lost, use the cockpit emergency flood
lights or a flashlight to illuminate the instru
ments on the console.
g.
TACAN Failure.
(l) Loss' of Bearing, When bearing in
formation is lost, any of the following may be
used (listed in order of preference):
I. A-4C: Select alternate antenna
position.
2. ARA-25 homing feature.
3. UHF-DF steer.
4. MUeage indlcation may be used
to find the slatton as follows:
Identify the station.
Turn as necessary to stop
mileage and ~stabli.h an
a.re from the station.
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S.

Note the RMI heading at the
wingtip which is thought to
be in the direction of the
station.
Turn left.or right toward
the noted heading.
If mileage increases, turn
io the reciprocal heading.
otherwise, continue inbound
to half the initiaJ distance

and repeat the previous

three steps until the DME
reading is 20 miles or less.
Then continue inbound on
the predetermined heading.

Observe the station passage
and range when the distance
begins to increase.
[gL Loss of DME.
1. A-4C: Select alternate antenna
position.
2. To determine the range, turn
SO degrees 011 the inbound heading
to the station until a bearing
change of 10 degrees from the
original bearing is accomplished.
Note the time required. Turn to
place the station on the nose
again. Time to the station is
approximately three times that
required to change the bearing
10 degrees.
~=nd Station l!!terference. This
is recognized by an erroneous lock-on by the
number 2 needle, by erroneous mileage, and
by usually garbled identification. Use DR until
free of interference from the undesired station
or select other means of navigating.
(4) Other .Malfunctions. Tube failure or
improper adJustment may cause a 40-degree
error in lock-on in either direction from the
correct bearing. ID 307 malfunctioning may
cause errors in lock-on in multiples of 40 de
grees in either direction from the correct bear
ing. Detection of these discrepancies may be
accomplished by observing the rapid drift of the
number 2 needle 40 degrees from its previously
stabilized poSition or by observing that the rate
of closure on the DME is less than normal with
the number 2 needle on the nose of the aircrait.
L
Change channels so as to unlock
the number 2 needle, then re
turn to the proper channel in an
attempt to get a proper lock-on.·
2. Take a heading 40 degrees more
or less than indicated by the
number 2 needle and fly to the
station, observing DME closure
rate..

Use ARA-25 or UHF-DF facil
ities, if available.
~__
Compass SYstem Failure. If the com
pass system will not remain in SYNC during
the slaved operation, switch to FREE DG and
set correct north or south latitude in on the C-8
and AJB-3 Compass Controilers. Set heading to
match the Standby Magnetic Compass. If the
Compasa Card falls or is unreadable due to
spinriing, use the Standby Compass. Note the
magnetic deviation on the Deviation Card when
using the Standby Compass., as deviation errors
of up to 10 degrees are possible.
~_Horu:on~ Stabilizer Runaway Trim.
1. In the event of runaway longitudinal
trim, FIRST use the MANUAL
OVERRIDE Control in the opposite
direction to stop the runaway and to
obtain immediate corrective trim
actuation. When the acceptable trim
has been regained, the emergency
generator should be deployed, if nec
essary I to prevent a recurrence of
the runaway.
2. Remain on the hydraulic power con
trol system.
S. If unable to retrlm, adjust airspeed
as necessary to minimize stick
forces.
At speeds above apprOximately 450 KIAS
in the A-4A airplane with a lull (-4 degrees)
nosedown runaway, the buildup of speed and
negative 'g wU! e"ceed the pilot's ability to
effect control with the elevators, even with both
hands on the stick. This critical situation can
only be overcome or avoided by timely use of
the MANUAL OVERRIDE. The use of the
MANUAL OVERRIDE Is not contingent on the
prior deployment of the emergency generator.
but such deployment does provide the only
. means of deenergizing the Stick Switch/Relay
Control Circuit, which is the likely cause of
runaway trim.
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,1__ ..~~Uero!!.. Tri_~ Runaway.
1. Stop runaway aileron trim by extend
ing the emergency generator.
2. Remain on the hydraulic power con
trol system.
3. Burn down and land.
With the trim jammed at maximum deflection
in either direction, the forces required to re
turn the stick to neutral will be moderate.
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Fuel Quantity Indicator Failure. If the
indicator needle will not move or if it continu
0usly rotates, manage the fuel, using the flow
meter and the best estimate of fuel remaining~
If In company with other aircraft, and the initial
full-load and the mission periormed have been
identical, the fuel remaining will usually be
within a few hundred pounds of that of the
accompanying aircraft. Land as 800n as prac
ticable, in either case.
o
Fuel Transfer Failure. If the wing tank
transfer pump fall., the only fuel available
will be that in the fuselage fuel tank, except as
noted below. A fuel transfer pump failure will
first be indicated by a steady Illumination of the
Fuel Transfer Caution Light on the Instrument
panel. When the fuel remaining in the fuselage
tank falls below approximately 1, 100 pounds (the
fuel level at which the wing tank capacitance
units are removed from the indicating cirCUit),
there will be an abrupt drop in fuel quantity
Indication to a reading corresponding to the fuel
remaining in the fuselage tank. H the wing tank
is full and the fuselage tank is not, the drop-tank
fuel willllow directly to the fu.elage tank in
those airplanes with pressure-fueling capability
(A-4B/C), if the Drop-Tank Selector SWitch is
In PRESS.
1. Whenever the Fuel Tran.fer Light
comes ON and remains ON, assume
that the usable fuel remaining is
either 1,600 pounds or the indicated
fuel quantity (whichever is Ie••).
2. Turn the Drop-Tank Selector to
PRESS (A-4B!C).
3. Land as soon as possible.
nIumination of the Fuel Transfer Light in I11gbt
or on the ground, when engine r. p. m. is ap
proximately 70 percent or below, or when wing
fuel I. actually depleted, is a normal characterl$
tic of this system. Maneuvering flight may cause
intermittent Illumination of this light.
.Il....-l"u.elage Tank Float Valve FaIlure. If
the fuselage tank float valve sticks in the closed
position, the Fuel Transfer Caution Light will
not illuminate, and the only indication of a
failure will be the abrupt drop In fuel quantity to
approximately 1,100 pounds. the reading cor
responding to the fuel remaining in the fuselage

NOTE: Do NOT disconnect the flight-control
system.
At high speeds on manual control, lateral
forces wHI be uncontrollable if aileron trim has
runaway.
1s;.

p,

Rudder Trim Runaway,

1.

Stop nmaway rudder trIm by extend
ing the emergency generator.
2. Remain on the hydraulic power con
trol system.
3. Burn down and land.
The force required to return the rudder to
neutral will be moderate.
1.
Frozen Controls (Icing). Icing may
cause freezing of the lateral or longitudinal
flight controls. H this occurs, 00 NOT pull
the disconnect and attempt to Ily using manual
control, but proceed as follows:
1. Extend the stick (A-4A/B).
2. Strike the stick smartly. It may
require as much as 50 pounds of
force or more to free the controls,
3. H unable to free the controls, fly
with the trim tabs and rudder to an
a1t1tode below the freezing level and
repeat the above procedure.
The possthility of experiencing this condition
can be minimized by setting the horizontal
slahllizer trim to 0 degrees prior to engine
shutdown to prevent rain and spray entering the
elevator control mechanism area when the air
craft is on the deck and by moving the controls
through full-travelju.t prior to takeoff.
m.
Speedbrake Failure. Tn the event of a
speedbrake control valve solenoid or d. C
electrical failure , operate the speedbrues as
follows:
1. Speedbrake SWitch. • .. OPEN or
CLOSE, as
required.
2. Emergency Speedbrake
Knob. • • • . • • • • • • PULL to
OPEN or
puehto
CLa3:E, as
required.
The Emergency Speedbrake Control may be
used to override the electrical signal, but the
handle must be held In the desired position. Tn
case of hydrauliC and electrical failures when
the spee<ibrakes are open, they may be closed
to the trail position by momentary actuation of
the manual control.
f
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tank. Whenever the fuel quantity drops unex
pectedly to 1,100 pounds, and whether or not the
Fuel Transfer Cantion Light is illuminated, pro
ceed as follows:
1. Turn the Drop-Tank Transfer Switch
to PRESS (A-4 B/C).
2. Land as soon as possible.
3. The float valve may be unseated by a
rapid oscillation of the control stick,
within the structural limits of the
airplane. n this action unseats the
valve, landing at the nearest suitable
facility is still recommended, as
there is a possibility that the valve
will stick agaln.
q.
Drop-Tank Transfer Fallure. Unless the
Drop-Tank Fueling Switch in the aft engine com
partment is placed in the QIl.F position after
fueling the drop-tanks and prior in takeoff, nOr
mal fuel transfer from the drop-tanks will not
be possible in the air. However J drop-tank
transfer may be accomplished by extending the
emergency generator.
L
Oxvgen System/Mask Failure. H no
oxygen is available because of system depletion
or failure, or if mask malfunctioning or con
taminated oxygen is Buspected, proceed as fol
lows:
1. Turn the Oxygen Switch OFF and pull
the green ring. Descend rapidly to a
cabin altitude of 10,000 feet or below.
2. Remove the mask if unable to breathe
or when ballout oxygen is depleted.
S. If the fuel remaining permits,
descend tu 10,000 feet pressure
altitude or lower and select RAM air~
4. Land as soon as practicable.
AJB-3 Failure, Failures roay oCCur
s.
where roll, pitch, Or heading indications are
lost, singly or in combination. The QU Warn
Ing Flag will always promptly indicate the loss
of 28 V. D. C. or the loss of the C phase of a. c.
If the A, B, or A and B phase are lost, the in
dicator wUI continue to function for an indefi
nite period without the OEF flag indication,
although the information presented may be er
roneous. Many other failures can occur that
will not be indicated by the QIl.F flag. Only
marginal backup Instrumentalion is provided by
turn and bank, magnetic compass, etc .. to
permit coniinued flight unless the standby gyro,
provided by ASC 200, is installed and functioning.
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Intentional flight in instrument conditions with
any type of AJB-3 fallure should be avoided
whenever possible.
t.
VGI Failures. Failures may occur where
roll, pitch, or both, are lost, and not necessar
ily accompanied by the.cLEF flag. The VGI QF.F
indication appears only when the B phase of
a. c. power is lost, either by itself~ or along
with the A phase, the C phase, Or both, (com
plete power fallure). If any phase of a. c. power
is lost, the precession errors will increase,
and the gyro will become more susceptible to
tumbling. Should the VGI be determined to be
unreliable, the primary flight instruments will
be the only reference available for continued
flight in instruments, unless the cause is main
generator icing~ In this case, extending the
emergency generator will restore normal oper
ation. U the gyro tumbles, the FAST ERECT
Button (ASC 182), if Installed, may re-erect the
gyro, provided thalthe pilot is able to maintaIn
nearly straight and level flight during the erec
tion process. The Tfast' erection rate is ap
prOximately 15-20 degrees/minute. The use of
the FAST ERECT Button is limited tu either a
I-minute depressed and 2-1/2-minutes cooling
period, or a 2-minutes depressed and 5
minutes cooling period~ From the above, it is
apparent thal if the gyro tumbles to a roll or
pitch position 90 degrees from normal, it
should take about 10 minutes 10 "fast-erect"
the gyro to normal, if the cooling periods are
observed. Electrical failure of the Fast-Erect
Circuit will probably occur if the speCified
cooling period is not observed.
~:pj.tQt Static System Failures. When air
speed indications are lost or Buspected to be
erroneous, the altimeter and rate-of-climb
indicaticas will probably be similarly affected.
Turning the Pitut Heat ON should promptly re
store normal operation, if the malfunction was
due to pitot tube iCil1g. If it is apparent that
icing is not the cause, turn the COCkpit
Pressurization Switch to RAM and break the
glass from the Rate-of-Climb Indicatur with a
sharp inatrument~ This may restore operation
by providing a source of static pressure, but
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instrument readings will not be accurate.
There will be a pronounced lag, and the rate
of-climb indications will be reversed. Use the
Cabin Altimeter as a rough cross-check on al
titude.
Y.
ArCS Malfunctions,
1. H the AFCS becomes erratic, de
press the AP Button on the stick to
disengage it from any mode of oper
ation. If this is not effective, oper
ate Standby SWitch to QU.
2. If normal aileron trim is not re
stored upon disengagement of the
AFCS, moving the AFCS Aileron
Trim NORM/EMERG Switch to
EMERG should restore normal op
eration.
w.
Loss of Air-Conditioning Temperature
Control. OCcasionally 1 malfunctions will occur
which cause the air-conditioning system to pro
vide either fuU-hot or full~cold air to the cock
pit. In early aircraft, selecting QH on the
dual illi-QH TEMPERATURE SELECTll)N
Knob should provide RAM air in the cockpit. In
later aircraft, manual positions are provided
for the Temperature Control Knob with which
the pilot can select a desired temperature level.
If the manual temperature is inoperative and the
pilot becomes uncomfortably hot or cold, the
NORMAL/RAM SWitch should be turned to RAM.
If it is not practical to operate in RAM, adjust
ing the eyeball diffusers and defrost control to
minimize airflow or changing altitude should
extend the period the adverse temperature can
be endured. Land before debilitating effects
reduce the pilot's capability to do so safely.
As a last resort, if the cockpit temperature is
unbearable and the pilot Is unable to switch to
RAM operation, the canopy should be jettisoned,
if' this would improve the situation.
x.
LO!!." of Canopy. H the canopy is lost at
high altitude, immediately extend the Ejection
Control Safety Handle to prevent an inadvertent
ejection and descend to a warmer altitude to
prevent frostbite. If surface temperatures are
near the freezing level or below, an immediate
landing should be made before the pilot is In
capacitated. H able to descend to an altitude
where a comfortable temperature exists, the
pilot should decide whether to return to home
base or land at the nearest suitable faCility.
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As cabin pressurization is lost, avoid the use
of the UHF transmitter above 2'1,500 feet, since'
keying the transmitter causes arcing within the
ASQ-17 and eventuallailure.
~....
Refueling Store Failures.
ill Hose Jettison. Hose jettison may
be desirable when store hydraulic pressure is
lost or when an electrical malfunction occurs
which prevents retraction of the hose or drogue.
When hose jettison is elected, proceed as fol
lows:
1. Reduce airspeed to 250 KlAS or
less.
2. Hold back the spring-loaded
Channel Guard.
S. Lift the Hose Jettison Switch and
move to the JETTlSON (aft) po
sition.
4. Do not change the position of the
Hose Jettison Switch after jetti
soning the hose and drogue.
H hose jettison is accomplished at speeds in
excess of 250 KIAS, excessive tension on the
hose due to hose stretching may pull the hose
from the crimper after the guillotine is fired.
Hose jettison is possible on emergency generator
operation only in A-4C aircraft. It is deSirable,
but not mandatory, to jettiSon the hose and
drogue prior to dumping fuel.
(2) Drogue and Coupling Lost and/or
Jfose Severed (other than hose-cutter sever
ance).
1. Move the Drogue Position Switch
to RET.
2. Operate the Hose Jettison Switch
to JETTISON and leave in this
position until after engine shut
down. This is the only means
01 feathering the ram-air turbine
blades.
t!.LJl.t:9re HydrauliC/Electrical System
Failure. If a failure occurs which prevents
retraction of the hose and drogue, proceed as
follows:
1. AlllIlLrJi.: Jettisoning the hose and
drogue is necessary only if in
dicated by other considerations,
such as field arrestment re~
quired. decreased drag neces
sary for safe return, etc.
2. Carrier based: Jettison the hose
and drogue, if poSSible, prior to
landing. Make a normal ap
proach. Advise the ship of the
condition so that flight deck
personnel can be warned.
ORIGINAL
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Dump the fuel, retain the fuel in store, or re
turn the fuel to the airplane lank••

4.

Whenever the hose and drogue can be re
tracled but the air turbine will not feather,
observe whether or not the drogue position indi
cation is "RETH ~ If it does not indicate "RET'"
this indicates that the drogue le not fully stowed.
Reduce airspeed to 210 KIAS or less and cycle
the drogue in an attempt to get a RET Indication.
If still unable to get a RET indication or If the
drogue indicates a RET initially, no further
corrective action Is available. Make a norma!
approach (either shlp- or shore-based). OJserve
store 1!m1ting airspeed of 300 KIAS or .80 IMN
whenever the air turbine is unfeathered.
(4) Loss of Feathering Control. If unable
to feather the store air turbine after drogue
retraction, check the Drogue Position indicator.
If the drogue indicales RET, observe store
limiting airspeed of 300 KIAS or .80 IMN for
the rematoder of the flight, but no adverse ef
fecls should he expected. If the drogue position
indicates TRA but the drogue Is reported to he
retracted, slow to 230 KIAS and recycle the
drogue In an attempt to get a RET Indication.
If not successful, slow to 200 KIAS and recycle.
If still unsuccessful, observe store limltlng
airspeed of 300 KIAS or .80 IMN for the re
mainder of the flight. No adverse effects should
be expected, except that after a shore based
landing the drogue will probably trail out and
sustain damage.
Shipboard, make a normal approach.
Advise the ship of the possible necessity to tie
up or carry the drogue as the aircraft Is taxied
from the landing area.
LQ3T/OOWNED ~LANE PROCEDURES
a.
Lost Plane Procedures. If unable to
orient yourself, either using available NAV
AIDS or visually, proceed as follows.
(1) With Radio.
1. Admit being lost.
2. If at low altitude, climb to in
crease communicationsl radar
detection range and endurance.
S. Conserve fuel by flying at maxi
mum endurance airspeed until
oriented.

ill
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Call EMERGENCY IFF/SIF
codes.
5. Switch to GUARD Channel,
243.0 me.
6. Broadcast the word "PANIf or
tlMAYDAY" three times, as ap...
proprlate.
7. Transmit the type of aircraft,
estimated poSition, course,
speed, altitude, and fuel supply
in minules.
8. State diffiCulty.
9. Stale assistance desired or in
tentions.
10. Transmit for D/F steer as re
quested.
11. Once In contact with a radio fa
cility, make a broadcast that you
are in contact with:-_ _: - _
and ask all others to remain
SILENT unless called. Do not
shift frequency or ground sla
tions unless necessary.
12. Comply with the instructions
given.
13. When oriented and the decision
is made as to destinattonJ use
maximum range airspeea to get
there.
(2) With Receiver OnlY.
1. Same as above procedure, If
applicable.
2. Fly two triangles to the right
(I-minute legs). Repeat this
pattern every 10 minutes. Mean
while, malnistn estimated best
course.
3. Monitor the GUARD Channel and
compty with the instructions
given by the responding Bislion.
(3) Without Radio.
1. Same as procedure (1), If ap
ptlcable.
2. Fly two triangles to the llIf1 (1
minute legs). Repeat this pat
lern every 10 minutes. Mean
while, maintain estimated best
course.
3. Maintain lookout for an inler
ceplur. Refer to FLIP Planning
Document or En Boule Supplement
Emergency Procedures for CUr
rent daY-and-nlght interceptur
procedures and signals.
(4) Remember the Five ne t s 1l •
1. Coofes••
2~
Communicate4
3. Climb.
4. Conserve.
5. Compty with instructtons.
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Downed Plane Procedures.
Single Aircraft. II the situation
permits prior to ejection, craahlanding, Or
d!tcMng,make every effort to switch IFF/SIF
codes to EMERGENCY settings and send a
MAYDAY message on the GUARD Channel. Con
ditions existing after abandoning the aircraft will
dictate whether to remain near the scene of the
crash or attempt to find asSistance.
(2) Section. II one member of a sectton
goes down, the other member should:
L Establish contact with a ground
station, preferably a GCI site
or radar control agency. Switch
IFF/SIF to EMERGENCY and
UHF to GUARD.
2. Make every effort to follow the
pUot during descent, keeping
him In sight at all times. Note
as accurately as possible his
position on the ground or in the
water, using bearings and dis ..
tances from known prominent
landmarks or navigational aids
in order to direct rescue planes
or boats to the scene.
3. Malntaln suffic lent altitude to
asBure radio contact with the
rescue facUity.
4. Request the assistance of other
aircraft if necessary to main
tain communications with and
continuous surveillance of the
survivor.
5. Leave the area with sufficient
fuel remalufng to POSITIVELY
ensure return to base or an al
ternate field.
(3) Division. Everyth!ng previously
mentioned holds true if there are more than two
members In the flight. Some additicnal proce
dures can be followed which generally will en
sure a greater likelIhood of a successful res
cue. These are:
1~
The other member of the section
In which the downed pilot was
flying will follow the pilot during
his descent and circle the sur..
vlvor at low altitude and at max
imum endurance airspeed, keep..
ing him In sight at all times.
2. Other members of the flight will
remaln at altitude, alert the ap
propriate BAR facilities, relay
communications, and conserve
fuel.
(4) Other Considerations.
1. The Flight Leader will shift all
communications to the local SAR
b,

(1)
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2.
3.

4.

5.

frequency when directed by the
SAR coordinator.
All aircraft not specifically re
quested to assist will remain
clear of the area.
Arrange for a relief onstatlon in
a timely manner, fuel permitting.
The pilot on low station must not
become distracted from the pri
mary requirement of flying his
alrcraft. Maintain flying speed.
Do not fly into the ground or water.
Turn off the emergency IFF/SIF
code when departing from the
scene.

ill

LANDING EMERGENCIES

541

NO-RADIO PATTERN ENTRY AND

LANPlNG (YFRl
a.
Day. Determine the duty runway by nb
serving traffic or the tetrshedron. Enter the
break, malntalnlng a Vigilant looknut for olher
aircraft. Rock the wings slowly (about 20 de
grees of bank) until over midfield. Make a
standard break to the downwind. Doublecheck
gear down at the abeam position. During the ap
proach, periodically check the tower for a
light signal. II a red light or no light Is re
ceived, wave off (fuel permitting) and enter
downwind. Do not raise the landing gear unless
departing the pattern. Be alerl for alrcraft
breaking above. Airfields with dual runways
should altempt to designate either the left or
right side for no-radio landings.
b.
Night. In the event of radio fallure with
the external lights operative, follow the day
procedure, adding a series of rapid, manual
flashes, with the external lights On BRT/STDY,
to the wing-rock.
When complete electrical power Is lost at
night, the only course of actton open to !he pilot,
short of ejection, Is tu maintain an extremely
vigilant lookout and observe traffic or the tetra
hedron to locate the duty runway. If landing
traffic cannot be observed on the runway to as
certain that the runway Is clear, attempt tu alert
the tower, prior to landing, by making a low
pass parallel to the lighted runway, close aboard
the tower, jazzing the throttle. Land, if possi
ble, when the pattern is clear of traffic.
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ill

PRECAUTIONARY APPROACHES
The Precautionary Landing Approach is
designed to afford the pilot a melUlB of landing
safely and expeditiously, while allowing him to
eject safely if the engine should fall during the
approach. A Precautionary Approach should be
made when imminent engine failure is suspected
and an aircraft "save" is deemed possible.

When this situation occurs, the most important
factor is to land the aircraft as soon as pos
sible at the nearest suitable field.

of

Precaut~onary

Two types

Approaches are recom

mended: the High Precautionary Approach and
the Low Precautionary ApproaCh.
!l.
High Precautionary Approach. The high
Precautionary Approach (HPA) is depicted in
Figure 5-4. The pattern consists of a 360
degree approach} with checkpoints at the ini
tial, the ISO-degree, and the 9O-degree posi
tions. The HPA allows a successful landing to
be made if a flameout should occur during the
approach when pllot ejection might be unde
sirable or impossible. The HPA should be
used only in situations when visual contact with
the intended landing runway can be maintained
at all times during the approach. A suitable
field for an HPA is a facUity with crash equip
ment and a min1mum of 8, 000 feet of runway,
with a crosswind component of 1es8 than 15
knots. Select a field with either arresting gear
or a long, long runway. When practicab1e,cn ..
ter the HPA at the initial PoInt (High Key).
(Initial Point is defined as a position above and
slightly to the right of the intended landing
point with the aircraft headed in th~ direction
of the landing runway.) Otherwise, intercept
the approach at the most convenient point but
not later than the 90-degree poSition.
The pattern described is for an airplane
gross weight of 12, 500 pounds or less (empty
external tanks or no stores). If the fuel is ex
hausted, speed and altitude may be lowered
slightly. Add 5 knots for each 1,000 pounds in
crease over 12,500 pounds.
(ll Entry. Plan to arrive at the Initial
Point al 9,000 reet above the runway, with wheels
OOWN, flaps UP (ualess a hlgh power setting
makes it desirable to extend them), speedbrakes
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EXTENDED, power set 70-S7 PERCENT, shoulder
harness LOCKED, aircraft trimmed for 170-210
KfAS, and emergency generator EXTENDED.
(2) Initial Ji>9int. A 30-degree bank is
es!abUshed at the Initial Point at 170-210 KIAS.
If the Initial Point is reached with less than
9,000 feet or it is not practical to pass throngh
the Initial Point, the lowering of gear, speed
brakes, and flaps (if desired) may be delayed
so as to arrive at the u180" with 4, 500 feet or
at the '190 11 with 3 r 000 feet. The wheels must
be down and locked at the 90-Degree Paint, since
it may require as much as 25 seconds or more
for them to extend and lock. Ii the altitude at
the Initial Point is higher than 9,000 feet, the
Initial Turn may be delayed slightly. When a
crosswind prevails, the bank angle at the Initial
Point should be shallowed or steepened, as re
quired, in order to arrive at the correct dis
tance abeam at the 180-Degree Point.
ISO-DeFee Point. When Ilie ISO
Degree Point is reached, the pilot should con
sider the altitude, rate of descent, and position
to determine if a correction should be made to
the bank angle. He should be approximately
1-1/2 miles abeam the runway at 4,500 feet al
titude above the terrain. By varying the pat
tern) successful approaches may be made if the
altitude at the ISO-Degree Point is in error by
500 feet.
(4) SO-Degree Point. At the 90-Degree
POint, the aircraft should be approximately
5,000 feet downwind of the intended landing point
(first one-third point of runway) and at an alti
tude of about 3,000 feet above the terrain. The
Final Turn should be planned to reach the
stralghlnway with about 1,000 feet of altitude.
The minimum approach speed of 170 knots
should be maintained until the Final Straight
away Approach is reached~
\i1L.1lIllllApproach and Landing. The
Final Approach should start with approximately
1,000 feet of terrain clearance (with an allow
able minimum of 500 feet), aiming at the in
tended Touchdown Point, one-third of the way
down the runway. The pilot must make his de
cision whether to eject or to continue the ap
proach by 500 feet AGL, as this altltude

rn.. .
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DESCENT ENTRY
~
CLEAN GLIDE USE S- TURNS AND/OR GEAR
EXTENSION TO ARRIVE OVER INITIAL POINT
AT 9000 FEET ALTITUDE.
~~

J

INITIAL TURN
DELAY INITIAL TURN, VARY BANK ANGLE
OR LEAVE GEAR UP TO ARRIVE AT 180 0
POINT AT OPTIMUM ALTITUDE AND AIR
SPEED.

INITIAL POINT
9000 FEET CLEARANCE OVER TOUCHDOWN POINT.
ESTABLISH 170 KIAS, GEAR DOWN, FLAPS UP, 300
GLIDING TURN AND 4000 FPM RATE OF DESCENT.
1800 POINT
4500 FEET ALTITUDE, 11/2 MILES.
ABEAM LANDING POINT.
GEAR DOWN, FLAPS UP, 170 KIAS.

FEET ALTITUDE,APPROX.
FEET DOWNWIND FROM
'!'OUCHDOWN POINT, GEAR DOWN
FLAPS UP, 170 KIAS.

POSITION

OPTIMUM

APPROACH SPEED- KIAS
INITIAL POINT  (ALTITUDE)
1800 POINT - (ALTITUDE)
900 POINT - (ALTITUDE)
FINAL APPROACH  (ALTITUDE)

170
9000'
4500'
3000'
1000'

USABLE BAND
160-190
7500' (GEAR UP)
4000' - 5000' (GEAR DOWN)
2800' - 3200' (GEAR DOWN)
500' MINIMUM

FEET
ALTITUDE.
160 KIAS.

OPTIMUM CONFIGURATION:GEAR DOWN  FLAPS UP.
ALL ALTITUDES SHOWN ARE TERRAIN CLEARANCE.

Figure 5-4. High Precautionary Approach (HPA).
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associated wilh ihls approach requires ihat
practlce HPA's shall not be conducted lower than
500 feet above ground elevation.
h.
Low Precautionary Approach (LPA). The
Low Precautionary Approach (LPA) Is depicted
in Figure 5-5. It may be used whenever cir
cumstances make it desirable; such as low
ceiling or visibility, 1088 of oil pressure, or
other engine difficulties which make it undesir
able or impossible 10 reduce r. p. m. below 67
percent. The variations in pattern entry and
altitude allow a wide margin of flexibility. A
suitable field for an LPA is one with a minimum
of 5,000 feet of harct-suriaced runway. Select
a field with crash equipment and arresting gear,
If practicable.
(I) Entry. Approaches 10 Ihe field for
an LPA are divided Into upwind or downwind
categories. l'f upwind of the landing runway,
plan to pass through a normal left or right base
at 2,000 feet AGL, executing a 160-Degree Ap
proach, slightly deeper than a normal landing
approach, intercepting the depleted flightpath
on the Final. l'f downwind of the landing runway,
plan a modified Straight-in Approach to intercept
the depleted flightpslh.
(2) Straight-In Approach. If a Straight
In LPA Is selected, the Initial Point Is 3.000
feet AGL at 4-1/2 miles from the Touchdown
Point. However, the pilot may choose to inter
cept the depicted flIghtpath at the desired point
In Landing Configuration - gear OOWN, flaps
OOWN, speedhrakes AS NECESSARY. Have the
aircraft "dirty" by 1-1/2 miles from touchdown,
if possible. Turn the gunsight ON and set 110
mils. At the Inltlal Point (or wherever the LPA
flightpath is Intercepted), eet the ptpper on or
alongside the TOUChdown Point (1,000 feet down
the runway from the approach end). Hold it
there and drive downhill. Use speedhrakes as
necessary to maintain 160 knots. The rate of
descent will be 1,500 to 1,600 feet/minute, de
pending on the Wind.
(3) Final Approach and Landing. The
pilot must make hIs decision either to eject or
continue the approach by 200 feet AGL, since
this altitude represents the lowest altitude a

represents the lowest altitude at which a .afe
ejection can be expected because of pilot reac
tion time and the attendant sink-rate. 160 knots
should be malntslned until flare is initiated at
200-300 feet of altitude. Excess altitude on the
Final may be diSSipated by shallow S-turns or
by nosing over to pick up additional speed. Re
duce power as necessary, depending on the ra.te
of descent, altitude, airspeed, and when, in the
judgement of the pilot, a successful landing on

the runway can be made. Touchdown speede
following the flare may be varied from 125 to
150 ImOIl!.
(6) Flameout in HPA Pattern. l'f the
pilot becomes committed to a flameout landing
in the HPA because safety considerations pre
clude ejection, he should execute the following
general procedure, as time permits:
1. Throttle........ QU.
2. Manual Flight-Control
Handle. • . • • • • • • PULL.
3. Emergency Speedhrake
Control . • • . . . . • PUSH.
4. Jettison all externs! stores
(using Emergency Bomb Release
Handle, if deemed necessary).
5. Manual Fuel Shutoff
Knob . . • . . . • • . • EMERG.

on'.

The high rate of descent Incident to this ap
proach will require the use of fine judgement
in deciding exactly where and at what rate the
flare must be made to effect a safe landing.
This wilrbe dangerously aggravated by the use
of flaps or speedhrakes in an actual flameout
approach. Slipe are not advisable due. to the
resulting increased rale of descent and the high
lateral control forces on the manual system
which would make flaring critical.
(1) Practice HPA's. Practice HPA'.
are conducted as above, except that it is not
necessary to extend the emergency generator.
If practiced In an airport control zone, they
will be conducted only when there is positive
control of traffic and the traffic pattern Is clear
of oiher aircraft. The pilot should strive to
hit safely and consistently a point in apace no
lower than 500 feet, and from which a safe
landing could be made. The high sink- rate
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Figure 5-5. Low Precautionary Approach (LPA).
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safe ejection can be expected because of the
pilot's reaction time and the attendant sink-rate.
Do not descend below 200 feet AGL until 1,000
feet from Ibe end of Ibe runway, This Final
Checkpoint is the lirst point in the LPA from
which a safe landing on the runway can be made
if the engine fails.
Just short of the end of the runway, re
duce power as necessary and land. After touch . .
down, secure the engine~ If necessary. drop
Ibe hook 1,000 feet prior to engaging the arrest
ing gear.
(4) Practice LPA's. Practice LPA's
are conducted as above. If practiced in an air
port control zone, they will be conducted only
when there is positive control of traffic. Due
to the higher than normal sink-rate used in
making this approach, pilots are cautioned that
significant power reduction should not be made
during practice approaches until Ibe sink- rate
has been reduced to a normal rate, by flaring
as the Touchdown Point is approached. It is
recommended that initial practice be moni
tored by a chaee pilot or by a qualified A-4
pilot or LSO on the end of the runway, with two~
way radio communications. Always wave off if
the sink-rate gets out of control.
c.
Ejection. If the engine fails at any point
in either the HPA or LPA above the minimum
safe ejection altitude, the pilot will eject unless
unusual circumstances clearly indicate to him
that the cause of safety to himself and others
will be better served by continuing the approach
flamed-out rather Iban by ejection.
543

t.l'>ND(!'IG: USE.9X EMERGENCY
FIELD ARRESTING GEAR
Refer to Section 250.

~

LANDlNG WITH LANDING GEAR MAL
Ell.NCTIONS
Table 5-1 furnishes course of action
guidance for emergency landings with landing
gear malfunctions. These are recommendations
only and are based on experience and statistical
data available to date. It is recognized that sea,
deck, weather, operational, and pilot
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considerations may indicate different actions.
The general considerations which ~ollow are
pertinent.
a.
General. Whenever any landing gear is
damaged or not down and locked, but all gear
can still be retracted, retract the gear. 'Re
tain and land on empty tank/tanks, empty rocket
packs, or other lightweight inert stores when
ever possible, Jettison the drop-tankS, if they
cannot be emptied. Prior to landing with any of
the above malIunctions, burn down to I! 500
pounds or less fuel remaining to ensure that the
wing fuel is expended and the fire hazard mini
mized.
Carrier. The barricade will be used for
b.
all carrier landings with landing gear malfunc
tiOllS. Consult the Flight Manual for the maxi
mum aircraft gross weight for barricade en
gagement and the applicable Recovery Bulletin
for maximum allowable engaging speed and
emergency mirror/lens settings. Such stores
as empty tanks, empty rocket packs, or other
lightweight inert stores will not interfere with
barricade engagement, but, if torn loose, they
may present a hazard to flight deck personnel.
The LSO should adjust the optical landing sys
tem vertically, if necessary, for the particular
carrier deck in question to ensure that Ute air
craft contacts the Ilight deck just prior to barri
carle engagement. Fly a normal approach; on
speed, on meatball, on centerline. Do not dive
for the deck or engage the barricade while in
flight. AntiCipate the loss of the meatball for a
ahort period late in the approach, as the barrl
cade stanchions may obscure the mirror. For
all malfunctions shown, the cross-deck pendants
between the ramp and the barricade should be
removed to ensure tile optimum attitude of the
aircraft for barricade engagement. Approach
light indications wlll not be available to the LSO
with the landing gear retracted nOr will indexer
indications be available to lbe pilot.
c.
Field. Always request the assistance of
an LSO. When the arrestment is to be made at
night, have the position of the arresting gear
illuminated. If the landing must be made with
fuel in the wing or external tanks, it is
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GUlDE TO EMERGENCY LANDINGS MTH LANDING GEAR MALFUNCTIONS
FINAL
CONFIGURATION

.

All gear up.
Nose gear up.
stub nose gear.
One main gear up.
Stub main gear.
One main gear up,
nose gear up.

Both main gear

up.

CARRIER
Land or
Eject?
LAND
LAND
LAND
LAND
LAND

Notes
1

1,2
1
1
I

EJECT
EJECT
..

.. 

--

FIELD
Arresting Gear Available.
Land or
AIG
Notes.
Eject?
Used?
LAND
3,4
No.
LAND
Yes.
5,6
Yes.
5,6
LAND
EJECT
No.
I
7
No.
EJECT

FIELD
No Arresting Gear.
Land or
Notes
Eject?
LAND
3
5,B
LAND
EJECT
EJECT
EJECT

EJECT

No.

EJECT

EJECT

No.

4

EJECT

"_M

Note 1. All cross -deck pendants should be removed prior to landing to preclude abnormal
attitude during barricade engagement and to prevent damage to the pendants.
Note 2. If time considerationS preclude the removal of cross-deck pendants, land with the
hook up to prevent severe nosedown rotaUon 1 should arrestment occur prior to bar
ricade engagement.
Note 3. Make a flat approach at normal approach speed. Touch down lightly, with a low sink
rate. If 10 knots or mOre of crosswind component exists, it may be deSirable to USe
the arresting gear where avaUable.
Note 4. An alternative is to make a field arrested landing. Land as specified In Note 3, ex
cept delay touchdown until the LSO advises that the hook has picked up a wire. Wave
off If the wire is missed.
Note 5. Burn down to 600 pounds prior to landing.
Note 6. Make a short fleld arrestment from a flat approach at normal approach speed. Trim
fUll NOSEUP approaching touchdown. At touchduwn, do not retard throttle. Hold
noseup until arrestment. Wave off if the wires are missed.
Note 7. An alternative to ejection for this condltton is to land in an approach Similar to that
In Note 6, except slightly fast and with the touchdown point Immedl ately prior to the
arresting gear. Grease this one on holding the wings level with the lateral stick as
long as possible. An LSO is probably a nece ••ity for this situation unless the gear
location is prominently marked.
Note 8. Make a flat approach at normal approach speed. Trim full NOSEUP approaching
touchdown. At touchdown, secure the engine. Lower the nose slowly before elevator
effectiveness is lost.
Table 5·1.
placing the Flap Selector In the LOCKED (center)
posltlon after extension. Return to base and
land. Be prepared ro disconnect the f1lght
control power mechanisms if the controls should
stiffen. (See HydrauliC Systems Failure, sub
section 538 a. ,b.)
IT it is not practical Ie dirty-up because
of fuel consideration8 t slow to 300 KIAS or be...
low. Return to base or an alternate field.
Lower the wheels, using the Emergency Landing
Gear Extension procedure set forth in subsection
545b. Wing flaps and speedbrakes will not be
available unless extended a..."d locked prior to
utilily system faiture.

recommended that the Intended landing area be
foamed. Do not land wheels-down in "abortH
type gear unless enough runway remains for
ronou!. Normally. 1,500 feet should be ade
quale.

ill

LANDfNG·QTHER FAILURES
a.
Landing: No UWity Hydraulic Pressure.
intermittent illumination of the UiUiIy System
Ladder Light will usually warn the pilot of the
impending loss of utility system pressure prior
to the complete loss of pressure. When this is
observed and it is practical to do so, slow to
225 KIAS and lower the landing gear and flaps.
5-29
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Because the wheel brakes are completely
independent of the airplane's hydraulic system~
the pilot should realize that he will have brakes,
even though he makes a !leld laoding with com
plete hydraulic failure. Should the pllot have a
complete hydraulic failure, he can also extend
hIs arresting hook. Compressed air pressure
and the weight of the arresting hook cause ex
tension when the Arresting Hook Handle is
moved to the DOWN position. However, the
pilot cannot retract the arresting hook without
hydraulic pressure.
The arresting hook should not be extended
in flight for a field landing with hydraulic fail
ure. The brakes should be sufficient, and the
arresting hook should be used only as a last re
sort, just prior to engagement. This wil! pre
clude dragging the hook on the runway, perhaps
damaging it to the extent of complete failure.
b~
Emergency Landing Gear Extension.
Utility hydrauliC system failure will necessitate
lowering the landing gear with the emergency
release system as follows:
1. Airspeed...... • 130-225 KIAS
(low end of
airspeed range
recommended) .
2. Landing Gear
Handle . . • .
. DOWN.
3. Emergency Landing
Gear Release. . . . . PULL.
4. II the landing gear does not extend
fully or lock down, increase the air
speed and apply positive g loading
in an attempt to get a gear-down indi
cation.
After lowering the landing gear by the
emergency release system f the gear handle
should be left in the DOWN poSition until the
ratchet In the emergency system has been reset
and cavitation in the gear...down hydraulic pres
SUre line bas been eliminated by the application
of hydraulic power. Tbis procedure should be
followed to prevent a failure of the ratchet and
damage caused by premature closing of the gear
doors. However, if utility system pressure is
available and circumstances warrant, the land ..
lug gear can be rals ed by means of the Landing
Gear Handle.
c.
Unsafe Gear Indications. The most likely
causes of failure of the landing gear to indicate
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DOWN after completion of the gear extension

cycle are: faulty microswitches t Bticking Gear
Position Indicator, utility system hydrauliC
fallure t or failure of the main landing gear
actuating cyUnder. II all gear remain UNSAFE
or UP with the gear handle down, the utility hy
draulic system has most likely failed. Use the
Emergency Landing Gear Extension procedore
set forth in paragraph b, above.
(1L Main (Jear~OnI:v Unsafe, Gear Handle

l2illm.
Malntatn 225 KIAS or less.
Get a visual check from another
aircraft or from qualified ground
personnel to determine If the
cause is a faulty indication or
that the gear is actually not down
and locked.
3. Even though the gear Is visually
determined to be down and locked,
make a short field arrestment,
if arresting gear is available.
The engine should be kept run
ning at IDLE after the arrest
ment to provide hydraulic power
unUI the ground crew inserts the
gear pins. If arresting gear is
not avallable, make a normal
landing. To enaure the gear is
down and locked (unless the gear
indicates DOWN after touchdown),
have the ground crew install the
gear pins before turning off the
runway. The gear pins cannot
be installed If the gear is other
than safe. When slow, angle off
the runway onto any paved area,
if it is poesible to do so without
making a definite turn and there
is an obvious necessi ty to cl ear
the runway for other air.ralt to
land.
4. If a main gear is determined to
be unsafe or no visual check is
poeslble, cycle the gear In an at
tempt to get a DOWN indication.
As BOon as both mains indicate
DOWN, Cease cycling. (Tbe nose
gear extension may require as
much as two minutes because of
back pressure in the return line,
if the cause is a broken nut in
the main landing gear actuating
cylinder). II unable to get a
DOWN indication or a visual
check and the cycling gear proves
ineffective, proceed as indicated
in Table 5-1 for the particular
situation which exists*
(2) Nose Gear Only Unsafe, Gear Handle
1.
2.

Dlllm..
1.

Maintain 225 KIAS or less.
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Attempt to get a OOWN indica
tion by cycling the gear.
If
unable to get a OOWN todlca
3.
tion by CYCling, get a visual
check by other aircraft or by
qualified ground personnel.
4. Even thOUgh the gear I. visually
determtned to be down and
locked, make a short field ar
restment, if arresting gear is
available. The engtne should be
kept running at IDLE after the ar
restment to provide hydranlic
power until the ground crew in
serts the gear ptns. If arresting
gear i. not available, make a
normal landing. To ensure that
the gear is down and locked
(unless the gear indicates OOWN
after touchdown), have the ground
crew install the gear pins before
turning off the runway. The gear
ptns cannot be Installed if the
gear is other than safe. When
slow, angle off the runway onto
any paved area, if it is possible
to do so without making a definite
turn and there is an obvious ne
cessity to clear the runway for
other aircraft to land.
5. If unable to get a OOWN tndica
tion or a visual check and cycling
proves ineffective, proceed as
tndlcated tn Table 5-1 for the
particclar situation which exists.
(3) Visual Checking That the Landing
Gear Is Down and Locked. For tnfllght check
Ing of the main gear in the down-and-tncked
position, a high-visibility fluorescent red
orange paint stripe 18 applied to the tnhoard
side of the main gear drag link tn two places.
When these stripes are lined up, the gear is
down and locked. A more positive check that
the main gear is down and locked Is observing
that the overcen!er lever at the midpoint of the
drag links Is positioned forWard and parallel to
the lower surface of the wing. The nose gear
should be checked down and locked by visually
sighting through the ground saIety-pln hole.
d.
Landing: No Flaps. When unable to eX
tend the naps for landing, add 10 knots to the
normal pattern and approach speeds. (AOA
donut approach speed is about 18 KIAS above
normal.) Fly a slightly wider pattern, approxi
mately 1-1/2 miles abeam.
e.
LandiJlg: No S!Jeedbrakes. Utilize the
staodard pattern entry, approach, and landiog
when making a no-Bpeedbrakes approach. The

2.
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power settings required will normally fall
within the vibration range for the engtne, but
for the short time involved it should cause no
conCern. The airspeed will be more sensitive
to changes tn the nose position. In the event of
a waveoff t acceleration time to 100 percent
will be slightly longer, but the overall differ
enCe from a speedbrake pass Is negligible.
f.
Landing: Stuck Slat. Add 10 knots to the
normal approach speed. Trim out any adverse
lateral control pressures. Be alert to apply
prompt correction, should the slat extend
doring the approach. Aboard ship, observe the
maximum engaglog speed, if possible.
g.
Landing Wllb.JII1 Asymmetric Load. With
asymmetric loade of up to 1,200 pounds, landing
should be made upwind or downwind, whichever
is required to put the crosswind componen t
under the heavy wing, providing other factors
are considered, such as runway length and

gross weight, and that the rollout will be
shortened appreciably by securing the engine.
Normal approach speeds to a mtnimum of 125
knots should be utilized. The same procedore
should be used for disconnected landings with
asymmetric loads.
h.
Landing With the Flight Controls Dis
connected, With the flight controls disconnected
and all other systems operative, a normal ap~
proach should be utilized. If the utility hydranlic
system is inoperative, modify the approach as
specified for landiog with no flaps.
I.
Landing: No Airspeed Indication. Landing
with the Airspeed Indicator tnoperatlve can be
accomplished saIely. The Angle-of-Attack
Indicator/Indexer should provide the pilot with
a safe landing approach attltode reference. The
wing slats, when halfway out with gear and flaps
down, will also serve to indicate a safe landing
approach speed of 140 to 145 knots.
i.
Landing with Runaway Nosedown Trim.
In the event a landing must be made with full
NOSEDOWN trim which cannot be corrected by
vae of the Horizontal Stabilizer MANUAL OVER
RIDE, proceed as follows:
1. BUrn down to 1, 000 pounds fuel re
maining.
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At a safe altitude, place the aircraft
in landing configuration. Wing flaps
should not be extended.
3. Cautiously reduce airspeed to a
reasonable approach speed com
mensurate with the runway length
available for stopping. The airspeed
selected should also provide two
inches of additional backstick for use
if gusts or turbulence cause a noae
down pitch during the approach.
Landing may be made as soon as the
above conditions are met. (At 600
pounds fuel remaining, CG should
have moved aft far enough to provide
the requisite 2 inches excess back
stick at optimum approach speed
("DONUT") with the flaps retracted.
Extending the flaps will reduce the
amount of backstick aVailable.)
~______ Landing with Runaway Noseup Trim.
Make a normal approach and landing with full
flaps. A moderate amount of forward stick
pressure will be required at normal approach
speeds.
I.
Landing; Known Brake Failure. Landing
with one or both brakes inoperative should be
treated as follows. I! arresting gear is avail
able, make a short field arrestmentJ prefer
ably into the midfield gear. Be prepared to
wave off if the arresting gear Is missed. I!
arresting gear is not available, land wheels-up
on empty tanks, racks, or lightweight inert
sinres.
m.
Landingt..___J3rake Failure After Touchdown.
When a brake failure occurs after touchdown,
wave off, if possible t and proceed as in
Landing: Known Brake Failure. I! it is not
practical to do so, and arresting gear is avail
able, extend the arresting hook approximately
1,000 feet prior to engagement. Attempt to en
gage on the centerline. It may be desirable to
malntain sufficient airspeed to provide rudder
effectiveness for directional control. Where no
arresting gear is available and waving off is not
feasible, retract the landing gear and secure
the engine it it is apparent that the aircraft will
not remain on the prepared Burfa<:e. The deci
sion to jettison inflammable external stores
and!or retract the landing gear must be made,
and action taken, prior to securing the engine.
I! airspeed is in excess nf 90 knots, election is
another alternative to be considered.
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~Land!ng

With a Blown Main Tire. Little
difficulty should be experienced in landing with
a blown main tire. If it is known, prior to land
Ing, that the tire Is blown, a short field arrest
ment is recommended. H there is no arresting
gear available, seCure the engine after touch
down to minimi~e landing roll. In crosswind
conditions, always use the arresting gear J iI
available. Land on the left, right, or center of
the runway, depending on crosswind and which
tire is blown. For instance, with left tire
blown, a crosswind from the right, and no ar ..
resting gear available, land on the right side of
the runway to provide the maximum distance for

arcing to the loft. In this case, both wind effect
and the increased drag of the blown tire are ad..
ditive, tending to drift the aircraft across the
runway to the left. If the tire blows during
normal landing rollout, use full rudder, if
necessary, and brakes as required to maintain
directional control. Usually, a blown tire will
not even be noticeable until eo knots or less.
I! the stopping distance appears marginal, se
cure the engine. If the use of abort or overrun
gear becomes apparent, drop the hook 1,000
feet prior to engagement. More braking effec
tiveness can be obtained from a good tire than a
blown one; consequently J it is poor technique to
intentionally blow the good tire.
0.
Landing With a Blown Nose Tire. When
landing with a blown nose tire, a short field ar
restment is recommended. Cbtain a positive
hook-down check with the tower or the LSD.
Make practice passes} burning down to 600
pounds for the final pass to provide an aft CG.
Make a flat approach at normal approach speed.
Trim full NOSEUP just prior to touchdown.
Touch down with minimum sink-rate and hold
the nose off until passing over the wires. Do
not retard the throttle belOW approach power
setting unt!! the arrestment is felt. Wave off
if the wires are missed. If there is no arrest",
Ing gear available, fly the same type of approach,
secure the engine on touchdown, and lower the
nose gear slowly before elevator effectiveness
is lost. Little difficulty should be experienced
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with this landing, with or without arresting
gear available.
]1,.
Landing With 'Throttle Linltage Broken:
Airfield. On airplanes incorporating J65 Engine
Bulletin 240, if the throttle linkage breaks, the
engine fuel control unit (uuless it is at idle)
automatically seeks approximately the 87 per
cent r.p. m. position. Normal flight can be
maintained. Maximum rate of cUmb can be
attained at 210 knots (clean coniiguration).
Field landings and waveoffs can be accomplished.
The approach should be made Without external
stores (except empty drop-tanks).
Perform the landlng pattern checks as
for a normal landing and fly the normal field
landing pattern, with the following exceptions:
1. Downwind leg • • • . • GEAR DOWN,
FULL FLAPS, slightly wider than
normal. Use the speedbrakes to
control airspeed. Airspeed should
be 5-10 knots above the optimum for
gross weight.
2. Finai approach:
Fly a long, flat approach, 5-10
knots above the optimum.
Use the speedbrakes to control
airspeed.
Do not let airspeed fall below
the optimum approach speed or
permit a sink-rate to develop in
excess of that required to reach
the desired touchdown point.
3. After inuchdown, lift the guard and
move the Manulll Fuel Shutoff Knob
outhoard and aft into the EMERG
QFJ" detent. (The time intervai
from actuation of the Manual Fuel
Shutoff Knob unttl Inltlai engine de

celeration is approximately 4 sec
onds. This delay tend. to increase
the landing rollout; but the absence
of idle thrust alter the engine runs
down decreases it.)

4.

Waveoff:

gpeedbrakes • • . .CLOSE.
Fly "donut" airspeed.
Landing gear . • . •UP when the
sink-rate is
stopped.
Keep the nape fully extended
until the rate of climb is estab
lished, then slowly milk them up.
9.
Landtog With. Throttle Lin.kage Broken:
Carrler. It fuel permits, divert. Otherwise,
make practice passes with the hook up, similar
to that specified above. 87 percent r. p. m. at
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13, 000 pounds Or less gross weight should pro
vide sufficient thrust for a bolter 1 if airspeed is
not permitted to fall below the optimum tor the
particular aircraft gross weight. II unable to
control the aircralt well enough to effect a safe
arrested landing, eject.
~

LANDING AT HIGH GROSS WE;IGHTS
Occasionally, the problem will arise of
landing at a gross weight in excess of the rec
ommended maximum; due to emergencies, fuel
transfer problems, etc. Ashore, the problem
is simply one of stopping, since the sink-speed
at touchdown can be minimized, and the stop
ping distance may be redoced by increased
braking, securing the engine, and/or using the
arresting gear.
Aboard ship, if it is necessary to make a
heavy landing, the most important considera
tion is to keep the sink-speed to a minimum.
II time permits. the mirror should be changed
to a 3. 5~degree glide slope, in accordance with
the Recovery Bulletins. Diving tor the deck
would be very bad procedure. The Angle-ni
Attack Indexer will show the best approach speed
for the weight and should not be exceeded. II
the downwind leg angle-of-attack check results
in a high airspeed, It is best to fly the high air
speed rather than conclude that the angle-of
attack system is in error. There may be fuel
in the tanka or in the buddy store~ or there may
be hung orduance of which the pilot Is not aware.
If a gross discrepancy exists, inform the LSO,
who can tell by the aircraft attitude and the
SPN-12 reading which instrument is correct.
Another important point is to land wings-level
and on the centerline. A late lineup correction
may result in a collapsed landing gear. Land
ings in excess of the maximum gross weight
recommended in the Flight Manual or Recovery
Bulletin should be made ouly in an emergency,
as the structural limits of the landing gear or
arresting hook may be exceeded.
LANDING ON A WET OR ICE-COVERED
RUNWAY
Landing on ice-covered runways should
be avoided whenever possible. Bocb conditions
547
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are usually reported In NOTAM's, when they
exist. Generally, one or more of the following
tecbn1ques may be used when it is necessary In
land on wet or icy runways ..
1. Secure the engine on touchdown or
when it becomes apparent that the
aircraft cannot be stopped on the run
way remaining with the engine running.
2. Touch down so as to use as much of
the available runway as practical.
3. Divert to a field with better landing
conditions, particularly If the orO$S
wind component is In excess of 8
knota. If this is not feasible, con
sider the use of the arresting gear.
4. Due to the decreased friction
coefficient, braking technique must
be modified to prevent locklnJ the
wheels I which further decreases
braking effectiveness. Tap the
brakes lightly. If a skid is felt, the
pUot must release the brakes and
resume tapping when the track
straightens out.
5. Land no faster than the optimum ap
proach speed. Burn down as much
as practicable to rednce the optimum
approach speed and minimize the
stopping distance.
6. Use full rudder, If necessary, to
treek straight down the runway.
7. Where abort gear is avallable, drop
the hook 1,000 feet prior to engage
ment, if its use becomes necessary.
8. AerodynamiC brsking may be desir
able where the crosswind component
is less than 8 knots.
9. As a last resort, land wheels-up on
reeks or empty tanks after burning
down to 1,500 pounds or less fuel re
maining.

FORCED LANDINGS
Landing on Unprepared Surfaces. Land
ing on unprepared terrain is exiremely hazard
ous. Provided that sufficient altitude is avail
able, ejection Is preferable to attempting an
emergency landing on any surface other than a
.runway. When power 1s available, more de
liberation can usually be given to evaluating the
many variables affecting a safe emergency
landing, such as direetton and speed of the wind
and the type of surface or terrain on which the
landing is to be made. On areas oliler than pre
pared runways and surfaces of known adequate
hardness, the landing should always be made
with the wheels retracted. If the nature of the
548

a.

emergency is such thai all wheels will not fully
exiend, the landing gear should be left in the
retracted position. Prior to any wheels-up
landing, the canopy and all external stores
should be jettisoned, except empty drop-tanks
and lightweight Inert stores which help absorb
the force of the landing. The oxygen mask
should be left on dnring crash landings. Adjust
the seat to apprOximately the mldposltion to
afford maximum protection from the load
limiting device, Remain braced until the shocks
stop. Use the normal approach speeds throagb
out the landing pattern and attempt to touch down
al or slightly above the normal landing speed.
b.
Emergency Exit. If It is necessary thal
the pilot leave the airplane immediately, the
canopy should be jettisoned by pulling the
Canopy Jettison Handle and then pulling the
Ha.'ness Release Handle, <:bserve the following
precautions:
1. After pulling the Harness Release
Handle the oxygen hose must be
manuilly disconnected from the con
sole before departing the cockpit.
2. Except in those aircraft not equipped
with a trtgger-actoated canopy bungee
(early A-U's, early B's, and late
C's), do not use the Manual Canopy
Lever prior to actuation of the Canopy
Jettison Handle, as the canopy will
not jettison unless it Is closed and
locked. In all models, It Is prefer
able to jettison with the canopy closed.
3. Do not pull the Harness Release
Handle while lIle airplane is moving.
4. If time permits, safety lbe ejection
controls by pulling the Sufety Handle
on the pilot's headreai to the DOWN
and LOCKED position to preclude
inadvertent ejection after the airplane
has come to rest.
c.

Emergency Entrance, When it is neces

sary to gain entrance to the cockpit in an emer
gency, it may also be necessary to effect the
quick and safe removal of the pilot from his
seat and parachute. This entry-and-rescue op
eration requires that certaJn procedures be
followed and thai certain precautions be taken.
See Figure 5-6.
An external control for jettisoning the
canopy is provided on each side of the fuselage.
Push in on the rescue acCess door and PULL
the red Canopy Jettison Handle lIlat exiends;
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Figure 5-6. Emergency Entrance.
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this will jettison the canopy if it is closed
and locked.
WARNING: When the canopy is i ettisoned, the
seat catapult interlock is extracted, and care
must be exercised to avoid llrlng the seat
catapnlt charge. On all airplanes with RAPEC
seats, pull the Seat Catapult Safety Handle
DOWN prior to removal of the pilot from the
seat.
To release the pilot from the seat without
the parachute and survival equipment attached,
unfasten the harness "rocket jetfl fasteners
(four places) and disconnect the pilot's oxygen
hose from the seat pan oxygen hose. Pulilng the
Harness Release Handle releases the pilot from
the seat with the parachute and survival equip·
ment attached.
549 DITCHING
a,
Ditching at Sea. A forced landing at sea
should be made only as a last resort. Ejection
is recommended whenever feasible. Whenever
pOSSible, ditch while power is still available,
If power is not available, the pilot must
necessarily choose between either a high sink
rate or increased speed, both extremely dan
gerous approaches to the water. Moreover,
the pilot has the difficult problem of determin
Ing exactly how high to !lare above the water
without stalling, often without any visual ref
erences to assist in height determination. As
many as possible of the following shonld be ac
complished if water ditching Is Imminent:
1. Shoulder harness . • LOCKED,
2. Landing gear. • . . , UP.
3, Jettison all external stores.
4. Wing flaps , • . • • • DOWN.
5. Place seat in the midposition.
6, IFF/SIF • • . . • • • EMERGENCY.
7. Transmit MAYDAY position report.
8. Helmet visor over the eyes.
9. Emergency oxygen (just before
touchdown). • • • . . PULL.
10. All armament
switches. . . • • . , SAFE.
11. Arresting hook DOWN to Hfeeltl for
the water.
Land into the wind, if there are no swells,
and In light Beas. Land along the top of and
parallel to the swells if they are large roller
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swells and if the wind is les8 than 25 knots.
Land into the wind in higher force winds to
take advantage of the lowered forward speed,
but recognize the possibility of ramming a
Wave or of striking the tail on a wave crest and
nosing in. Maintain sufficient airspeed to
flare the aIrplane iust before touchdown. DO
NOT STALL. Remain braced uniU alI shocks
stop, Abandon the airplane as Boon as possible,
jettisoning the canopy aad using the Harness
Release Handle.
b.
Underwater Escll.ml.. In the event of sub
mersion from porpoising, remain braced until
all shocks stop. Keep the oxygen mask on.
Jettison the canopy. In the event of malfunc
tioning of the canopy jettison system, the pilot
can open the canopy, using the Manual Canopy
Control Handle. Use the Harness Release Han
dle to disconnect from the seat and to retain
the survival gear. Disconnect the oxygen hose
from the console. Lean forward to clear the
parachute past the headrest and to ensure separa
tion of the shoulder harness fittings. Pull with
the hands on the uppsr edge of the windshield
bow and push with the feet to escape.
In extreme Circumstances, the pilot also
has two other methods of getting through the
canopy: by using either his service revolver
or his survival knife to crack it open. The use
of the revolver should include having the helmet
and oxygen mask on, with the helmet visor down
over the eyes and as much of the body as pas
sible covered for protection from flying plexi
glass. The revolver must not be fired if im
mersed in water. It has been found possible to
crack the plexiglass with the survival knife by
holdlng the knife with both hands, the blade
pointing up, and striking the canopy above the
head with the point of the knife.
During an underwater escape, the sur
vival gear should be retained. Attempting to
exit by releasing the Hrocket jettt quick
disconnect fittings will also require manually
disconnecting the pilot-to-seat pan oxygen/
communication connection on the torso harness.
Because this method requires breaking 5 con
nections, it is recommended that the survival
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gear be retained. Also, much buoyancy can be
gained from the survival gear. Releasing the
left "rocket Jet" fitting prior to surfacing should
prevent head-down flotation.
Most airplanes are equipped with an
UNDERWATER CANOPY JETTISON RELIEF
VALVE, designed to facilitate removal of the
canopy under water~ It is recommended, how
ever, that the canopy he jettisoned by pulling
the Canopy Jettison Handle prior to submersion.
ct
Underwater Escape Procedure.
1. Remain braced until all shocks stop.
2. Emergency oxygen supply . . . 00.
3. Canopy Jettison Handle . . • . PULL.
4. Disconnect the oxygen hose from the
left console.
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5.
6.

Harne•• Release Handle • . . PULL.
Lean forward to separate the harness
linkage and clear the parachute past
the headre.t.
7. Pull forward with the hands on the top
of the windshield bow and push with
the feet.
8. When clear of the cockpit, pull
both toggles on MK me flotation
gear.
It is recommended that pilots periodically
practice exiting from the cockpit with the para
chute and pararaft to ensure separation from the
seat and clearing the headrest. The canopy
should not actually be jettisoned in practice.
Proper oxygen mask fit will prevent water from
seeping in during the critical underwater escape.
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CHAPTER VI

Communications
~

6.

GENERAL

Because of the nature of jet operations,
voice radio is normally used for communica
tions between aircraft. Occasionally" however,
conditions of radio silence are prescribed for
certain operations. Proficiency in the use of
visual signals must therefore be maintained
by all pilot•.
Information and additional references
concerning the following categories of radio/
electronic commWlications are contained in
Cbapter VI of NWP 4HAh
L Communications Procedures an.d
Terminology.
2. Operational Use of Voice Radio.
3. Standard Fleet Weather Reporting
Procedures.
4. Contact Reports.
5. Aircraft Identification Procedures.
6. IFF/SIF Procedures.

.lW!

jlAillO COMMUNICATIONS
a.
Radio Discipline. Good operating
procedures must be practiced by each pliot
if radio communication is to be effective.
Compliance with the baSiC, commonsense
guidellnes of correct radio operation which
follow, will eliminate the most frequent
breaches of good radio discipline:
1. Use proper R/T voice procedure
and terminology.
2. Do not cut in on other transmissions.
3. Make only necessary transmissions
and then be as brief as possible.
4. Us. complete call signs to avoid
confusion,
5. Mentally phrase a message prior
to keying the mike.

7.

only in an emergency.

8.
9.

10.

Leave the UHF Selector SWitch on
T/R & G position.
Take pride in a "silenf' flight, if it
can be accomplished safely and
effectively.
De not switch the radio or IFF/SIF
Irequency codes below 2,500 leet
except for urgent military necessity.
If this necessity arises, the aircraft
should be in stabilized, level flight
before changing frequencies or
codes.

-"---- ARC-27 Sensitivity. To ensure peak
reception of UHF signals, the Sensitivity
Control on the UHF control box should be set
immediately below the point at which back
ground noise occurs.

This normally occurs

with the SENS-Knob Ind.x near the 1 o'clock
position. If unable to create noise by a
clockwise movement of this knob t or if unable
to eliminate it by a counterclockwise movement,

the ASQ-17 sensitivity Is not adjusted properly.
The Guard Receiver bas a separate Sensitivity
Control which eliminates background noise.
The pilot bas no control of this setting.

J!2.O

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

Aircraft visual communications include
those made with the bands or other parts of
the body, aircraft maneuver J code transmis
sion, or lights, Ground-to-air signals also

Include panel signals or other displays.
Information and additional references
concerning the following categories of visual
communications are contained in Chapter VI
of

6-1

Delay the transmission about 1 sec
ond after keying the mike to avoid
loss of the first syllable.
Transmit on the Guard Channel

NWP 4HA).
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1.

2.
3.

Air Station Control Tower Light
Signals,
Standard Ground Handling Signals.
Signals Between Ground and Air
craft for Use by Downed Pilots.
These include: body signals,
international ground-air· emergency
codes and aircraft replies, paulin
signals, pyrotechnics, miscellaneous,
ground search party signals, and
RESCAP rescue signals.

ill

USE OF VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
Visual signals should be used between
aircraft whenever practicable, provided
no loss in operational efficiency results.
Those signals with which Ibe pilot is primarily
concerned. are contained in this Manual as
follows,
1. Pilot-to- Plane Captain
Table 2-l.
Signals.
Postflight Ground
Crew-to-Pllot
Signals.
Table 2 - 2.
2. Flight Signals Between Aircraft:
No-Radio Penetration/
Instrwnent Approach
Signals.
Table 4-1.
General Conver
sation.
Table 6-1a.
Takeoff, Changing Lead,
Leaving Formation, Breakup,
and Landing
Table 6-lb.
Formation,
Table 6-lc.
Electronic Communications
and Navigation.
Table 6-1d.
Armament.
Table 6-le,
Aircraft and Engine
Table 6-1f,
Operation.
Air Refueling.
Table 6-lg.
Emergency and REFOE
Table 6-lh.
Code.
3. Signals From Aircraft to Carrier,
Indicating Aircraft
Landing.
Table 6-2
4. SllUllIls From Carrier to Aircraft,
Inilicatlng Aircraft
Landing.
Table 6- 3.
5. Arming and Dearming
Signals.
Table 6-4.
6. Signaling Distress Between Aircraft
and Surface Ships.
SUbsection
623.
7. Surface Ship-to-Aircraft OneLetter Code.
Subsection
624,

6-2

~

NIGHT TACTICAL SIGNALS
Night tactical signals are usually given
on voice radio, but they may be transmitted
by the use of external lights or by a maneuve,r;
using the appropriate signal as shown.
Maneuvers at night should be kept to a
minimum consistent with the effective perform ..
ance of the assigned task.

l!ZJ

SIGNALS BETWEEN AmCRAFT AND
WRFACE SlUPS
If an aircraft which is not in radio
communications with a ship wishes to attract
attention to survivors or to an aircraft in
distress. a standard procedure is used. The
aircraft first circles Ibe ship closely at low
altitude. This circle is made at least once.
The pilot Iben files across the bow of the ship
at low altltnde,wilb the hook uP. changing
power setting and rocking the wings. Aiter
ibis, he heads in Ibe direction of Ibe distress
incident. Flight across Ibe bow and in Ibe
direction of the incident is repeated until the
ship acknowledges by following the alrcraft.
The ship should eilber follow Ibe air
craft or indicate by Ibe visual signal
"NOVEMBER" that Ibis is Impossible. The
action taken must be reported to Ibe OTC.
Surface ships may us. signals from tbe One
Letter Code, given in subsection 624, when
assisting a distressed aIrcraft,

W

.atBFACE SHIP ONE-LETTER CODE
A one ... letter aircraft code is available
to surface ships for the controlling of aircraft.
The code is peculiar to aircraft operations and
is limited to that use. The signals are made
only by flashing light or deck panels. Letters
and their meanings are as follows!
Code
B

C
D

Meaning
Make passes.
Land aboard.
Delay; re-form; remain within
signal distance until further notice.
(When Ibe delay in recovery will
be for more than five minutes, the
number of minuteSt in tens, may
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Meaning
be flashed after the letter liD".
Example: A 20-minute delay would
be indicated by flashing the signal

Meaning
designated Bingo field, or. if not

designated, to the nearest suitable
field, )

!lD2". )

F

G

H
K

Q

Flaps are not down.
Jettison droppable fuel tank(s),
Hook is not down.
Your (my) plane is damaged (unless

R

s

otherwise directed, plane should
land aboard carrier last).
M
,r

u

w

Proceed to base or carrier in
accordance with doctrine or orders.
(Unless otherwise briefed, this
signal will mean to proceed to the

X
Z

6-3

Jettison bombs.
Radio failure. (By aircraft,
utilizing the external lights or white
fuselage lights, )
Flight Commander fly alongside
and read signals.
Turn off (on) running lights.
Lower landing gear.
Previous landing order canceled.
Do not land aboard; land plane in
water or eject.

ORIGINAL

GENERAL CONVERSATION
SIGNAL
DAY
Thumhs up, or nod of head.
Thumbs down, or-tur-Ii ofbead
from side-to-side.

NIGHT
Flashlight moved vertically
, up-and..down repeatedly.
I F1ashfi.ghfmov"<'{horizontally back-and-forth
repeatedly.

MEANING
AffirlDlltive.
("Yes," or J til understand. n)
Negative.
~~~ ~---'---+--~~
(YtNo, " or, TIl do not understand. H)

Hind cupped behind ear as il
listening.

Question. Used in conjunctinn
with another signal, this gesture
Indiestes that the signal is inter

I

Hand~hejd up With palm

i~~Hand waved bacl<-and-forth in

..
,

en

an erasing motion in front of
face, with palm turned forward.
Hand held up with thumb and
forefingar forming an 0 and
remaining fingars extended.
Employ fingers held ve-rC"u:-_---+!
cally to indicate desired numerals 1 through 5. With
fingers horizontal, lndicate
number which added to 5 gives
desired number from 6 to 9.
A cJenehed fist indicates O.
(Hold hand near canopy when
signalling.
)
.. ____________
_

Letter UNit in code, given
with external lights.

-------

As approprl.ate.

rogatory.

---+~wait.-

ouiward.

i

RESPONSE

r~

------

I Ignore my last signal.
Perfect, well done.

~---~--- ~

INumerals as Indicated.

A nod of tbe head ("I understand").
To verify numerals, addressee
repeats. If originator nods, InterpretaUon is correct. If origi
nator repeats numerals I addressee
should continue to verily them until they are understood.

.

_ _ _ _ '--

L~

~~

Table 6-1a. Flight Signals Between Aircraft.
CHANGING LEAD, LEAVING FORMATION, BREAKUP, LANDING
DAY

SIGNAL

1. Sect 'on takeoff leader
rais '. either forearm
to v rtlcal poSition.

g

~

2. Win man raises forearm.
3. Lead er lowers arm.

NIGHT

-~~-~

--i

MEANING

I have completed my Takeoff
Checklist and am ready for
takeoff.
2. J have completed my Takeoff
Checklist and am ready for
takeoff,
3. Takeoff path is clear) I am
commencing takeoff.
L

E~_ __

RESPONS...

1. Stands by for reply from
wingman, holding arm up
untn answered.
2. Wingman lowers arm and
stands by for immedinte
takeoff.
3:. Execute section takeoff.

...:>•

~
W
~

Table 6-lb. Flight Signals Belween Aircralt.

r

->_.

TAKEOFF, CHANGING LEAD, LEAVING FO>RMATION, BREAKUP, LANDING (Continued)

->

SIG~
j

\_.

i

DAY

~Leader
pats sell on the -1-·
,
head points to wingman.
I'
2.

I'

----->-r

NIGHT

~

I

I

Leader pats self on head and

Leader shines
flashlight on hardhat,
then shines light on
. wlnll"'an: -

I holds up two or more fingers.

rI Pilot blows kiss to leader.

f::~~r~r~s kTss and poInts-

'",

'"

I
I·

Ii 1.
I

r

FoItowed by patting head.

I
·1

2. Followed by pointing to
another a i r c r a f t . ·
L. ___

I

.

--

~

.. -

.»>

,

t

!

I and executes.

a.tion~

plane to investigate
obje, t or vessel.
I
--- ---->n break off.
I

~

....

1. Wingman pats head and assumes

WlllgiQan indicated blows kiss

1 DirE -"!ts

'I

I

RESPONSE

lead.
2.
Wingman shines f1aShlll!l:t at
1
leader, then on his har at.
I
Turns elrternallights to DIM!
STDY and aSSUmes lead.
Lead or shifting lead to division
Wingman relay signal; division
Ldes ;nated by numerals.
leader designated assumes lead.
----- Leader nods (nI understand") or
i I am leaving formation.
I
, waves goodby.
I
':lit
pointed
out
leave
Wingman indicated blows kiss
l-f~:;,.

L- - - ~--..
i
t- . .- .- . T Sec

Leader points to wingman,
then points to eye, then to
vessel or object.
Division leader holds up and
rotates two fingers in horizontal circle, preparatory to
breaking off.
Leader describes horizontal
~c~ ~ith forefinger. . _ _
i ~nd!ng motIon with open
hand:

MEANING

I

eadOr shifting lead to wingman.

II

I

.

--~-

and executes.

 - Wiilgma-n
reTiys signal to sec
1_ ...
.j,J _ _

..1 __

"'__ *1 __

leader nods
aves goodby

" and executes.
Series of "I's" In code,Breakup (and rendezvous).
. .. Wingman take lead, pass signal
given~elrternallights .__
===::-;==:-::-=-===.,.-_ .after lesder breaks, and follow
Refers to landing of alrcraft;
i generally used in conjunction
with another Signal.
.
I 1. I am landing.
1. Nod.. ("I understand") or
I
waves goodby.
I 2. Directs indicated aircraft
2. Aircraft indicated repeats
to land.
signal, blows a kiss, and
executes.

1

I

...>>,

Table a-lb. Flight Signals Between Aircraft.

o
~
Cl

~

t""'

'--' .

FORMA TlON SIGNALS

~.

1

~

SIGNALS
DAY

__

~

NIGHT

Open hand held vertically and
moved forward or backward,
, palm In direction of movement.

~

.C

MEANING
Adjust wing positron forward
or ait~

_ _ _ _' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- ' - _ _

Table 6-1e. Fl\gllt Signals Between Aircraft.

RESPONSE
moves In direction
I Wingman
indicated.
_._ J

W

i ..


~~~~~

~FORMA TlON

SIGNALS (Continuedj
---

~

~~~-~~~--

SIGNALS
DAY

MEANING

NIGHT

RESPONSE

~~

------~~

Open hand held horizontally
Adjust wing position up Or down.
Wingman moves up or down as
and moved slowly up or down,
indicated.
of- movement.
palm in direction
--Open hand used as if beckoning
Adjust wing position laterally
Wingman moves in direction
inboard or pushing outboard.
toward or away from leader.
indicated.
I am going to dive or climb.
i Hand opened flat and palm
i
Prepare to execute.
i dO"'Il' Simulating dive orC~I~
Leveling Off.-~-~
Hand moved horizontally aboVe
Prepare to execute.
glareshield, palm down.
Head moved backward.
Slow down.
Execute.
- -----._
- ----- -
,---"-----..
Execute.
Head moved forward.
Speed up.
, Head nodded right or left.
I am turnln~right or left.
Prepare to execute.
- Series of HOOtSIt in code,
Thumb waved backward over
Execute~
Take cruising formation Or
given by external lights.
shoulder.
open up.
j 1. Single letter tlRH (or uK") 1. Wingman cross under to
. 1. Holds up right (or left)
1. Execute.
vertically 1 with
I In code, given by exright (or left) echelon or In
!I forearm
clenched fist or Single
Iernal lights.
direction of wlng-dipa.
wing-dip.
,
1
2. Section cross under to right
: 2~ Same as above, except with i 2. Series of "RR's" (or
2. Execute.
(or left) echelon or In direc
1
forearm horizontal or double
!!KI(ls") in code, given
lion of Wing-dips.
I wing-dip.
. ..
bl'...".-xtern.al IIgh!s.
Division cross under.
Execute.
Triple wing-dip.
. ..
--~~
Series of HVV'Stl in code,
Form a Vee or balanced formation. Execute.
given by external lights,
Series of 'vV'slt in code,
Close~up~or joIn-iI-p; joiIi-iIpOh UJ.t:.
Series of woms.
Execute.
given by exterlla.:.l..:ll",'g"'h=tS:..:._-+:...___--:--:-;--;--_____ --+:;:----;----;-:---:--:-;--;----1
Prepare to attack.
Execute preparation to attack.
Rocking of wings by leader.
~~~

~

~~~-~~-

~~~

~

---~~-~~--

-----~---

--~~~~~

~~~~~

~

~

~

~

~~~~

~~-~~-

'",

'"

i

!

l

u

u

_ _

l ...

------~~

Rocking of wings by any other
member of flight.
Lead plane swishes tail.

~
~t"'

Shaking of ailerons.

! IJ()ng dash,

given with

j external lights.

We are being, or are about to be,
attacked.
All airc~ran-in-" "th-is-i-or-mation form~~
'itepdown column in tactical order
behind leader.
'
Execute signal; used as required
in conjunction with another signal.

Table 6-lc. Flight Signals Between Aircraft.

Standby for and execute defenSive
maneuvers.
Execute .--;L'e-a=-d"e::-rc-:s-pe--:ce-;d"s-u-p----i
slightiy to facilitate formation
of column.
Execute last signal given.

[---~

I

~~~~~ ~'~'-~~ELECTRONIC-C-bMM1JNicATY6NS-AND-NAVIGATjON

DAY

SIGNAL

NIGHTl_

Tap earphones, followed by
and point to

___MEANING

, Take over
I

I ~tting of head,

...

~~_~ .~I

commumcations~

RESPONSE

J

Repeat signals, pointing to self,
and assume commumcations lead.

~

I-"ther plane.

-.---~ '1 1 havetaken();;~rcommun!cations'l

I TlIP,.;arphones,followed by

.

1

1

Nod ("I understand"),

I

pattll'g of head,

Tap earpho~es and indicate by - -. - - 
finger numerals number of
! channel to which shifting~
I
'I

i Shift to radio frequency indicated

---- - - - - -

j

Ivertically, and rotate fingers,
forea~1

~ -ManuauySet up ARC:'-27on

Tap earphones) extend

frequency indicated.

I

~ I~!f::!:!n!:~~~:;~;::!t~--~
I
question signal.
. --------- ------,
Tap earphones and point to
-----~-.

,

."

...

pIane being called, followed by

finger numbers indicating
~reqll"ncy. ~ _
Vertical hand J fingers

i

I
.
I

- - - _ . _ - . ._ - - - - - 

J

Witat
-r~u
on?

-channel (or-frequency) are

--------+-- - - - - - -

--

horizontal sweeping motion,
I. with
four fingers extended and !
I ~:~~;lf~~nd, with 4 fin~rs1u ~.----- -------~ .. -- ~ ..

I

in a fore~and-aft chopping
motion, followed by a question i

~~ignal.

I

Arm and vertical hand, with 4 '''~'
fingers extended and separated,

~r-indlcatecha.mel(orfreqUency) ~

-

--

frequency and switch to channel

numbers_

indicated by originator. Dial in

bearm~

and dIstance to

llhe TACAN station?

!

Wbiilisbearing to TACAN

' station?

i

Wait SIgnal or gIve magnetIc

1

bearing and distance with finger

numerals. The first three numI erals
indicate magnetic bearing

i ~::::~~;,~oa:~ :::,,~:~~~~nce.
in three digits.

I

!

~.~ --~

two or three digits.

o:Jl
S

~
r:-'

,

WA~7~'bearingBignal.~ fOllowedTby finger numerals.
I_~
~~~_~

I

! up

t

I

indicated.
~~~~

Table 6-1d. Flight Signals Between Aircraft_

1

~ri Repeat and execute,
~

>

1 I

bearing or distance-,--J. Thumbs up or nnd ("I understand,,);i

or down.

SWitch to TACAN station

I
~~l ___ ~~ ~~~_~~~ _~~_____

I

J
WhaTI. dlstincetoTACAN suitlon ?'I-:Repeat sigDaI' and give distance in:-1

~1~~~!:~~;;:l:::c:y ~j~--~~·iTACAN
signalt followed by thumbs up

.

I

'I

, moved ahead in a fore-and-aft

by finger numerals .
Repeat numbers. Check receiving

channel indicated by finger

i

j

_-----ll'

'

manually, if necessary .

pointed ahead and moved in a

! ahead

I

. t-Repeai signai-and--execute.

I You are being called by radio on
What IS

I extended and separated, pointed

Repeat signal and-execute.

'I'

I by numerals.

~

! (')

I~
JN

~

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS AND NAVIGATION (Continued)
SIGNAL
MEANING

NIGHT

DAY

RESPONSE
-------~~.

Hand held up. First and fourth
fingers extended, moved in foreand-aft chopping motion, followed
by:
1. 4 numbers.

1. Set up UHF/ADF on frequency
indicated.
2. What is UHF/ADF bearing?

2. Question signal.

3 . Up or down Signal.

'"•
'"

Two fingers pointed loward eyes
(meaning IFF/SIF signals),
1
followed by:
1. "CUT".
2. 3-diglt numerals.
i

. 1.

Ope'; hand

+-

held up, fingers
together, moved in forei
and-aft chopping motion (by .
leader).
2. Followed by question signal.

t.

Followed by three-finger
numerals ..
--------_.

.+

My UHF/ADF Is up or down.

..

1. Turn IFF/SIF to "STANDBY".
2. Set mnde and code indicated:

~_

w.,," - ~.....,...

1. Repest signal and execute.

12.

Repeat chopping motion,
followed by wait, or three
numerals indicating magnetic
bearing.
i 3. Thumbs up or nod (til under
stand") •
Repeat, then execute.

I

L

and third numerals • code.
- 1. Course to be steered is prese';t i 1. Nod a! head ("I understand").
compass heading.
I

I

2. What is your compass heading? . 2. Repest signal and give compass
heading in ftoger numerals.
3 . My compass heading is as
3. Nod or clarify, as appropriate.
indicated by finger numerals.
TabU. 6-1d. Flight Signals Between Aircraft.

...:>,

~

g
l5

~
t"

~

W
~

')

ARMAMENT
------------------

SIGNAL

MEANING
NIGHT

DAY
Pistol-cocking
motion with
1.
either hand.
2. Followed by question signal.

1. Ready or safety guns, as
applicable.
2. How much ammo do you have?

3. Followed by thumbs-down

3. I am unable to fire.

2. Followed by question signal.

1. Arm or safety bombs, as
applicable.
2. How many bombs do I have?

3. Followed by thumbs-down

3. I am unable to drop.

signal.
-- ----------1. Shaking fist.

signal.
r;---Siiiidng hand, with fingers
estended downward.
2. Followed by questinn Signal.

'",
""

- - - - - - ----------------

--f. --Arm or safety rockets,
2*

as
applicable.
How many rockets do I have?

3. I am unable to fire.

3. Followed by thumbs-down

RESPONSE
---------1. Repeat signal and execute.

2.

Thumbs up - Hover half";
thumbs down - "less than half. tI
3. Nod head ("I understand").

1. RepeiT-sIgnal and execute.

2. Indicate with appropriate
finger numerals.
3. Nod head ("I understand").
l. Rep.atsl.giUiiand· "iiiciiiii:-----

2. Indicate with ar,propriate
finger numera 8.
3. Nod head ("I understand").

signal.

Table 6-1e. Flight Signals Between Aircraft.
AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE OPERATION
SIGNAL
DAY

o

~
~t"'

Open and 0I08e four fingers
and Ihumb.

RESPONSE

MEANING
NIGHT

-----How much fuel have you?

Raise fist with thumb extended
in drinking position.
Rotary movement of clenched
flst in cockpit as if cranking
wheels.
Leader lowers hook.

------

Letter "W" in code, given
bY external lights .
"""""""

~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~

Lower or raise landing gear and
flaps, as appropriate.
~~LOwer -a.-rrestlng

hook.

R~eat S!faa1, then indicate fuel
In undr s of pounds by finger
numbers.
Repeat signal. Execute when
leader changes configuration.

·Wtngman lower

arresting hook.
Leader indicate wingman's hook is
....
.... .(!own with thumbs-up signal.
Estend or retract speedbrakes,
He.!":at signal. Execute upon head
as appropriate..
no from leader Or when leader's
epeedbrakes extend/retract.
Table 6-1f. Flight Signals Between Aircrait.

Letter UHf! in code, given
bY external lights.

~~~~~~~-~~~~~~

>,

...

>

~
~
~

1---

--~~~--

.."-

~~-~----.-

- - - -----------

SIGNAL
i --

r

- - -- ~ -;;-~ Y

-~

One-finger -t;;:;'-nup signal. - - --

o

1

I

.,

~~ik:O::n;~:t:d

I ------

-~

MEANING

RESPONSE

II By receiver: Start turbine and
-----1-----extend drogue.
1

~I-~--~~---

iI

:::::.-,-then
make repeated pouring motions '.
Slashing motion of index finger
across throat.

Tanker
thumbs
Tanker
thumbs

1. By receiver: Extend drogue.
By receiver! Retract drogue.

j By tanker: lam-golng- to dump
1 fuel.
i

---------

up when fuel dumping

By tanker; I have stopped dump-

Ii _______
ing fuel.

_______

_.-

2. Drogue retracts fully and air
turbine feathers.
- - - - ---- --By receiver: Nod. Give thumbs

_______ i _____

__ _

----execute. Receiver give
up when turbine starts.
execute. Receiver give
up if:

1. Drogue extends properly.

i 2.

I

I

commences~

I
!

By receiver: Give thumbs up if
fuel dumping has ceased.

Table 6-1g. Flight Signals Between Alrcralt.
---"~"~~~--"---

I

EMERGENCY

SIGNAL

DAY
Arm bent across forehead,
weeping.
! 1. Followed by HE FOE signal
and code.
, 2. Followed by landing signal.

Clenched fist held to helmet
visor and then indicating by
finger numbers 1 to 5 the
affected system.

o

il:l

§

t"

--

- - - -----------

signal close to canopy).
.l 1. Cone moved aft.

l

~

IGHT

- ----

---------

'"...,

---N--

r~~rfTn;::~~~~.di~tht,,~n~~-,~

I

----------

Am REFUELING

'-----~----~

--------

f

RESPONSE

MEANING
NIGHT
I am in trouble.

Escort disabled plane, assuming
lead. if indicated, and return to
base or nearest suitable field.

1. HE FOE signal and code. 1. I am having trouble with
Indicated system.
2. HEFOE Signal and code. 2. I must land immediately.
followed by wheels
i
Signal.
i
MALFUNCTIONING Or-EQUIPMENT (HEFOECODE)
l"fUmUer 01 ungers or dashes '
'~~r~bay:- -Nod, or thumbs up (ItI underFtashlight held close to top i ..
stand") ~
or canopy, pointed toward means':·
wingman. foHowed by I-to
1. HydrauliC system.
Night:
Vertical movement of
5 dashes to Indicate system
2. Electric system (Including
'I flashlight.
affected.
TACAN and !light instruments 1 Pa•• lead to disabled plane, or
aSSUme lead, if indicated.
3. Fuel system.
4. Oxygen system.
5. Engine.

j

...>,
>

"

~

f

---------'e

Table 6-111. Flight Signals Between Aircraft.

)

I

EMERGENCY AND BINGO
SIGNAL
DAY

MEANING

NIGHT

Fly close aboard the port side
at 200 feet with the hook down.
Il' In landing pattern, rock
wings Intermittently from 45'
poSition until In the groove, or
at 1 mile and 1/2 mile on a
long straight-In.

Same, with all lights
STDY/BRT.
Il' In landing pattern,
rapidly flash ll~ts at
1 mile and at 1 2 mile.

I must land immediately.

FIx, close aboard the starboard
81 e at 200 feet with hook up.

Same. with ail lights
FLASH/BRT.

I desire to land as soon as
practicable.

Fib close aboard port side at
20 feet, clean COnflr:ration,
rooking wingS (If fue permits).

Same, with all lights
FLASH/BRT {If fuel
permits).

Am blngolng to beach.

RESPONSE

Table 6-2. Signals from Aircraft to Carrier, indicating Aircrait Landing.

'",
~
~

SIGNAL
DAY
Bl1nklng green light from tower. Same.
Bl!nklng red light from tower.
Sam••

MEANING
NIGHT

RESPONSE

----- - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------------------------------

Burn down and land.
Maximum COnserve. Stay

within vlsuai distance of the
ship.
A clear and ready deck.

Execute.
Execute.

- - - - - - - - - - - - ------------------------------------

Flashing green "CUT" lights

on

mirror~

Flashing red
on mlrror~

. lights

.·Flash\nggTiieii~..CUT.. and red
"waveoff" lights on mirror.

Same, and/or all runway
llghts on~
Runway lights OUT, with
Fouled deck.
centerline lights QH or.!lEF
Same,w!tilr1ll1WaY lights
Aircraft is In groove, proceed
flaShing ON and!1EF.
to divert field.

1

Land.
Do not land.

Aircraft is in groove,

Tabie 6-3. Signals from Carrier to Aircraft, indicating Aircraft Landing.

o

~
~
I:"

----------------------

...:>-,
:>-

~
W
e

ARMING SIGNALS
SIGNAL
DAY
Arming supervisor makes tistol
cocking motion with either and.

NIGHT
Sam•.

MEANING
Pilot check aU armament switches
Q.EF or SAFE.

RESPONSE
Pilot execute. Raise both hands to view
of arming supervisor after cbecking
switch positions. (Hands remain in view
during check and bookup.)

- - - - - - - - - - - - ------------------------ ----

Arming su~rvisor points at crew... Same.
member. Used if applicable. )

Crew perform stray-voltage checks.

Arming crew execute. Give arming
supervisor THUMBS UP if no stray
voltage exists.

Same.

Arming crew (as applicable1 hook up
rocket pigtsils and/or arm 20 mm! s.

Arming crew execute. Give arming
supervisor THUMBS UP when arming
is completed and clear the immediate
area.

Same.

t.

Arming supervisor raises fiatt
with thumb extended upward
to meet horizontsl palm of other
hand.
------------ -

Arming supervisor give pilot:
1. Thombs up.
2. Thumbs down.

2.

'"•
SIGNAL
DAY
Dearmlng supervisor makes
plstol-cocktog motion with
either bond.

NIGHT
Same.

MEANING
Pilot check all armament switches
Q.EF Or SAFE.

RESPONSE
Pilot execute. Rals. both bonds to view
of dearming supervisor afler checking
switch posItIons. (Hands remain in view
during dearming. )

Dearming supe-rvlaor pOints at
crewmember.

Same.

Crew execute.
Crew disconnect >ocket pigtsU and/
or disconnect feet mech. air supply
hose, clear rounds from feed mech.
throat. (H jammed, also disconnect
electrical lead to feed mech. to disable
firing circuit.) Comply with appropri
ate local and technical instructions for
the type armament concerned

Dearming supervisor give. pilot
thumbs up.

Same.

Aircraft is dearmed and crew and
equipment are clear of aircraft.

o

~
~

Pilot hold until arming crew is clear
of arming area.
Pilot return to line.

DEARMING SIGNALS

~

N

Aircraft is armed and all
1.
personnel and equipment are clear
of area.
2.
Aircraft is down for ordnance.

Table 6-4.

Arming and Dearming Signals.

Pilot hold until arming crew is clear of
arming area, then return to line.

if
.!:e
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CHAPTER VII

Special Mission
1Jlfl

ill

BULLPVP
Both the Flight Handbook and NWIP 41-3
contain complete and concise instructions and
techniques for handling, carrying. and
delivering the BULLPUP Missile. These
instructions should be thoroughly understood
and complied with.

GENERAL

The capabilities of the A- 4 are such
that it may be aesigned a variety of special
missions. Among thes.. could be included
such taaks as search, spray, and missile
flights. These missions will be included
herein as they become applicable.
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APPENDIX A

Selected References
l.

"-

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
ll.

l2.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

A-4A/B Fllght Manual and Confidential Supplement.
A-4C Fllght Manual and Confidential Supplement.
A-4 A/B/C Handbook 01 Maintenance Instructions.
NWP 4J(A), Naval Air Operating Procedures.
NWIP 41-3, Attack Aircraft Manual.
Nuclear Weapons Delivery Supplement to NWIP 41-3.
Conventional Weapons Delivery Supplement to NWIP 41-3.
OP 2225, Bomb Ballistic Tables lor Dive Bombing.
OP 2532, Firing Table: Air-to-Ground, 2.75" Aircraft Rockets MK 4 and Mods.
OP 2395, Ballistic Tables lor Strafing with 20mm. Aircraft Guns M3 and MK 12 Mod.
NWIP 20-1, Naval Weapons Selection - Aircraft.
FXP-2(A), Naval Aircraft Exercises.
NWIP 22-3(A), Employment nf Aviation In AmphibiOUS Operations.
NWP 37(A), National Search and Rescue Manual.
NWP 43, Evasion and Escape.
BUWEPS Instruction 4700. 2(Test Flights).
CNAL/CNAP Instruction P3710.16E/14, Carrier Air Trallic Control Procedures.
OPNAV Instruction 3510. 9A, NA TOPS Program.
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Standardization Evaluation Supplement
A-4 NATOPS Manual
CONTENTS
S-142 Written Examlnatlon Grading
Criteria
a. Open Book
b. Closed Book
S-143 OFT/WST Proeedares Cbeck
Grading Criteria
6-144 NAMT Systems Check Grading
Criteria
(Not A!]r,IiCable)
S-145 FlIght valuation Grading
Criteria
8-146 Final Grade Determination
8-147 Forms and Records
S-148 Critique
APPENDIX
8tandardlaation
A
Evaluation Reporl
Standardization Evaluation
B
Worksheets

S-100 STANDARDIZATiON EVALUATION
PROGRAM
S-101 General
S-102 Definitions
S-120 GROUND EVALUATION
S-121 Oral Examination
8-122 Written Examination
a. Open Book
b. Closed Book
S-123 OFT/WST Procedures Cbeck
8-124 NAMT Systems Cbeck
(Not Applicable)
S-130 FLIGHT EVALUATION
S-131 Grading Areas/Subareas
S-140 GRADING INSTRUCTIONS
8-141 Oral Examination Grading
Criteria
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Standardization Evaluation Supplement

8-1QO

STANDARDIZATION EVALUATION
PROGRAM

GENERAL
a.
Concept. The standard operating pro
cedures prescribed in the NATOPS Manual
represent the optimum method of A-4 aircraft
operation. The standardization Evaluation
(STAN/EVAL) Check is intended to evaluate
individual and unit compliance with these pro
cedures. This will be accomplished by observ
ing and grading individual/unit adherence to
standard operating procedures on a continuing
basis. The purpose of the Check, whether
performed by the Standardization Instructor Or
the Standardization Evaluator, is to enhance
combat readiness by ensuring knowledge of and
compliance with optimum operating procedures.
b.
Applicability. Annual Standardization
Evaluation Checks will be administered to all
pilots currently qualified in A-4 series aircraft.
The Check will be conducted as prescribed in
OPNAV Instruction 3510.9 (current revision)
and in the implementing directives of the appro
priate Air Type Commander in accordance with
the provisions of this Supplement.
ct
Implementation. Implementation in
structions for the Standardization Evaluation
Program wlll be promulgated by the Air Type
Commander, as specified In OPNAV Instruction
3510.9 (current revision).
8-102
DEFINITIONS
Grading CriterIa - The parts of this Supplement
which prescribe the standards to be used
in determining grades as a result of

8-8

the performance observed or recorded
during the Standardization Evaluation
Check.
Qualified - A very reliable pilot who has a good
knowledge of standard operating pro
cedures and a thorough understanding
of aircraft capabilities and limitations.
CondItionally Qualified - A pilot who meets the
minimum acceptable standards and is
considered safe and is qualified to fly
the aircraft solo/unchased. He needs
more practice in specifiC areas to
become qualified, and such flying may
be of the self-practice type.
Unqualified - A pUot who fails to meet the mini
mum acceptable standards as established
by these criteria. This pilot should
have supervised instruction until he has
gainsd a Quallfied or Conditionally
Qualified rating.
Standardization EvaluatiOn Recheck - A standardi
zation Evaluation Check administered
to a pilot who has been placed in an
Unqualified status. Only those areas
in which an unsatisfactory level of knowl
edge or adherence to prescribed pro
cedures was exhibited will be observed
during this Check.
Emergency - An aircraft component or system
failure, or condition which requires
instantaneous recognition, analysis,
and proper action.
MaJfunct Ion - An aircraft component Or system
failure or condition which requires re
cognition and analysis j but which per
mits more deliberate action than that
required for an emergency.
AI:ea. - A routine of flight preparation, fltght,
and postflight procedures which are
observed and graded during a Standardi
zation Evaluation Flight.
Subarea - A subordinate routine of flight pre
paration, flight, and postflight pro
cedures which are observed and graded
during a Standardization Evaluation
Flight in order to determine the Area
grade.

ORIGINAL
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Critif:al Area - Any major area or subarea

which covers items of significant im
portance to the overall mission require
ment or the m.arginal performance of
which would jeopardize safe conduct of
the flight shall be specified as a ·Crltlcal
Area. An Unqualified rating in any
Critical Area will result In an overall
grade of "Unqualified. n
- A categorized list of
answers prepared and
current by the r;nodel manager for
the use of Standardization Instructors/
Evaluators In conducting standardization
training. These questions will be used
exclusiveIv when administering a
Standardization Evaluation Check.
GROUND.EYALUATION
The Ground Phase wUl consist of an
oral examination on aircraft systems and Pre
flight Inspectlon capability, "wrltten.examlna
tion (bolb open and closed book), and an OFT/
WST Procedures Check.
8-120

S::lll

.QBAL EXAMINATION
An oral examination of the pilot's Pre

flight Inspection capability will be conducted In
addition to the normal Preflight Inspection
accomplished prior to the Standardization Evalua7
tlon Flight. (The tatter inspection may be un
observed in order to facilitate launch time.) .
This examination Is designed to evaluate the
examinee's overall knowledge of the aircraft's
systems and components and his ability to recog
nize maifWlctiofiS or determine any improper
preparation [or flight of the various systems
and components during tM Preflight Inspection.
The examinee will perform a detailed
inspection oUhe alrcraft,uslng the Pocket Check
list. . The examiner will discuss each system or
component as it is inspected or checked to
ascertain the examinee's knowledge.

WRITTEN EXAMINATION
a.
Open Book. The open book examination
will be composed of not less tban 25 questions
selected by the examiner from thl .. category of
the Pilots' Question Bank. The quesUonB In
IbIB cstegory will be based on tbe tables,
graphs, and charts from the Flight Manual, the

.f!::l.22
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Supplement to the Flight Manual, and the
NATOPS Manual.
b.
Closed Book, The closed book examina
tion will consist of not le.s than the number of
questions Indicated below for each subject. The
questions will be selected by the examiner from
the Closed Book category of Ibe Pilots' Question
Bank.
5
1. Local Area Procedures .
2. NATOPS Manual, Flight
30
Manual. . . • • • • . .
3. Eme~enCY Procedures
25
and
!functions.. . .
4. 8afety-of-Fllgbt
messages/revisions
to Ibe Flight Manual
(If applicable) . . . • 1 for each.
Questions on Emergency Procedures
as well as some questions on Safety-of.. Flight
Items relating to operating procedures and crit
ical aircraft and engine limitations will be de
signated by an asterisk (*). An Incorrect answer
to any question in this category wilf result in a
grade of "Unqualified" being assigned to this pro
t10n of the Ground Evaluation.

Il::.l.a.a

QFTIWST PROCEDURES CHECK
The OFT/WST (if available) will be
utilized to evaluate the pilot's knowlege and
perlormance of normal procedures and his
reaction to simulate.d emergencies and mO;Uunc..
tions. In areas not served by OFT/WST faCilities,
the Procedures Check should be conducted In a
Cockpit Orientation Trainer. If neither of these
devices Is available, the Procedures Check
should be conducted by oral examination and dis
cussion with the examinee In the cockpit of Ibe
model aircraft In which be Is current. The
following list of procedures and conditions are
Ibose which will be simulated during the OFT/
WST Procedures Check, whenever- possible .
Critical emergency procedures which require
an immediate response are designated by an
asterisk (0).
a.
Interior Inspection. (Pocket Checklist.)
b..L...._
Engine Starting Procedures.
1. Wet start.
2. Clear engine.
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3. Fire during start.'
4. Normal start.
S. Oil pressure failure.
Ct
Ground Tests. (Pocket Checklist.)
Before Takeoff. (Pocket Checklist. )
do
-"e~._ _-,1'ake"""",of",fc:.... (Pocket Checklist.)·
1. Aborting lakeoff (fIre, thrust loss,
runaway trim). •
r.
After Takeoff. (Pocket Checklist. )
1. Retraction Release Solenoid inopera
tive.
2. Unsafe. nose gear indication after

gear retraction.

3.

g.

Ftameout below 250 KIAS after
gear retraction. •
During flight.
l. Fuel Transfer Pump failure.
2. Fuel Tank Float Valve sticks
closed.
.
3. Fuel Boost Pump failure.
4. Oil Pressure failure (fI1p-flop,
gauge, or buth), low, fluctuating,
out.
S. Runaway aileron trim.
6. Main Generator failure.
7. FlIght-Control Hydraulic failure
only.
8. Complete loss of both Hydraulic
Systems.
9. Spe.dhrak. failure.
10. Loss of oxygen supply.
11. Engine failure above 20,000 feet.
12. Fire Warning Light ON and remains
ON (uther Indlcallons of fire).
13. Maximum glide.
14. Ejection••
IS. Bailout.
16. Trallllformer Rectifier failure
(prImary or main).
17. Electrical fire In flight.
18. EGT and/or r. p. Ill. failure.
19. Gyro Horizon failure.
20. Runaway elevalor trim.
21. Fuel Quantity Gauge failure
(rotalea).
22. Engine ICing.
23. 300 gallon drop- tank on wing
station will not transfer.
24. Loss of Airspeed indicator.
25. Surging engine (r. p. m. and TPT)
or loss of thrust.

&-5

Fuel flow fluctuallon/fallure.
FIre Warning LIght ON fIlo other
Indlcatioos).
28. Throtile linkage failure.
29. Smoke/fumes in cockpit.
30. Air conditioning goes full-hot.
31. Smoke/fumes In COCkPit in RAM
position.
32. Runaway rudder trim.
33. Ditching (land/sea).
h.
Pre-traffic Pattern Checklist. (Pocket
Checklist. )
1. Utility Hydraulic System failure.
I.
Traffic Pattern Checklist. (Pocket
Checklist. )
1. Loss of wheellirake(s).
2. UllIlafe main or nos. gear indica
26.

27.

tion.

One main gear up.
and Rollout. (Pocket Checklist.)
1. No Airspeed Indicator.
2. Runaway nosedown trim.
k.
St9Pplt1g the Engine. (Pocket Checklist.)
1.
Before Leavlt1g the Aircraft. (Pocket
Checklist. )
.
3.

j.

La~<l.lt1g

l!:.lH

NAMT SYSTEMS CHECK
(Not Applicable. )

~

FLIGHT EVALUATION
The Flight Evalutatioo I. daslgned to
measure the degree of standardization demon
strated by the pilot being evaluated. It Is not
Intended to measure the proficiency and/or
ability of those evaluated beyond a point neces
sary to assure salety of flight. Within reason
able limits, any Indlvidual evaluated shonld be
able to attain a grade of "Qualified", based opoo
demonstrated knowledge, ·without regard to
special proficiency or ability.
All phases of ttle Ground Evaluation
must be satisfactorily completed prior to com
mencement of the Flight Evaluation.
The Flight Evaluation may be completed
on any flight which will permit the pilot todem
onstrate standard procedures In the preparation
for and execution of a representative type of
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mission for the model concerned. With the
concurrence of the Evaluator/Instructor, the
unit concerned may select the mission which is
best suited to aircraft configuration, training
phase, target facilities. etc. Only those areas
which are required by the particular mission
and which can he actually observed by the Eval
uator/Instructor wUl be graded.
The FUght Evaluation wUl be flown in
day VFE. conditions to facUltate observations
and grading by the Evaluator/Instructor flying
chase,
lh
Safety Con~iderationsJ)uring Standard
ization Evaluation Flights. Due to the broad
Significance of safety, It is impractical to list
all contingencies Without at the same time
developing a lengthy and voluminous grading
criteria. General1y t mission success is subject
to compromises due to safety infractions. viola
tions, omisslons, or deviations, beginning with
Mission Planning and ending with the Postflight
Debriefing. The following paragraphs provide
additional guidance in these areas.
(1) VioJailons of Pertinent Directives
or Procedures which have a direct bearing on
the safe completion of the mission or negligence
in following any procedure or directive to the
extent of jeopardizing the safety of the pilot Or
aircraft wUI constitute an overall grade of
"Unqualified. H The degree of jeopardy involved,
in the absence of specific criteria, must be an
Evaluator/Instructor determination based on
experience and good judgement.
(2) The Latitude Given Examiners in
Grading &Uety Rems must 00 exercised with
care~ The examiner should avoid assumptions in
concluding that a salety discrepancy exists. To
reason that a safety discrepancy could possibly
occur as a result of a remote Bet of circum
stances, is unfair to the pilot being examined.
The examiner must observe a discrepancy that
contributes directly to an unsafe condition to
justify an overall grade of "Unqualified" for
safety reasons.
Ull When an Inflight Safety DIscrepancy
Is Evidant or Is dangerously Imminent, and the
pilot appears to be unaware of the condition Or

has not taken appropriate action, the examiner
will correct the situation by direct ing or taking
the necessary corrective action immediately.
Safety of night will not he compromised due to
any reluctance on the part of the examiner to
correct the discrepancy.
HL.. 1f a G,".acl'Lof "Unqualified" Is.
~, a brief descriptive statement concerning
the safety discrepancy will he entered on the
A-4 NATOPS standardization Evaluation Report
Form. The statement should be recorded "Safety
Discrepancy. !'
b.
Use of Judgement on Standardization
Evaluation Flights. The grading criteria estab
lish standards for grading pilot performance, but
this doe. not relieve the Evaluator /Instructor
from using good judgement based upon experience.
In those items where a pilot fails to meet the
minimums set forth in the grading criteria but
the examiner, through past experience and
judgement, knows the error to be caused by
contributing factors such as weather, turbu
lence, etc., he may then assign the pilot a
grade of ·'Qualified." However. the reason for
such action must be recorded on the worksheet
and Report Form. If lbe pilot being evaluated
consistently made poor or wrong deCisiOns, a
statement to this effect will he reflected in the
worksheet and lbe Remarks portion of the
Standardization Evaluation Report Form, regard
less of whether or not the pilot successfully com
pleted the Standardization Evaluation Check.
The only way the final grade and degree of per
formance of the pilot can be determined is by use
of the grading criteria. Unless an obviously Wl
safe act has been observed (which would auto
matically and immediately terminate the flight),
the Flight Examiner should not attempt to
determine during the flight if the examinee
passes Or fails, or to what degree he passes 01'
fails.
(1) Minor Discrepancies and/or Omis
sions. Minor discrepancies and/or omissions
are defined as those which will not adversely
affect the successful completion of the mission
or jeopardize the safety of the pilot and/or
aircraft~
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(2) Momentary Deviations. Deviatlons
from the tolerances set forth in the grading
criteria which are momentary in nature will
not be considered in gradingt provided the
Individual being checked is alert in applying
corrective action, the deviation does not jeopard
ize the safety of the pilot or aircraft, and the
deviation does not exceed the limitations pre..
scribed for a Conditionally Qualilied grade.
Cumulative momentary deviations will result in
downgrading.

f.

Rendezvous.

(IL Rendezvous Procedures.
.&_ _. En ~out~ Prt;?9.edu~5~

llLIER.J>r:.ocedures.
VFR Procedures.

(2)

I!,.__ .~eapoll~
!1l.~Target..Procedures.

(2) Rendezvous Procedures.
h.....~_.M.!". Refueling,

(1) Rendezvous.

!2L

Refueling Procedures.

Inst~ume"'t Approach~

!bal

GRADING AR.EASISUBAREAS

Holding.
Penetration.
(3) GCA.
HL Missed.Am:!roach.
"'--__VFR r.anding Pattern.
(11 Pattern Entry.
(1)

Areas in which pilot adherence to
standardized operating procedures can be ob
served are listed below. Critical areas or
subareas are indicated by an asterisk (*).
1L-~.. ~E!.lJzht Planning.

(2)

~pproach.

l!.L.EJJJmt .PlllJ!ll~
Briefing,
(:n Personal Flying Equipment.
~......!'!:e.llill!li.Inspection.
(1) Aircraft Acceptance.
c.
Taxi.
(l) Pret:a.fCi P.roce.Qures~
(2) Taxi.
(3) Arming. (If Applicable. )
ill..hetskeoff.
(2)

(3)

1.

Emergenc;y.ProCecl.1!!:eB, (Eval
uated only in case of an actual emergency.)*
.!lh...~~Postf1ight !'rocedureB•.
(1)

il.L.Dearmi!YL!'1:.Q!:~dures.
(2) TaxI.

13)

~Glear~nces/Coml!lunicat.ions.

d.

n.

Takeoff,
(t)

VlBual Safety Check.

00

LineUP and TakeorLIpteryai.

YeIlo\\,~

(4) Debriefing.
Alrcrait Control.
.!l.l.-.Airt:;.raft Control.

~

~LDirectioual..Gontro!..

Communications.
llL. R/T_Procedures•.

iZLYlslllll..§l!ffi!1.IlL

l3L IFF~1'..I>;rocedures.

(4) Lift-off.
(5) After Takeoff.
.!l_._ _ _J?eparture Procedures.
UL.IFR Departure.
tgLy.FR.J:lttiYdrture.

§=14g

Landing.'

Em_~rgency Prtx;edur~~

GRADING INSTRUCTJQNa

ll::.lli

ORAL EXAMINATION GRADING CRITERIA
The oral examination grade will be determined by the Evaluator/Instructor and entered in
the Oral l.xamination section of the Elandardization Evaluation Worksheet. The minimum acceptable
grade is 1"Qualified. H The criteria. for determining area adjectival ratings are outlined in the
follOWing paragraph.
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Qualified

Demonstrated an adequate knowledge of aircraft systems
operation to carry out basic missions safely and successfully.
Exterior and Interior Inspection was completed in accordance
with the BUWEPS Pocket Checklist, with only minor errors
or omissions which would not affect mission accomplishment
or safety. Demonstrated an adeq1:tate knowledge of inspection
requirements.

Unqualified

S110wed an obvious lack of understanding of aircraft systems
operation. Revealed weakness that could result in unsuccess

ful or unsafe operation of the aireraft. Omitted items during
the Preflight Inspection which could jeop~rdize the success or
safety of the mission.

8-142

WRITTEN EXAMINATION GRADING CRITERIA
The results of both written examinations will be entered in the Written Examination section
of the Standardization Evaluation Worksheet. Minimum acceptable grades are listed in the following
paragraphs.
Open Book.
a.
Completed the examination with a minimum grade of 3.5.
Q.!alified
b,___J:lose,LBook,
Qualified
Completed the examination with a minimum grade of 3.3 and
did not miss any questions deSignated as critical.
9FTIWST PROCEDURES CHECK GRADINQJ:'RlTERIA
The results of the OFT/WST Procedures Check will be recorded in the OFT!WST Procedures
section of the Standardizatlon Evaluation Worksheet. The minimum grade Is .. Qualified" (as deter
mined by·the Evaluator/Instructor). The c'riteria for determinIng area adjectival ratings are outlined
in the following paragraphs.
~. __ ~Qrmal ~~~~du~

Qualified

Demonstrated an adequate knowledge of procedures, with
only minor deviations and/or omissions.
Exhibited an obvious lack of familiarity with procedures which
resulted in serious or numerous oversights which would
affect the safety or completion of t~ mission.

Unqualified
~ ___ E~ergen~LRr~_~dures.

Qualified

Unqualified

8-144

~MT SY:~TEMS

Recognized emergencies promptly, analyzed them properly,
and took necessary corrective action. Reaction was slow
only in those situations which could not be realistically
simulated.
~monstrated improper and unsafe cockpit procedures.
Failed to recognize emergencies, analyzed them improperly?
or took improper corrective action. Failed to recognize and
act·in obviOUS situations which required immediate reaction
until the condition had developed beyond salvation.
CHECK GRADING (:;RlTEIUA

(Not Applicable.)
8-1iJi

:f.LIGHT EVALJ,1ATION GRADING CRITERIA
The Flight Evaluation section-of the Standardization Evaluation Worksheets should be used
for data collection during the Flight Phase. Adjective grades for all areas and subareas evaluated
during the Flight Check should then be deterrrlmed and entered in the Standardization Evaluation
Worksheets. An Unqualified rating in any critical area or suba~ea will result in an overall grade of
"Unqualified'!. To determine the area grade for areas containing two or more subareas:, numerical
weight factors will be assigned to the adjective grades as follows:
8-8
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2 - QJalified.
1 - Conditionally QJalified.
o - Unqualified.

When all areas/subareas have been assigned a numerical weight factor, the following
formula will be used to determine the area and/or the overall Flight Evaluation grade;
Sum of area/subarea nUmerical values
Area (or Final Evaluation) grade.
Number of areas/subareas evaluated
To convert the final numerical grade to an adjective grade, the following applies:
2.0 -1. 5 • Qualified.
1. 49·1. 1 • Conditionally Quallfied.
1.09-0 • Unqualified,

Example (subarea numerical values):

=

S/5

= 1.6

= Qualified (area adjective grade).

The criteria for determining area/subarea adjective ratings is outlined in the foll?wing
paragraphs. An asterisk {*) designates a critical area or subarea.
!!_._ _.. Fli~ht Planning.
(1) Flight PlaJ)l1~
Qualified
Flight planned in accordance with local, FLIP, OPNAV, and
other governing instructions for the type of mission. Special
factors which would affect the mission (such as mil lead, fuel
management, weather, winds aloft, etc.,) have been computed
and/or recorded, if a.pplicable.
Conditionally
Same as Qualified, except with minor omissions or errors,
QJallfied
none of which would adversely affect the successful completion
of the mission or jeopardize safety.
Unqualified
Flight planning was incomplete and resulted in discrepancies
which would prevent successful completion of the mission or
jeopardize safety.
Qualified

Adequately covered all applicable items and presented brief
ing in an acceptable manner.

Used prescribed briefing guide but omitted one or more
applicable items, none of which w.ould affect successful
mission completion or jeopardize sa~ety.
Did not use briefing guide. Briefing was inadequate to safely
Unqualified
or successfully complete mission.
.Gil Personal Flying Eguipment.
Qualified
Had all required items of personal equipment necessary for
the mission and area over which the flight was to be conducted.
Unqualif led
Did not possess ail required items of personal flyipg equip
ment.
"b~.___Preflight Inspection.
ilL Aircraft Acceptance.
Qualified
Checked the ten previous yellow sheets (If available) for
previous discrepancies and corrective action taken. Checked
fuel, oil~ and oxygen quantities, aircraft status 1 and other.
pertinent data (such as LABS settings, armamenHoadl prior
to flight.
.
Unqualified
Failed to check previous yellow sheets for discrepancies
and corrective action taken. Failed to check aircraft status
and/or other pertinent data prior to flight~
Conditionally
Qualified
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~_._.

__ Taxk
llLJ:~.ret;\xi Proce.~~!:.~!h
Qualilied

Performed pretaxi procedures as briefed with no deviations

or omissions.
Performed pretaxi procedures as briefed, but with minoI'
deviations and omissions.
Deviated from the briefed procedures to the extent that
ground or flight safety was jeopardized.

Conditionally
Qualified
Unqualified
~TaxiL

Qualilied

Taxi clearance (if required) was obtained prior to departing
night line~ Taxiing was accomplished as briefed and 1n

accordance with the local Air Operation Manual.
Commenced taxiing without clearance (if required) or taxied
contrary to instructions from controlling agency, Taxi speed
or interval unsafe for existing conditions.

Unqualified
m.~.rming.

(If Applicable.)

Qualified
Unqualified
lilJretakeoff•
Qualified
Unqualified

Observed local arming procedures and safety precautions.
Obvious lack of knowledge of or noncompliance with local arming
procedures or safety precautions.
Executed engine runup and completed necessary checks as
indicated by proper takeoff conf'iguration#
Engine runup not performed. Cbvlous failure to use check
list indicated by improper takeoff configuration.

U2L. Cle'!.rances 1<;: omrp.unit;atio~s:..
Qualified

Conditionally
Qualified

Unqualified

ll...-

Taxi, takeoff, ATe clearances (if applicable) requested in
timely manner with a minimum of transmissions required to
understand clearance. Complied with instructions given.
Readback of ATe clearance {if required} was generally correct.
Delay incurred due to failure to make timely request for taxi,
takeoff. or ATC clearance. Transmissions were repeatedly
incomplete, requiring additional questions and calls.
Repeated transmissions were required to understand simple
clearance.
Any unsafe act due to noncompliance with taxi or takeoff
clearance. Could not communicate information or Wlderstand
clearances without superfluous time and words.

Takeoff.
UL_Yisual.""fetv _Check.
Qualified

Visually checked adjacent aircraft (or proper configuration,
leaks, etc. ~ prior to takeoff.
Did not make required safety check.
Unqualified
~.l Lineup and Takeoff Interval.
QualiIied
Lineup and lakeoff interval was appropriate for existing
conditions.
Conditionally
Minor deViation from speCified procedures for lineup or
Qualified
takeoff interval, but not to the extent of being unsafe.
Unqualif led
Lineup and/or takeoff interval was unsafe.
~l._Direc_tional.Qgntrol.

Qualified
Conditionally
Qualified
Unqualified

Good directional control was evident during takeoff roll.
Improper use of brakes or poor directional control.

Directional control was unsafe.
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f1l ... Lift-Off.
Qualified
Conditionally
Qualified
Unqualified

Transition to takeoff attitude and lift-off executed smoothly
and without severe rotation.
Overcontrolled or rough attitude control during or after
Uft-off.

Rotation to takeoff attitude or attitude control after takeoff
was sO erratic as to be unsafe.

i~L.N.1er Takeoff.

Qualified

~r~tl~dallY
Unqualified

Retraction of wheels and flaps was safely accomplished.
Erratic aircraft control during retraction of wheels and
flaps.
Unsafe aircraft control during retraction of wheels and flaps.

e ...___~part.'!!!.~_}?roc~dures.
{!1....1!".~

Departure.
Qualified
Conditionally
Qualified
Unqualified

Departure executed in accordance with clearance.
Same as Qualified, except for minor deviations not constitut
ing a violation of the clearance.
Major deviation constituting a violation of the clearance.
Airspeed or attitude unsafe.

ill.... VFR Depart1J~
Qualified
Conditionally
Qualified
Unqualified

L-...

Departure executed in accordance with local traffic rules
and clearance.
Same as Qualified, except far minor deviations.
Violated local traffic rules to the extent of being unsafe.

Rendezvou.~

~~ndezvo~~ Procedures.

Qualified
Conditionally
Qualified
Unqualified

En Route Procedures.
IFR Procedures.
Qualified

Executed rendezvous safely and in accordance with procedures
as briefed or currently prescribed.
Same as Qualified, but with minor errors in technique.
Rendezvous executed in a manner that indicated lack of
knowledge of technique required. Resulting delay would
adversely affect or preClude accomplishment of the briefed
mission. Rendezvous was unsafe.

(l)

Conditonally
QualUied
Unqualified
(2) VFR Procedures.
Qualified
Conditonally
Qualified
Unqualified

Complied with clearance and instructions given by controlling
agency.
Same as Qualified t except for minor deviations not con
stituting a violation of the clearance.
Major deviation constituting a violation o( the clearance.
Maintained cruising Mach, altitude, and/or heading as
briefed or as dictated by governing regulations and existing
conditions.
Generally maintained a cruising Mach altitude and/or heading
less-than-optimum (or existing conditions, but whicb would
not have prevented the successful completion of the mission.
Did not meet the criteria (or Conditionally Qualified. Demon
strated an obvious lack at knowledge of basic reqUirements
or regulations which would have adversely affected mission
completion or safety.
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h.

Weapons.

(1)

Targ~!

Procedures•.

Qualified
Conditionally
Qualified
Unquallfied

(2) Rendezvous Procedures.
Quallfied
Cond!tlonally
Qual!f1ed
Unqualified
I.

Air Refueling.
(I) Rendezvous.
Qualified
ConditiOnally
Qualified
Unquallf led
(2) Refueling Procedures.
Qualified
COlIdltlonally
Qualified
Unquallfied

J.

rnstrument Approach.
Holding.
Qualified

Conformed to prescribed procedures for weapons delivery
and local target pattern.
Same as Qualified~ except for minor deviations or omissiOns.
ObviOUS lack of knowledge of procedures lor weapons release
or local target pattern. Any unsafe act.
Executed rendezvous safely and in accordance with procedures
as briefed or currently prescribed.
Same as Qualified, but with minor errors in technique.
Rendezvous executed in a manner that indicated lack of
knowledge of technique required. Rendezvous was unsafe.

Minimum radio communications. Good joinup procedures.
Excessive radio communications. Poor joinup with tanker.
Failed to rendezvous with tanker.
Any unsafe act.

Formation dangerous.

Followed prescribed procedures for hookup and breakaway.
Same as Qualified, but with minor deviations or omissions.
Endangered self or other aircraft. Did not know or follow
prescribed procedures,

(1)

Conditionally
Qualified
Unqualified
(2) Penetration.
Qualified
Conditionally
Qualified
Unqualified
(3) GCA.
Qualified

Conditionally
Qualified
Unqualified

Entered holding pattern in accordance with current directives.
Remained within pattern limits.
Same as Qualified, except with minor deviations. Aircraft
control was erratic.
Unorthodox pattern entry. Cannot remain in prescribed
pattern. Unsafe altitude or airspeed.
Complied with prescribed procedures and instructions
received. Tracking procedure was good. Leveled off
smoothly at the prescribed altitude.
Sa,me as Qualified, except for minor deviations from pro
cedures and/or instructions received not affecting flight
safety.
Did not meet the criteria for Conditionally Qualified.
Followed all instructions without delay or deviation. Transl
tioned to landing configuration, observing airspeed limits
for gear and flap extension. Responded promptly and smoothly
to corrections by final controller, resulting in only minor
deviations from glide slope and heading.
Same as Qualified, but with deviations which did not affect
safety of flight and did not result In a technique waveoff.
Exceeded the criteria for Conditionally Qualified.
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lfL..M i.sed Approach.
Qualified

Conditionally
Qualified

It.

Unqualified
VFR Landing Pattern.
(1) Pattern Entry.
QuaIlIled

Conditionally
Qualified
Unqualified

(2) Approach.
Qualified
Condit ionatly
Qualified
Unqualified
(3) Landing.
Qualified

Pattern entry and break executed as prescrtbed by Local
Course Rules and/ot' instructions received from controlling
agency. Local Hung-Ordnance procedures complied with
(if applicable).
Same as Qualified, with minor deviations not jeopardizing
safety.
Did not meet the criteria for Conditionally Qualified. Poorly
planned or Improperly executed entry to the traffic pattern.
Obvious lack of knowledge of or compliance with local Hung
Ordance procedures (if applicable).
Conformed to prescribed procedures for pattern and transl
tioning to landing configuration.
Same as Qualified, with minor deviations from pattern altitude
or airspeed, "but not to the extent of being unsate~ Forgot
speedbrakes •
Did not meet the criteria for Conditionally Qualified. Exceeded
gear and flaps extension airspeed limitations or failed to
lower the landing gear prior to the 100" position.

*

Conditionally
Qualified
Unquatified
1.

Followed Missed-Approach procedures as published or
instructed. Did not descend below minimum altltude. Main
tained good control during transition to climb and throughout
aircraft configuration changc f with only minor deviations.
Same as Qualified, except occasionally overcontrolled during
transitions andlor other deviations not jeopardizing safety of
flight.
Did not meet the criteria for Cooditionally Qualified.

Adequate stralghiaway on final to determine degree of cross
wind effect. Touchdown was effected at a safe distance down
the runway without a noticeable liare. Mirror was used
where available. Flaps were retracted promptly after touch,.,
down. Good directional control during rollout.
Same as Qualified, except minor deviations not considered
unsafe. Did not use mirror (if avaliable). Flared on ianding.
Did not retract flaps promptly after touchdown.
Did not meet the criteria lor Conditionally Qualified.

Emergency Procedures.
Emergency Procedures~ *

(1)

Qualified
Conditionally
Qualified
Unqualified
m.

Postflight Procedures.
(t) Dearming Procedures.
Qualified
Unqualified

Properly analyzed the emergency system (if any emergency
actually occured) and took appropriate action without deviation,
error l or omission.
Same as Qualified, except all required action was accomplished
safely, but not in the correct sequence.
Failed to recognize an obvious emergency or deViated from
specified procedures to the extent 01 endangering safety of
flight.

Conformed to local dearming procedures.
Obvious lack of knowledge or vioiation of local dearming
procedures~ Any unsafe act.
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Tax!.
Qualified

(;!)

Unqualified
/S) YelloW Sheet.
Qualified
Conditionally
Qualified
Unqualified
(fL:Q<;!:I,iefing.
Qualified
Conditionally
Qualified
Unqualified
n._

o.

Taxi was completed safely and at proper interval for existing
conditions. Complied with prebriefed Or specified procedures.
Did not meet the criteria for Qualified. Any unsafe act.
OPNAV 3760. 2 (Yellow Sheet) completed without errors or
omissions.
Same as Qualified, except mirlor omissions tha.t have no
safety significance.
Did not meet the criteria for Conditionally Qualified. Failed
to record a discrepancy involving safety of flight.
Examinee thoroughly debriefed the mission. Completed error
analysis with definite corrective action prescribed, if
indicated.
Minor omissions. Inadequate error analysts.
Inadequate debriefing, with major items omitted. No error
analysis. Corrective action omitted.

Aircraft Control.
(1) Aircraft Control. (Applies to Entire Flight.)
Qualified
Good leader. Smooth on controls. Considerate of wingman.
Wingman would have no problem maintaining position.
Rough on controls. Has little consideration for wingman.
Conditionally
Not unsafe.
Qualified
Very rough on controls. Would be unsafe as formation leader
Unqualified
in IFR conditions. No consideration for wingman. Any
unsafe maneuvers.
Communications.
(l) R/T Procedures.
Complied with procedures prescribed by Mllitary and FAA
Qualified
Regulations. Transmissions were made correctly on the
proper frequency without interruption of other transmissions.
Monitored frequencies andlor facilities at the appropriate
time. Transmissions were received, understood, properly
acknowledged, and complied with. Was familiar with com
munications equipment and facilities. Utilized backup
facilities without hesitation.
Same as Qualified, except for minor deviations or delays
Conditionally
which indicated lack of thorough familiarity with procedures,
Qualified
eqUipment, or facilities, but which would not preclude
successful completion of the mission or jeopardize safety.
Failed to transmit or receive mandatory reports through
Unqualified
omission or lack of familiarity with eqUipment or procedures.
Any vioiation of Military IF AA Regulations. Any violation of
safety.
(2) Visual Signals.
Used standard visual signals correctly and without confusion.
Qualified
No delay due to questionable signals.
Same as Qualified, except for minor deviations and delays.
Conditlonafly
Qualified
Used nonstandard signals, resulting in misinterpretation and
Unqualified
confusion. Excessive delays or mission success was jeopard
ized due to use of questionable signals.
(3) IFFISI!"Procedures.
Qualified
Used proper route codes~ Complied with all interrogation
instructions.
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Unqualified

Failed to use equipment properly, resulting in confusion and
undue delay. Obvious lack of knowledge of IFF/SIF procedures.

FINAL GRADE DETERMINATION
The fiual grade assigned for the stand
ardization Evaluation Check will be the grade
assigned for the flight Phase, except that when
the minimum standard for any part of the Ground
Phase is not attained, a final grade of .. Unquali
fied" will be assigned for the entire standardi
zation Evaluation Check and so enlered in that
block of the standardization Evaluat!on Report.

l!:::ll§

FORMS AND RECORIll
RePOrt Form. The Standardization
Evaluation Report Form (Form B-1) will be used
to report the complete results of the Standardi
zation Evaluation Check. Upon completion of the
Check and Critique, the applicable sections of
the Report will be prepared In duplicate by the
Evaluator/Instructor for each pilot checked. All
areas/subareas graded as "Unqualified" must be
amplified in the "Remarks" colUmn. The original
of the completed Report will be delivered to the
Commanding Officer for review and comment.
b.
Worksheet.. The Oral/Written Exami
nation Worksheet (Form S-2),the OFT/WST
Procedures Worksheet (Form B-3), and the
Flight Evaluation Worksheets (Form B-4) will
be used as applicable in administering all phases
of the Standardization Evaluation CheCk, In the
determination of grades, and In the preparation
of the Standardization Evaluation Report and the
Critique. Speclflc results of individual parts
B-147
lI.
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of the Check which are indicative of deficiencies

in the level of required pilot knowledge Or degree
of adherence to standard procedures should also
be recorded.
li.c.~_ _.,Re=c",orllds""" The standardization Evalua
tion Report will be retained by the squadron for
a period of one year after completion or until a
subsequent Check has been completed. Upon
successful completion of a Standardization
Evaluation Check, an entry to that effect will be
made on the Qualification and Achievements
page of the individual's Aviator'. Flight Logbook
by the Evatuator /Instructor conducting the Check.
CRITIQUE
The Critique i. the terminal paint in
the Standardization Evaluation Check and will be
given by the Evaluator /Instractor administering
the Check. The Criti:,tue involves processing
the data collected and the oral presentation of
the Standardization Evaluation Report. Devia
tions from standard operating procedures will
be covered in detail, using all collected data
and the worksheets as a guide. Upon completion
of the Critique, the pilot will receive the com
pleted copy of the Standardization Evaluation
Report for certification and signature. The
completed Stardardizatlon Evaluation Report
will then bs presented to the Unit Commanding
Officer.

§::1il!
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APPENDIX A

Standardization Evaluation Report
Form B-1
NATOPS ANNUAL STANDARDIZATION EVALUATION REPORT- A-4
NAME (Last, First, Middle Initial)

I DATE

'AcTrIiITYILOCA TION

ITOTAL TIME IN TYPE

TOTAL FLIGHT TIME

I FILE NUMBER

RANK

TYPE AIRCRAFT
DATE OF LAST NATOPS CK.

EVALUATION

rGROUND PHASE

GRADE

AREA

DATE COMPLETED

U

CQ

Q

Oral Examination
Written Examination (Open Book)
Written Examination (Closed Book)
Pilot Procedures Evaluation (OFT)
OVerall Ground Ptlase

<

OVerall Flight Phase
Final OVerall Grade
Remarks of Evaluator!Instructor

,

I

~e

Rank, Name of EVAL/INST

Signature

i Dute

Rank, Name of Examinee

Signature

<

Remarks of Unit Commander a.nd Corrective Action

"~""""

Dute

I

Rank, Name of Unit Commander

I

Signature
ORIGINAL
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Form 8-1

A-4 FLIGHT EVALUATION GRADING FORM

I
SUBAREA GRADES
AREA

!

a.

Flight Planning.

b~

Preflight Inspection.

c.

Tu1.

d.

Takeoff.

e.

Departure Procedures.

f.

Rendezvous.

g.

Enroute Procedures.

h.

Weapons.

i.

Air Refueling.

).

Instrumeat Approach.

k.

VFR Landing Pattern.

l.

Emergency Procedures.

m.

Postflight Procedures.

n.

Aircraft Control.

o.

Communications.

(2)

(1 )

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

AREA GRADE

t=t
!

EE
I

-+

AREA TOTAL
NO. AREAS GRADED
NUMEIUCAL AVERAGE

FLIGHT PHASE ADJECTIVE GRADE

S-A-2
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APPENDIX B

Standardization Evaluation Worksheets
(Reproduce Locally)

Form S-2
A-4 STANDARDIZATION EVALUATION
ORAL EXAMINATION

I__

Q_ _G--LRAD_E_ _
U_-----'

Knowledge of Systems:
Engine
Electrical:
Fuel
Instruments
Hydraulic
Radlo/NAV
Ordnance
Radar
Oxygen
AFCS
WRITTEN EXAMINATION (Open Book)
GRADE
Q

(3. 5 or above)

(Les.

t~an 3. 5)

I

WRITTEN EXAMINATION (Closed Book)
GRADE
Q

U

(Les. than 3.3)*

(3.3 or above)

'" Or misses one or mOre t1critical" questions.

List Areas of Obvious Weakness

Unit

Pilol

S-B-I

Dale

ORIGINAL

A-4A/B/C (Rev. 2)

Form 8-3

e.

Takeolf. (Pocket Checklist. )
1. Ahortlng takeolf (lire, thrust loss, runaway trim).•

f.

After

1.
2.

3.

g.

(Pocket Checklist. )
Retraction Release Solenoid Inoperative.
Unsafe nose gear indication after gear retraction.
Flameout below 250 KIAS after gear retraction. •

During flight.
Fuel Transfer Pump failure.
1.
Fuselage Tank Float Valve sticks closed.
2.
Fuel Boost Pump failure.
3.
4. Oil Pressure fallure (flip-flop, gauge, or both)
low, fluctualing, out.

I

8-B-3

ORIGINAL

A-4A/B/C (Rev. 2)

Form 8-3

5.
6.

Runaway aileron trim.
Main Generator failure.

I

1

L
7.

8.

9.
10.

I

Flight Control Hydraulic failure only.
Complete lOBS of both Hydraulic Systems.
Speedbrake failure.
Loss of oxygen supply

1

I

!

I
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

i

Engine failure above 20,000 ft.
Fire Warning Light .oN and remains .oN
(other indications of fire).
Maximum glide.
Ejection~

*

Bailout.

!

i

16.
17.
18.

Transformer RectlIler faHure (primary or main).
Electrical fire in fllght.
EGT and/or r. p. m. failure.

ORIGINAL

A-4A/B/C (Rev. 2)

Form 8-3

19.
20.
21.
22.

Gyro Horizon faUure.
Runaway elevator trim.
Fuel Quantity Gange failure (rotates).
Engine Icing.

I
23.
24.
25.
26.

1

I
300 gal. drop-tank on wing station will not transfer.
Lo•• of Airspeed Indicator.
Surging engine (r. p. m. and TPT) or lOllS of thrust.
Fuel flow fluctuation/fatlure.

I

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Fire Warning Light IlH (no other Indications).
Throttle linkage failure.
Smoke/fumes In cockpit.
Air conditioning goes full-hot.
Smoke/fumes In cockpit In RAM position.
Runaway rudder trim.

:
I

33.

Ditching (land/sea).

!
!

!

I

I

i

S-B-5

OIUGINAL
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Form 5-3

~ ..Pre- Traffic

1.

Pattern CheckllBt. (Pocket Checklist. )
UtUity Hydraulic System failure.

,
i

i.

Traffic Pattern Checkli.t. (Pocket Checklist. )
Loss of wheellJrake(s).
Unsafe main or nose gear indication.
One main gear up.

1.
2.
3.

j.

k.
I.

Landlng and Rollout. (Pocket Checklist. )
1.
No Airspeed Indicator.
2.
Runaway nosedown trim.
St!!I!l!ing the Ent<ine. (Pocket Checklist.)
Before Leaving the Aircraft, (Pocket Checklist.)

I

i

!

5-B-6

ORfGINAL
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Form S-3
PILOT OFT/WST PROCEDURES EXAMINATION

i

GRADE
NORMAL PROCEDURES
I EMERGENCY PROCEDURES I

~-."

..

Q

c--.

I

~-

..

U

Q

I

I

..

I

L

U

I

~

List Errors and Areas of Obvious Weakness

---------------
..

..

---------~---

--.----

..

-------------- ---
..

S-B-7

..
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Form 5-4

A-4
NATOP5EVALUATOR~NSTRUCTOR

STANDARDIZATION EVALUATION WORKSHEET

FLIGHT PHASE
NAME _________________________ RANK ________
UNIT _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE OF FLT
FUGHTE~NER

_____________ RANK .. _____

These worksheets will be used in conjunction with the A-4 NATOP5
Grading Criteria. Individual pages should be arranged to suit the
particular mission to be flown. An asterisk (*) after an item
deSignates a critical area or subarea.

S-B-8
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FOrm S-4
BRIEFING CHECKLIST

A

GENERAL

EVENT* _ _ __
ACFT. I/<

CALL SIGNS

LINEUP

FUEL LOAD

TlMES:START

STORESWT.

TAXI

BASIC WT.

TAKEOFF

ACFT. GROSS WT. ;

LAND

LINE SPEED

LIFT-OFF SPEED _ _ __

TAKEOFF DISTANCE

DECK SPOT

,

B.

MISSION

PHIMAnY

SECONDARY

OP. AREA/TOT.

CONTROL AGENCY _ __

TIME ON STATION

TIME ON TOT.

S-B-9

OHIGINAL
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Form S-4

C.

NAVIGATlON AND FLIGHT PLANNING

FOXCORPEN/
RUNWAY: LAUNCH

PIM

RECOVERY

RENDEZVOUS

FORCE DISPOSITION

OP. AREA PROCED.

CLIMBOUT

FUEL/02 PLAN

MISSION PLAN

MARSHAL: NORMAL

RESTRICTED AREAS

EMER
GENCY

BINGO/LOW STATE
HOLDING

MINIMUMS

PENETRATION PROCED.

MINIMUMS

GCA/CCA PROCEDURES

ALTERNATE

MISSED APPROACH

DIVERT/EMERG. FLD. _ _

READY DECK

PATTERN

RECOVERY: COURSE RULES__

LANDING/W.O.

BREAKUP

D.

COMMUNICATIONS

FREQUENCIES

CONTROL AGENCIES

RADIO PROCEDURE

RADIO DISCIPLINE

ADIZ PROCEDURES

IFF/SIF

NAVAIDS

HAND/LIGHT SIGNALS _ _

S-B-iO

ORIGINAL
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Form 8-4
E.

WEAPONS

LOADING

ARMING

SPECIAL ROUTES?

PATTERN

SWITCHES

AIMING INFO

ENTRY lAS

RELEASE lAS

RELEASE ALT.

MINIMUM ALT.

SECTOR SETTING

RUN-INIMN

DUDS

lfUNG ORDNANCE _ _ __

JETTISON

DEARMING

SAFETY

F.

WEATHER

LOCAL

EN ROUTE

DESTINATION:
EXISTING

FORCAST

ALTERNATE/DlVERT:
EXISTING

FORECAST

WINDS/JETSTREAM

TEMPElfATURE

CONTRAIL BAND

S-B-ll
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Form S-4
G.

EMERGENCIES

TAKEOFF ABORTS

RADIO FAILURE

LOST NAVAIDS

VISUAL CONTACT LOST _ _

LOST PLANE PROCED. _ _

DOWNED PLANE/SAR

ACFT. EMERGENCIES _ _

SYSTEM FAILURES

H.

AIR INTELLIGENCE AND SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

FRIENDLY/ENEMY
FORCE DISPOSITION

SITUATION

TARGETS

REPORTS

AUTHENTICATION

E. & E.

LOOKOUT DOCTRINE

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS _ _

SUCCESSION TO LEAD _ _

S-B-12

ORIGINAL
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/
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Form S-4
FLIGHT EVALUATION

A.

FLIGHT PLANNING.

Remarks:

COMPLETE.

I

MINOR OMlSSIONS.

INADEQUATE.
(2) BRIEFING.

ADEQUATE.
MINOR OMlSSIONS.

INADEQUATE.
(3)

PERSONAL FLYING EQUIPMENT.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENT.

II

MlSSING MANDATORY ITEMS.

B. PREFIJGHT INSPECTION.
!!LAffiCRAFT ACCEPTANCE.

I

ADEQUATE.

om NOT OBTAIN REQUffiED
INFO.

S-B-13
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Form S-4

C.

TAXI.
11l PRETAXI PROCEDURES.

AS BRIEFED.
MINOR DEVIATIONS.
JEOPARDIZED SAFETY.
(2)

TAXI.

AS BRIEFED. COMPlJED
WITH COURSE RULES.
FAILED TO GET CLEARANCE.
NONCOMPLIANCE WITH
CLEARANCE. UNSAFE ACT.
(3)

ARMING. (If Applicable.)

OBSERVED LOCAL ARMING
PROCEDURES.
NONCOMPLIANCE WITH
LOCAL PROCEDURES, NATOPS,
OR UNSAFE ACT.
(4)

PRETAKEOFF.

CHECKS COMPLETED.
IMPROPER CONFIGURATION,
NO RUNUP PERFORMED.

5-B-14
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FormS-4

(5) CLEARANCES/COMMUNICATIONS ,
TIMELY, COMPLETE, CLEAR.

MINOR OMISSIONS, PILOT
CAUSED DELAYS, SOME
REPEATS.
NONCOMPLIANCE WITH
CLEARANCE, UNACCEPTABLE
HIT PROCEDURE.

S-B-15
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Form 6-4

D.

TAKEOFF.
(1) VISUAL SAFETY CHECK.

ACCOMPLISHED CHECK.
FAILED TO MAKE CHECK.
(2)

LINEUP AND INTERYAL.

APPROPRIATE.
MINOR DEVIATION.

!

UNSAFE.
13)

DIRECTIONAL CONTROL.

GOOD.

IMPROPER BRAKE USE.
UltiAFE.
(4) LIFT-OFF.
NORMAL.
ROUGH.
UNBAFE.

S-B-16
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Form S-4

(5)

AFrER TAKEOFF.

SAFE RETRACTION OF
WHEELS AND FLAPS.
ERRATIC CONTROL
DURING RETRACTION.
UNSAFE CONTROL
DURING RETRACTION.

S-B-17
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Form 8-4

E.

DEPARTURE PROCEDURES.
(1)

IFR DEPARTURE.

COMPLIED WITH CLEARANCE.
MINOR DEVIATIONS.
VIOLATED CLEARANCE,
AIRSPEED/ALTITUDE UNSAFE.
(2)

VFR DEPARTURE.

COMPLIED WITH COURSE RULES.

I
:

MINOR DEVIATIONS.
UNSAFE, VIOLATION.

S-B-IB
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Form 5-4

F.

RENDEZVOUS.

(l)

RENDEZVOUS PROCEDURES.

AS BRIEFED.

I
MINOR TECHNIQUE ERRORS.
UNSAFE, NOT AS BRIEFED.

G.

!

EN ROUTE PROCEDURES.

(1)

IFR PROCEDURES.

COMPLIED WITH CLEARANCE.
:

MINOR DEVIATIONS.

!
VIOLATED CLEARANCE.

(2)

i

VFR PROCEDURES.

AS BRIEFED •

.r-

MINOR DEVIATIONS.

:

DEVIATED TO EXTENT
MISSION COULD NOT BE COM
PLETED, UNSAFE, VIOLATED
REGULATIONS.

5-B-19
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Form 8-4

H.

WEAPONS.
TARGET PROCEDURES.

(1)

COMPLIED WITH LOCAL
TARGET PROCEDURES.
MINOR DEVIATIONS.
VIOLATED TARGET
PROCEDURES. UNSAFE ACT.

(2)

RENDEZVOUS.

I

AS BRIEFED.
MINOR TECHNIQUE ERRORS.
UNSAFE, NOT AS BRIEFED.

S-B-20
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Form S-4

I.

AlR REFUELING.
(1) RENDEZVOUS.

AS BRIEFED.
!

MINOR DEVIATIONS.

UNSAFE, NOT AS BRIEFED.

I

(2) REFUELING PlIOCEDURES.

FOLLOWED PRESCRlBED
PROCEDURES.

!

MINOR DEVIATIONS.

UNSAFE, MAJOR DEVIATIONS.

8-B-21
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Form 8-4

J.

INSTRUMENT APPROACH.

(1) HOLDING,

,

I

I COMPLIED WITH CURRENT
: DffiECTNES.

I

MINOR DEVIATIONS.
UNORTHODOX ENTRY, UNSAFE.

(2) PENETRATION,
COMPLIED WITH CLEARANCE
AND PRESCRIBED PROCEDURES.
MINOR DEVIATIONS.
I

UNSAFE.

I

(3) GCA,

:~?6'i.~~g ;r~c~:gcPROCEDURES.

DEVIATED BUT NOT UNSAFE
TO THE EXTENT TECHNIQUE
: WAVEOFF RESULTED.
I

I

UNSAFE, TECHNIQUE WAVEOFF.

!4l

MISSlltll A~PPROACH,

COMPLIED WITH PRESCRIBED
PROCEDURES.

, MINOR DEVIATIONS.

I UNSAFE.

5-B-22
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FormS-

K.

YFR LANDING PATTERN.
(1)

PATTERN ENTRY.

COMPLIED WITH LOCAL
COURSE RULES AND TOWER
INSTRUCTIONS. HUNG-ORD
NANCE PROCEDURES FOL
LOWED, IF APPLICABLE.

!

I

I
,

MINOR DEVIATIONS.
UNSAFE ACT NONCOM
PLIANCE WITH COURSE RULES,
CLEARANC~ OR HUNG-ORD
NANCE PR EDURES.

,

(21 APPROACH.

COMPLIED WITH PRESCRIBED
PROCEDURES.
, MINOR DEVIATIONS, NO

I SPEEDBRAKES.

I

UNSAFE, FORGOT WHEELS.
I

(3)

LANDING. •

COMPLIED WITH PRESCRIBED
PROCEDURES.
MINOR DEVIATIONS, FLARE
LANDING, SLOW FLAP RETRAC
TION AFTER TOUCHDOWN.

I

,

EXCEEDS ABOVE CRITERIA,
UNSAFE.

,
i

I

S-B-23
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Form 8-4

L.

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES.
(1)

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES••

CORRECTLY ANALYZED AND
ACTED (IF ANY ACTUALLY
, OCCURRED).
i

I MINOR SEQUENTIAL
DEVIATIONS.

:

i

FAILED TO RECOGNIZE
SYMPTOMS OR UNSAFE
DEVIA TION FROM PRE
I SCRIBED PROCEDURES.

S-B-24
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Form 9-4
M.

PQBTFLIGIIT PROCEDURES.
(1)

DEARMING.

COMPLIED WITH LOCAL
DEARMlNG PROCEDURES.
VIOLATED LOCAL PROCE
DURES. ANY UNSAFE ACT.

(2)

TAXI.

COMPLIED WITH PRESCRIBED
PROCEDURES AND CLEARANCE.
NONCOMPLIANCE, UNSAFE.

(3)

YELLOW BREET.

COMPLETED WITHOUT ERROR.
MINOR OMlSSlONS.
SAFETY OF FLIGHT
DISCREPANCY OMITTED,

(4)

DEBRiEFING.

COMPLETE.
MINOR OMISSlONS.
iNADEQUATE.

S-B-25
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Form 

1:L

AIRCRAFT CONTROL.
(1)

AIRCRAFT CONTROL. (Entire Fllgbt.)

SMOOTH, CONSIDERATE LEAD.

I

ROUGH, LITTLE CONSIDER
ATION FOR WINGMAN.

i VERY ROUGH, UNSAFE LEADER
, IN IFR, UNSAFE MANEUVER.

S-B-26
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O.

COMMUNICATIONS.
(1)

R/T PROCEDURES.

COMPLIED WITH PRESCRIBED
PROCEDURES.
MINOR DEVIATIONS Dl!!LAYS,
LACK OF THOROUGII FAMIL1
ARlTY WITH EQUIPMENT/
FACILlTIl!!S.
FAILED TO MAKE MANDATORY
REPORTS, VIOLATED MILi
TARY/FAA REGULATIONS,
UNSAFE ACT OR OMISSION.

(2)

VISUAL B1GNALB.

USED STANDARD BlGNALS.
MINOR DEVIATIONS.
NONSTANDARD B1GNALS,
EXCESSIVE DELAYS.

(3)

IFF/BlF PROCEDURES.

USED PROPER CODES.
IMPROPER USE OF EQUIP
MENT OR CODES.

S-B-27

ORIGINAL
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